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THE OREGON COUNTRY

under
THE STARS AND STRIPES

The Oregon Country was made up of
what is now the States of Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and we stern parts
of Wyoming and Montana.

In 1811 the Oregon Country was occupied
by the Pacific Fur Company, an American
Company with headquarters in Montreal.
John Jacob Astor was the owner and the
members of this company were called

Astorians.
The Astorians traded and trapped from
the 43rd to the 48th parallel from 1811
to 1813
THE OREGON COUNTRY AND THE WAR OF 181Z

The documentations in this book start
from this period

B. C. FAYETTE

Montreal -

1961

THIS BOOK HAS NOT BEEN EDITED.
ONLY A MINIMUM OF NOTES HAVE

BEEN ADDED.

Rather important page s: Page 13 THE UNION JACK
Page 175 THE RESTORATION
Page 185 THE MONROE DOCTRINE

(FROM THE PUBLIC ARCHIVES OF CANADA)

EXTRACT FROM MR. McDONALD'S JOURNAL FROM
ENGLAND TO THE COLUMBIA RIVER -NORTH WEST

COAST OF AMERICA. -

1813

MARCH -25th-

Sailed from Portsmouth on board the Isaac Todd. The
Phoebe in Company - Captain Hiflyar, 36 Guns as convoy.
MARCH -3 0th-

The Phoebe took a prize (French Pruchur) in latitude
492. North and longitude 72. 16 West in company with
the Unicorn and Stag British Sloops of War.
MARCH -31st-

Spoke to the Ore ster, Sloop of War.

APRIL -1stA Gale nigh foundering - Phoebe kept a head under bare
poles. - Isaac Todd all crowed could not join her &c

kc.

APRIL -7thSpoke to a Spanish Ship from North American. -

1813

APRIL -11thAnchored at Santa Cruze - A terrific night - Nigh
running foul of a Indian man about 50 Sail at Anchor.

Indian and Brazil Fleet. APRIL - 14th-

Weighed Anchor, but falling Calm we dropped it again.
APRIL -.15th-

All day employed in getting off the Ship, she having
nearly run on shore - In the evening got her off by the
assistance of the Frigated, Boats & cc., and put to Sea
with the loss of a Kidge Anchor and Hewser.
APRIL -26thMade Cape Verd Island. APRIL -29th-

Sun Vertical and Thermometer - 78 MAY -15th-

Grossed the Equator MAY -28th-

In Latitude l42 South - Thermometer in the Cabin 9O
in the open air 1352-. -

E -9thCape Trio in Sight - S. America. -

vi

1813

JUNE -11th-

Cast Anchor at Rio de Janerio. JUNE -14th-

Received an order from Rear Admiral Dixon, to put the
Stores belonging to the Government in the Isaac Todd
aboard the Phoebe.
JULY -7th--

An attempt to get out, but were obliged to get back after
nigh getting lost on the Rocks of Santa Cruze, or being
sunk by Ships of War.
JULY -8th-

Got out after being much exposed to the High Surf &c., Cast Anchor on the other side of the Harbour.
JULY -9th-

Got Fairly underway, under convoy of the Phoebe, Raccoon and Ceverel. - Lost by desertion while in the Harbour upwards of a dozen Sailors &cc.,whom had received
three months pay at Grave send. Hired others on the same

expense 8cc. Cash disbursement in harbour about 800
STQ. exchange against us at 15 Per Cent. By the

command of the Admiral and Captains, about 65 new men
were put on board of the Raccoon and Ceverel, in case of

separating from the Isaac Todd to assist the Columbia.
The two first Officers left the Isaac Todd while in harbour
from discontent. - Hired others at high prices.

1813

JULY -10thCapt. Hillyer opened his sealed Orders from the Admiral when he sent a note requesting Mr. McDonald to go
on board the Phoebe, which Mr. McD. put off until the
12th.

JULY -12th-

Mr. McD. took some pieces for consumption as agreed
on at Portsmouth. Also 3 Canadians and a Sandwich
Islander and a Willamette.
JULY -20th-

A heavy gale, near loosing sight of the Isaac Todd, she
having drifted to the leward about 5 miles - Close
with her in the morning the Raccoon and Cheverd had
sustained some damage in consequence.
JULY -2 2nd-

The Captains of the Unicorn &Ceverel Sloops of War
dined on board the Phoebe, and declared that such
another gale with an aft wind would compel them to separate with the Isaac Todd. JULY -23rd-

Spoke to the Isaac Todd - all well having sustained no
damage in the late Gale.
JULY -29th-

In Latitude 43- = 59 South and Longitude 542 = 44 West.At day light the Ceverel only in sight, thick Foggy Weathe r. Half Hour G tins fired all day under heavy sail, in the
evening cleared up a little. Discern a Sail ahead at about
4 miles on the Gee quarter, bore down to join her, no
news of the Isaac Todd.
viii

1813

AUGUST -10th-

Made for the Eastermost point of Steten land.
AUGUST -21st-.

Saw Diego. Unicorn say Latitude - 562.
50 South
and Longitude 682 = 57 West. driven to 580 = 24'
272

50' West.

SEPTEMBER -11th-.

Cast Anchor at Juan Fernandez. The Raccoon and
Ceverel yet in company.
SEPTEMBER -18th-

Went on board the Raccoon - Capt. Black, taking
with me Canadian Blacksmith
Goods &cc. Got
under weigh Squadron as before.
OCTOBER -2nd-

Phoebe and Cheverel parted company bearing away
Guayoquil in consequence of information received from
a Spanish Brig, of 100 Seamen put on shore by the Essex and left much distressed.
OCTOBER -7th-

Cast Anchor at the Island of Cocos where according to
order the Isaac Todd was to take in Wood and Water if
required.

1813

OCTOBER -20th-

In Lat = 1117N. Long: 98- = 14'W - Thermometer in Cabin 85g. A dreadful explosion took place
where 21 were sufferers. - 7 of whom died in a few
hours - (among the number I. Flete our Blacksmith)
and many of the others recovered with difficulty in consequence of a Breeze springing up which wafted us to a
cooler region.
NOVEMBER -30th-

Cast Anchor within Cape Disappointment, entrance of
the Columbia River.
Mr. McDonald just beginning to leave the Cabin and
move about on Deck. -

NOTE: On October 6th 1813 a party of about 75 North

- West Company men arrived at Astoria. The
Astorian position being untenable - Astoria
was sold to the North West Company on October 16th 1813.

Extracted from: 'List of people on the Columbia for the
Winter 1813-1814". H.B. ARCH. F./4/61)
No. 138

:

Formerly
Capacity
Engaged
Terms

:
:
:

Wages
Station

:

Time Expires
Remarks

Payette, Francois

Pacific Fur Company
Milieu
October 17, 1813
1 year
200

Fort George
May 1st 1814

Free, Montreal

NOTE: We find Payet listed as a Northwest Company
man - (from 1800 to 1809)
In Astoria, some list him as Francis Pullet.

GENERAL REMARKS:-

GOODS LANDED FROM THE RACCOON

Blankets P. Bale
Strouds

-

Guns

-

7
11
2
8
14
11
17
10
2

Sundries -

Powder
P. K.
Tobacco P. Roll
Ball & Shot

Kettles

Shirts &C
Flints &C
Beads &C
Brazil Tobacco

New Pieces

2

2
.

1

87 - New Pieces and

Three Casks of Beef - Isaac Todds In 1787-88 - The Princess Royal - Captain Duncan,
a small Ship not carrying 50 Tons, and manned by 15 men,
left England, came round Cape Horn and arrived safe on
the North West of America, made a Coasting Trade and in
the month of August, was on her return to the Sandwich Is-

lands, and from thence to Canton. The Meares she had
sailed from England latter end of January or beginning of
February 1789 and been out 20 months when Meares fell in
with her, in August and then a rich Cargo of Furs on board

for China. Orders to the Phoebe:- First to proceed to
Portsmouth and take the Isaac Todd under convoy. - there

six weeks waiting, and Sealed Orders to be opened off Scifly
to proceed to TeneriIfe for Wine for Ships Company - and
the Sealed Orders to proceed to Rio de Janeiro. - Then
Sealed Orders from Admiral Dixon to be opened 30 Leagues
East of Rio. When opened to proceed to the Columbia River, with the Cherub and Raccoon and cruise off the North
West Coast 2 or 3 months if Provisions and Season alrrittted,
then touch at Luna, and take in a Cargo tof Spices for England
8G., particular orders to take care of the Isaac Todd.

Admiral Dixon had intelligence of the Essex being
around Cape Horn previous to the arrival of the Phoebe
at Rio, the refor says he if I send the Princess alone she
may fall in with the Essex and whether she takes her or
not, she may at any event to be crippled as to oblige her
to put into some Spanish Port to repair and loose time in
forwarding the expedition &c., therefore sent 2 sloops
so that one may at all events accompany the Isaac Todd
without loss of time.

Captain BLACK and his Officers publicly say that
the Phoebe altered her course during the night, in which
they pretend company with the Isaac Todd, that they saw
no regular lights on board the P. that the half hour signal
Guns on board the Princess Royal were not heared by the
Raccoon, who lost the P. at 12 o'clock at night, and at
4 o'clock A.M. the Phoebe lost the Isaac Todd. Guns
were then fired by the Princess and lights hoisted out.
The Cherub, Captain TUCKER and Phoebe were together
in the morning, and continued all day together although
the fog was very thick, towards evening the fog dispersed
the Raccoon saw the Princess and Cherub join Company.
- The Isaac Todd saw no more - 47 Casks of Beef and
Flour on board the Isaac Todd, belonging to the Raccoon
will be charged to the North West Company by Government. At Juan Fernandez they had intelligence from a
Spanish Brig, of the Essex being seen cruising off Valparaiio 16 days ago, she had taken 6 or 7 cog:- South
Sea Ships and sent their crews into Guayaquil where they
were starving. The P. &C. after having seen the Raccoon safe on her voyage, she was to go to Guayaquil, and
Iron-i thence after having taken Provisions on board to Lima,

and then ii no American Cruziers were heard of was to
return to RIO. On the morning the Squadron arrived at
Juan Fernandez, a large Ship had been seen off that Island. Mr. McD. and us presume it may possibly have
been the Essex, on her way homeward, and have f-llen
in with the Isaac Todd. The Raccoon proposes going to
the Sandwich Islands according to our reque st k., but
first to St. Francisco &cc., for Provisions, having on
board for only one month, having secured these Islands,
of the Americans, She win proceed to Panama and Lina
for freight of Spices for England, 1-1/2 P cent of which

Admiral Dixon has half. They are surprised to learn the
Russians are to the Southward of this, and Americans Stores
at the Sandwich Islands 8.
Prizes by Ships of War subject to recapture by other
Ships of War unless condemned in a Court of Admiralty.
One at Cape Good Hope, reason why Captain BLACK could

not sell us a Ship 8cc., he must sink or burn them all &.

Raccoon - It would have been more to the purpose,
but the Raccoon touched at the Sandwich Islands. It would
not have retarded her voyage more, than the time she would
have remained there.
Would have destroyed the American Trade there,
Ships, Cargoes of Furs from the Coast on their way to
Canton ., Stores Houses, as Ships were on the Coast
this Summer all of them intended to be at the Islands in
October or November, and Winter there.
Thus the Raccoon would have got the whole nest. She

would have got supplies for herself and for us also.

If

she goes now it will be too late sailing 31 December. The
American Ships will be all away ere she gets there by the

circuit she intends to make k.

NOTE

When the Officers and the men of the Raccoon

they found that it alarrived at Astoria
ready was in British hands.

B.C.

BILL OF

SALE

PACIFIC FUR COMPANY

to
NORTH WEST COMPANY

THE ASSOCIATION heretofore carrying on the Fur

Trade to the Columbia River and its dependencies under
the Firm and denomination of the PACIFIC FUR COMPANY
being dissolved on the first of July last by DUNCAN MACDOUGALL, DONALD MCKENZIE, DAVID STUART, and
JOHN CLARKE with the intention to abandon the Trade in

that quarter, it is hereby agreed concluded and settled

upon of their own free Will and Consent by DUNCAN MAC-

DOUGALL acting for himself and in behalf of his As sociates namely DONALD MCKENZIE, DAVID STUART,
and JOHN CLARKE on the one part and JOHN GEORGE
MACTAVISH and JOHN STUART acting for themselves
and in behalf of the NORTHWEST COMPANY on the other

Part - That the following Agreement and Settlement take
place between them and be binding and obligatory in the
manner and subject to the terms and agreements herein
after specified and contained.

Now therefore it is hereby mutually agreed and concluded by and between the said parties to these presents
and they do hereby mutually covenant and agree to and
with each other in the manner following that is to say ARTICLE 1st. The Party of the former part hereby convenant and agree to deliver or cause to be delivered
the whole of their Establishments Furs and present Stock
on hands on the Columbia and Thompsons Rivers as soon

as the necessary Inventories can be taken into the said
party of the latter part, or any other person or Persons

appointed by them to represent the NORTH WEST COM-

PANY to receive the same at the prices and rates con-

cluded and agreed upon as hereinafter specified in Article

4th.xiv

ARTICLE 2nd. In consideration of Article 1st. being
duly and faithfully performed by the party of the former
part, they, the said John McTavish and John Stuart for

themselves and in behalf of the NORTH WEST COMPANY,
do bind and oblige themselves and the said NORTH WEST
COMPANY or their Agents to pay or cause to be paid unto
the said DUNCAN MACDOUGALL acting for himself and

in behalf of his Associates as beforementioned his Attorneys Assigns, or order, the amount of the Sum or Sums
arising from the Sale, according to article first, and the
rates hereinafter specified in Article fourth at Three several Instalments. The First One Third on or before the
Twenty fifth of October One thousand eight hundred and
fourteen The Second One Third on or before the Twenty
fifth of November and the remaining One Third on or before the Twenty fifth of December following, and further
it is hereby understood, that should the party of the former part find it convenient to leave the amount of the sev-

eral drafts after becoming payable as already specified
in the hands of the party of the latter part or their Agents,
that they the said party of the latter part or their Agents
will allow Interest at Six per Cent until paid on demand,
and as there are several monies the produce their wages
due unto the people employed in the Service of the late
PACIFIC FUR COMPANY carrying on trade on the Columbia and Thompsons Rivers, the said party of the latter part namely JOHN GEORGE MACTAVISH and JOHN
STUART acting for themselves and the NORTH WEST COM-

PANY or their Agents do hereby bind and oblige themselves to pay or cause to be paid unto the several Indi-

viduals employed by the party of the former part, the

amount of the balances due them according to the Statement that shall be delivered by the said DUNCAN MACDOUGALL acting for himself and his Associates as before mentioned within One month after their arrival at
Montreal in the Province of Lower Canada, the amount
of which several sums so paid are to be considered as
part, and deducted from the first Instalment to be paid
unto the said DUNCAN MACDOUGALL acting for himself

and his Associates as before mentioned his Attornies,
Assigns or order on or before the Twenty fifth of October
One thousand Eight hundred and fourteen -

ARTICLE - 3rd And further the said John George
MacTavish and John Stuart acting for themselves and the
NORTH WEST COMPANY will be at liberty to make a Sel-

ection and take unto their Service such of the People in

the employment of the party of the former part as they may
think proper. In consideration of which the said party of
the latter part bind and oblige themselves to pay or cause
to be paid unto the said party of the former part the sever-

al sums due them by such as may enter into the service
of the party of the latter part and the said party of the latter part further bind and oblige themselves to provide and
ensure a safe passage to the said party of the fornrpa.rt
and the remaining part that will not be taken into their
Service to their respective homes.
ARTICLE - 4th And further it is hereby agreed and
concluded upon by the said parties that the following are
the rates at which the Establishnnts Furs and Stocks on
hand be valued at, as follows: -

Dry Goods, Stationary, Gun powder and Leaf
Tobacco, fifty per Cent on the prime cost

Ships Chandlery, Sixty per Cent
Shot ball lead Iron and Steel, One hundred per
Cent

Deduction on made up Iron works at Columbia

River, Thirty three and One third per Cent
Boats new each Ten Pounds Hx. Currency.
ditto in use Five Pounds

Shallops with rigging complete One hundred
pounds, Ten shillings
Two blacksmiths forges complete Twenty-five
Pounds

Plug Tobacco one shilling and six pence per
Pound

Tobacco manufactured at Columbia one shilling
and three pence per Pound

Arms, Cannon & c (?) prime cost

Provisions at fixed prices

Articles in use half inventory Prices
Horses thirty shillings each
Buildings Two hundred Pounds
John Reids adventure and Freemen in the vicinity

of Snake Country and Spanish River to deduct
One hundred per Cent Furs.

Beaver Ten shillings per pound
Beaver coating Eight and Four pence per pound
Muskrats Seven pence half penny each

Sea Otters large Sixty shillings each

Land Otters Two shillings and six pence each

And for the faithfull performance of all and singular
the said Convenants and agreements to be by them respectively kept and performed, all and every of the parties
to these presents bind themselves separately and jointly

for their several Associates firmly by these presents.
In witness whereof the parties of these presents have here-

unto set their hands and Seals this SIXTEENTH day of

OCTOBER, ONE THOUSAND Eight Hundred and thirteen
at entrance of Columbia River North West Coast of Arrerica.

Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness
Witness
JAS. MCMILLAN
JOSEPH MCGILLIVRAY Witness
JOHN HALSEY
GABRIEL FRANC HERE
ALFRED SET ON
WILLIAM WALLACE
AUGUST BETHUNE

DUNCAN MAC DOUGALL

JOHN GEORGE MCTAVISH
JOHN STUART

For explanation of what is meant and intended by
Inventory Prices for Articles in use and fixed prices for
provisions it was mutually understood by both parties at
the time, that the Inventory Prices of said Articles in use
should be fixed at half prime cost, and that no charges at
all were to be made for Provisions or Stores of any description, and to prevent any difference that might in future

arise on the Subject. It is hereby mutually understood
and agreed upon by the parties present, that the Inventory

Prices of the said Articles in use shaU be fixed at half

prime cost and no charges at all to be made for Provisions,

which explanation is to be considered equally valid and
binding as if inserted or so explained in the body of the
Agreement itself.

itness
JOHN C. HALSEY
Witness
ANGUS BETHUNE

DUNCAN MACDOUGALL
JOHN GEORGE MACTAVISH
JOHN STUART

It is hereby agreed by and between the parties of

these presents, that in consideration of the arrival of W.P.
Hunt, the aforementioned Duncan MacDougall wishes to
assign and hereby does assign to W. P. Hunt the part which
the said Duncan MacDougail held in acting for the party of
the first part and for the Completion of the aforementioned
agreements the said W.P. Hunt holds himself equally bound
with the said Duncan MacDougall - And further to render
the Article regarding John Reids Adventure to the Snake

Country more explicit, it is hereby further understood

that Fifty per Cent was meant instead of One hundred per

Cent expressed in the said aforenientioned Article of Agreement to be deducted. SIGNED the Tenth day of March, One
Thousand eight hundred and fourteen

JOHN C. HASLEY
ANGUS BETHUNE

Witness
Witness

(DUNCAN MACDOUGALL
WILSON P. HUNT
JOHN GEO MACTAVISH
JOHN STUART
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(ENDORSED)

Copy Bill of Sale - PACIFIC FUR COMPANY
to
NORTH WEST COMPANY, Mr. Pelly -9 December 1925

Russell Farnham was deputed to deliver to Mr.
Astor in New York the original records as also bills of

exchange drawn on Montreal for the total of $42, 281.50 -

these bills of exchange, in conjunction with a draft of

$1,483.24 and an assumption of $14, 090. 17-1/2 alleged
indebtedness, representing the net proceeds of the sale.
Because the War of 1812 was still in progress, it was
thought unwise for Farnham to traverse the United States
and risk capture by invading British Soldiers.

Leaving Astoria on April 2 - 1814, he crossed the
Pacific Ocean, walked the breadth of Siberia and Eastern
Europe, sailed October 1816 from Copenhagen for Baltimore - !tabout $40, 000.00 was received by Astor in Mon -

treal". (In his letter to John Quincy Adams).

(From the Public Archives of Canada)

Volume II
The George Coventry Transcript:
1799- 1814

"JOURNAL ACROSS THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS

TO THE PACIFIC

U

"Through the politeness of Mrs. Henry,
the wife of an old North West Trader, I
am in possession of a box of valuable papers and Journals kept by one of the family
who travelled from Montreal over the Rocky
Mountains to the Pacific
"The French voyageurs who were acquainted
with the route = were hired for the occasion".
"In fact, his party were the first who were

known to have travelled from the Sask-

katchewan over the Rocky Mountains and
down the Columbia into the Pacific."
"Mr. Henry having thoroughly explained the whole
of the River in his adventures and daring journey through
the gloom and dreary wilderness of the Rocky Mountains
- Tells us that it enters the Pacific Ocean at 46° = 17 North
Latitude and 236° = 20 East Longitude, variation being 200
= Easterly.

Reverting to its rst discovery, he says that in the
summer of 1788, Captf# Meares while on a coasting voyage came off this River in search of a Harbour and River

as laid down by the Spaneands in some of their charts.
Meares at first was very sanguine in his hopes but when
he hailed near the Northern Promontory he was disap-

pointed in finding an Entrance, which induces 1mm to call
the promontory CAPE DISAPPOINTMENT
xxi

He then stood for the Sandy Beach, which lies on
the opposite side, and which is now called Point Adams,
where he was equally disappointed and therefore naturally concluded, that if there existed any entrance whatever , which had the boldness strongly to deny, it must
have beencompletely interrupted by one continued chain
of Breakers.
Meares then gave up all further exploration as hope-

less, condemning the Spanish Charts as false and erroneous - after calling the place Deception Bay, he retired
and steered Southerly.

Four years afterwards - In April 1792, Vancouver

employed by the British Government arrived off Columbia,

but he was deterred from making attempts to ascend the
River from the continued chain of Breakers, Alluded to
by Captain Meares During the Summer of the same year 1792, Captain
Robert Gray-Master of the SHIP COLUMBIA of 300 Tons
from Boston, who was sent out by Congress for the double

Purpose of Trade and Discovery, found his way into the
River and sailed as high up as Grays Bay, which is situated 20 miles from the mouth - Alter which nothing further was done - but to note the same in his Log Book.0

Montreal,
February 20th 1824.

HENRY'S ASTORIA JOURNAIe
MONDAY - NOVEMBER -15- 1813 - Arrived at
Astoria as per journal from FORT WILLIAM.
TUESDAY -16- Weather nearly same as yesterday.
Cloudy and Mild. Wind Easterly. We walked down to see
the Dolly, a small vessel of 10 tons. Built at this Place,
by the late PACIFIC FUR COMPANY, with timber brought
from New York, she is not laid up and dismasted, having

no use for her at present.

In the Cabin of this Vessel we found a Chinook woman

alone with their usual covering. Viz
A kind of Pettitcoat of Cedar fibers, reaching nearly down the knee, and
a small Robe of wood rot. She had just been bathing in the
River, and was by no means shy. We also visited a small
Camp of Chinook Indians, situated on the Point below the
Fort, about half a mile. This people appear to be a very
dirty filthy race, surrounded by Fish oufals and excrements,
so as to demand the utmost precaution in walldng to avoid
them. They had some fresh Salmon and Sturgeon. Their
Canoes are many and of the dimensions:- One for the Sea,
One for the River, and the smaller kind for fishing. We
observed two men engaged in playing at a certain Game,
which is very common among them. See page
Wbilp
at this Camp we saw a large Sea Canoe coming from the
opposite side of the River, which proved to be the Comcornily Chief of the Chinook Nation, himself seated in the
middle of the Canoe, with one of his favourite women Le
Blanche along side of him. The Canoe was paddled by six

men. One at each end, and the other four two abreast.
They kept regular time in padrfling. Their maimer of Load-

ing is stern formost, this is with a view to preserve the
sharp stem of the Canoe, and at the same time to break
the surf and prevent the Canoe from filling with water.

He brought over to trade about 100 Fresh Salmon,
weighing from 5 to 18 lbs and some Whale Blubber, one
of these Fish having been cast ashore a few days since
between this and Greys Harbour.
WEDNESDAY -17- Weather Fine, but rather heavy
at Sea. We had passed going down to Cape Disappointment,

but the Chief told us the surf was to high to admit of our
landing near the Cape, indeed the white foaming billows
which we could distinctly see from the Fort with the naked
Eye, roaring of the Breakers on the Ear indicated as much;
we therefore determined to visit Point Adams, which is
less exposed to the surf from Sea &. &c.
We embarked on board two Canoes with eight men
each, taking the advantage of the Ebb tide. Wind fresh
from the North We st, nearly ahead, off at twenty minutes
past one o'clock, and at ten minutes past two, we had passed the Point and stood out on a heavy rolling swell (which
did not break) until near the Breakers on the Bar adjoining
the Point, from whence we had a full view out at Sea, and
of the Coast to the South ward as far as Cape Disappointment (a Clarks point of view) here we remained about 10
minutes, during which time I was fully convinced that our
Birch rind Canoes were not calculated for the Sea, we then
thought prudent to return to the Point, where we ran ashore
on a beautiful beach of hard sand and hauled up our Canoe
with Care; as she was near the place stood a Village when
the Pacific Fur Company first landed here, the Point wearing away has obliged them to shift habitations to some distance down the Bay towards Yongs River, and now the Spot
on which the Village then stood appears no more, all being
washed away by the Sea. We observed three small Islands
to the South, opposite the Cape, which at first view, bore

no faint resemblance to three Ships. On the one nearest

land appears two singular Rocks, regular in Form of Sugar
Loaves . I measured the Sandy Beach it being then low

water 400 paces, from the Breakers to high water mark,

and on a fine hard sand, and then 350 paces on a loose collecti.on of unlevel sand to the foot of the Sand Banks, on
which grows a coarse Grass, Trele-Rose Bushes & Numerous tracks of Bi.che both fresh and old We saw Swans
White and Grey Gee se, Outards, Gulls &., in abundance

and a great number of Crab sheels cast up on the Beach.
On our embarking to return a swell broke over my Canoe
and wet me to the skin. We passed the remains of the old
Clatsop Village, which is now totally abandoned. We also
saw the make of their present new residence in the Bay
8CC. At Sunset we arrived at the Fort where we found
one of our Canoes arrived from the Willarnette River sent
by Mr. Henry with letters and 7 Biches.
William seems to suspect there is something bad in
agitation among the Natives, but having no person with him

who understands the language, cannot ascertain the truth
&CC. We found Comcomlly was off, other Indians had arrived with fresh Sturgeon and Salmon.

THURSDAY -18- Fine and Clear weather at intervals - Calm and light Breezes from various directions, but
still we could see the surf dashing upon the Cape Disap-

pointment to a great height, at 3 o'clock P.M. Mr. Wal-

lace set off with two wooden Canoes(D. T.) and ten men for
the Willamette as a reinforcement to that place.

FRIDAY -19- Some small rain, this morning which
cleared up about 10 o'clock. Fine and Moderate. Corncomlly ce over on a visit to the Willamette Chief to settle their own Public affairs &cc. Wind sprung a strong
breeze from the Westward. Indians from Clatsop Village
came in to trade Biche meat, Sturgeon, Salmon, Cranberries, and a large Beaver in meat. Large Bleu China Beads
seem to be the principal article in demand. Salmons are
taken in Seines of about 50 feet long, made with twine of
their own manufacture, the mate rial they use are Nettle s
procure from the Natives above &CC. The Sturgeon are
taken in short Seines or drag nets, by two men in one Canoe

&cc. We had an instance of the great value these people
set on their Sea Sheels. Mr. McDonald having accidentally

broken one belonging to his BEAU PERE Comcomlly-, paid
him 40 grains of large China Beads which did not seem to

please the Chief &cc. The best quality are two inches
long. One Fathom of these are valued at three Blankets
of 2-1/2 P.- they are gathered to the Northward of this,
some where about Woody Point to the North of Nootha, are
gathered along the Sea Coast among the Sand at low water

kc.

A very long conference took place between Comcomlly

and the Chief from the Willamette in adjusting their misunderstanding of the last Summer.
SATURDAY -20- Wind South East and Rain which
continued all day. Comcomlly went home, he is really a
troublesome beggar.

His son had a Robe of two Sea Otters for which he

demanded 48 Beavers 8cc. Indians brought some very large

Sturgeon, they are all of the Escargal kind and excellent,
also a kind of small Huckleberry Grapes and Cranberries

all very good. At 10 & clock P.M. rained ceased and weather cleared up. The surf on the Bar made a very great noise
au night.

Fine Clear and Cool Weather.
Wind strong from the Eastward, at 11 o'clock, we
embarked on board 2 Canoes and started for the opposite shore with the flood tide, found the Sea ran
SUNDAY -21-

high and in some places broken which at times made us to

conceive our situation was rather dangerous kc. And in

50 minutes paddling we landed on Chinook Point, on very
high surf which we some what avoided by landing near a
point of Rocks above the Villages, where we hauled our
Canoes on the Sand, and th.rn proceeded to take a view of
the Bar c from the top of Chinook Hill. On our way we

observed a great number of Crabs on the Beach cast on
shore by the surf. We passed three Villages or at least

the remains of such, the houses being mostly all empty and

out of repair, the season not being yet arrived for their
return to this place &cc. Fleas are in great abundance

near the houses. I measured a House which was inhabited,
70 feet long and 25 wide. The door in the gable end as usual,

and cut through a plank, 5-1/2 feet wide, the door itself
2-1/2 feet high, and 14 inches wide, and nearly oval, a
board suspended on the outside answers the purpose of a
door, on the inside entrance of the broad Plank was rudely

carved a large figure of a man painted c., they enter
between his legs &c. These houses are excee ding dirty
and filthy. Sturgeon and Salmon laying about in every direction they offered us Huckleberries to eat. The men are
brutes and the women void of Shame or Decency, Saw here
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one of their Drag Nets for Sturgeon, nearly in the Form a
Bag with a small bunch of Feathers tied to the lower extremity &c. Their line about the swine of a commond Cod
line and same thicker. Saw some small Green Frogs. Irn-

mense quantity of drift wood lay on the Beach in general of
an .xtraordinary swine. We observed many of their dead,
laying on the ground covered with Matts and a Canoe over
all, others again on Stages, covered with Matts and then a

Canoe over the whole, they all were very carelessly attended to and seemed much neglected by the living. The
Wind having blown one of the Canoes from over the Body,
which lay near the foot path, it was suffered to remain in
that state, covered only with Matts. Saw a number of White
and Grey Gee Se, Outards, Stock Ducks 8c. We now ascended
the Chinook Hill or Red Patch from the top of which we had
a grand and extensive view of the surrounding objects. Cap

Fowl weather to the Southward. Point Adams and Yongs
Bay and River with their broken shores intersected by low
marshy lands well calculated from the resort of wild Fowl,
and beyond that a Mountainous Country extending to the
Southward &c. Cape Disappointment, Bakers Bay and the
Ocean beyond the narrow neck of land with in the Cape. The
Channel and Bar all very distinctly to be seen, on the, lat-

ter all seemed to be one in the tire body of foam, leaving

the main channel only which appe ars now, still sufficiently
wide and smooth to admit one of the Ships safe, we saw it
at high water.
We had also a view of the Bay North of Chinook Point,

which appears flat and Sandy. On our return down the Hill
which measured 1000 paces, covered with coarse Grass,
weeds and Fern (which being now dry gives rise to the name
of Red Patch seen at Sea) which appearently covers a bed
of loose Rocks of water Lava, being of a light porous substance.
MONDAY -22- A light frost during the night. The Ther-

mometers at sunrise stood at 1°above the Freezing point

and at 8 o'clock A.M. was 30 above Freezing point. Weather Clear and Calm all day. Walked down to Point George
and collected a few Pebbles and other Stones 8cc. PetreLied Sand, bits of Woods 8cc., some bearing the marks or

print of shell fish 8c. Some drift wood of an enormous
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large swine. Saw some Wrens and Summer Birds. Natives
coming and going trading Fish &cc., some Beaver Skins

8c

TUESDAY -23- Some little Frost. At 8 o'clock the
Thermometer stood at 50 above Freezing Point. Indians
came in with Sturgeon, Salmon, Geese and Ducks. I observed in the hands of our fellows from towards Greys
Harbour a Musket of Russian manufacture.

Our Clatsop Hunter came in to get his gun put in
order. Great number of Corneits here. Wind strong Easterly, which fell towards night.
WEDNESDAy -24- Fine Clear and Mild, some Fog
with wind light from the South East. At 12 o'clock it began to rain which continued all day. Indians in trading Geese, Matts, Berries &cc. During the last night and
indeed every night since my arrival here, the weather is
almost Calm or a light Air from the Westward when we
can distinctly hear the roaring of the Breakers on the Bar
between Cape Disappt and Point Adams especially at the
time of Flood Tide and high water.

THURSDAY -25- Fine Clear weather. The Thermometer at 8 o'clock A.M. was 6°above Freezing Point.
Wind strong Easterly. Walked across land down to Point
George which took half an hour, from whence there is a

good view out at Sea. Cape Disappointment, Chinook Point
. Point Adams, Youngs Bay and River even up to Captains Lewis's Winter Quarters in 1806. We found here on
the Beach a Flounder and a Mullet.

We had this evening for supper Yaroo Root made
into Pan Cakes very excellent & cc. Common Potatoes at
this place this Autumn weighed 3-1/2 lbs.
FRIDAY -26- Weather Fine and little Frost - Wind
strong Easterly. The House intended being now in readiness (after having undergone some repairs) we removed
into it this afternoon at 4 o'clock. Messrs. L,B. & H.
and Dick a Native of the Sandwich Island as our M. Dma,
thus we are now in our Winter Quarter s c & c.

SATURDAY -27- Fine and Clear - Wind EasterlyAt 8 o'clock A. M. the Thermometer was 330 above zero.
Our stock of Fresh Provisions are now all gone, we are
reduced to Salt Salmon and salt meat. Viz
Pork and
Biche meat with Cakes of Indian Corn &cc. This evening
the Chief's Son came over with 11 White Geese.
A Canoe with 5 women on board to day in attempting

to cross the River were upset, their Canoe having filled,
but no accident happened, frequently disaster of this kind
occur, but seldom any lives are lost. Weather Fine and
Mild.

SUNDAY -28- Heavy Rain - The Thermometer at
8 o'clock A.M. stood at 400 above zero. Wind Easterly
- Rain all day.
MONDAY -29- The rain ceased during the night, the
weather Calm and Cloudy and Mild. At 3 o'clock a Canoe
arrived from Wiflamette River with Montour and Jacquot' s
Son, and a Sandwich Islander, they bring letters from M.
W. Henry and a cargoe of seven Chamoise weighing from
50 to 80 lbs each and 3 Biche with a number of wild Fowl
of 6 six days from below the Falls &cc.

TUESDAY -30- Fine Clear and Mild weather - at
12 o'clock being about half tide a large Ship appeared in
sight, standing over the Bar with all sails spread, and a
light Breeze from the North East, we could observe no Fly
flying. We fired three shots from a four pounder, but received no answer from her. At half past 12 o'clock she
came to anchor in Bakees Bay with in the Cape Disappt.
At 1 o'clock Mr. McDonald with Mr. Halsey off in a Birch
Canoe and 6 men to go on board while we prepared for our
flight should she prove to be an enemy. At 3 o'clock I observed a White Fly flying at her foremast (our Signal) but
Joseph Ashton tells us the American Ship on the North West

Coast here have the same signal 8c. in short we were at a
loss what to think. At 5 o'clock Mr. Thompson embarked
with all our Packs (92) and a stock of arms and Ammunition and Provisions &cc. One large Boat and Two Canoes.
At 6 o'clock Mr. McKenzie set off in an other Boat with
our Baggage c &c. The night was uncommonly dark and

our situation no wise conceivable. Messrs. L.B. and self
now remained to see the results of matters &c. At half

past 9 o'clock we heard singing on the water, and soàn after
heard the noise of a Canoe which proved to be Mr. Hasley,
who returned and gave us the welcome news of the sale arrival of H.M. Sloop of War Raccoon & CC., his men were

all intoxicated with wine given them on board and much
water in their Canoe &cc. A Mall squally of Mind they
must inevitable have perished &cc. Fired a shot at 10
o'clock and Mr. Thompson returned. I sent back for the
people. Night exceeding dark &c., they did not arrive,
until day break.
WEDNESDAY - DECEMBER -1- Before Sunrise all

the Packs &cc., were safely lodge in the Store. At 10

o'clock Mr. McDougall, Mr. Thompson and myself with
men embarked on board a large Boat. Wind Light South
and East. At Chinnok Point, the Wind shifted round to the
South West very strong and then We st, a mere - and high
swell we send on at a great rate, but the wind being too
dose for us to gain the Ship, we ran down in the Bay, as
far as the Breakers would permit, when we took in our
sails and round the Ship which we reached in 2-1/2 hours
from the Fort. Weather very Squally and Rain. We were
received by Mr. McDougall and soon after Captain Black
having been on the Cape with Mr. McDougall to examine
the Bar. Weather Cold c., much noise and Bustle on
Board with Anchors and Cables c.
TUESDAY -2- Heavy Sea which almost made me Sea

sick, however a Cup of Tea relieved me much. Weather
squally and much Bustle again in removing the Anchors
&c., and hauling nearer shore. The Boats are continually
going and coming for wood and water. At 10 o'clock we

went on shore to see the Cape &cc. Here were a party
waiting at the Old Spot, which from the many letters on
the adjoining trees near the Spring, gave us every reason
to suppose thisHarbour has been much frequented by the
American Vessels, some name were still visible, Viz :-

H. THOMPSON SHIP GNATINOZIN OF BOSTON - FEBY
-20th - 1803 -- SHIP CAROLINE OF BOSTON- MAY -21st

1804. -- There were several others which from the Bark

having grown over the letters, and fire having passed pre vented our distinguishing their names correctly, we walked

down to the top of the Cape from whence we had an extensive view of the two channels, the Bar and the Ocean. The
Southern Channel by which the Raccoon came in, is the best,
the Western one is the smaller Channel, by which the Beaver
came in 1812 it narrow and appearently shallow c. The
soil on the Cape is a very deep thick and rich black mould
covered with long course grass and weeds, all were at this

season perfectly green. Biche and Cheverial track are

very numerous and old Beaver Dam is seen near the Cape.
We extended our walk on the second Cape where the Surf
broke below us. Saw the remain of a small Shark on the

Beach - at 10 o'clock we returned where we took hearty

meal, with the Officers in the Gun Room and embarked on

board our Boat accompanied by the first Lieut, the 2nd

master Hill a Seaman, Messrs Thompson, McDougaU and
ten men. Wind North West and the Tide nearly out. We
hoisted sail and steered immediately towards the Breakers
on Point Adams, so as to avoid some very high Breakers
on our left, we passed within a 1/4 of a mile of the Cape

and on entering the main Channel found that with the sails
and ours we could scarcely stern the tide, which alarmed
us some &cc., however the swell being very high from the
Sea, and the Wind increasing, we made some little head
way and after some moments of anxiety we found ourselves
sale within Chinook Point. Saw several Soles the first of
these animals, the Lieut had seen although he had been 13
years at Sea. Fine Clear Moonshine evening, at 6 o'clock
we arrived at the Fort, having sounded but a few moments
before landing, and found 7_1/2 fathoms of Water, in the
middle of the River 1-1/2 Fathoms.

FRIDAY -3- Rainy Squally Weather. Wind Southerly about 11 o'clock, Thunder and a very hard squall of
Wind from the South We st with Rain and Hail, which did
not last long when the weather became Calm and Cloudy.
Our Clatsop Hunter came in with the meat of a Biche,
413 lbs Limbs, Neck Head c.

came and Traded,

SATURDAY -4- CLOUDY AND CALM, made preparations for taking out the Dolly. At 11 o'clock being high
water, we faile d a s she would not float. Indians from Wit laxnette had robes made with Yergénéao Fox Skins and some
Bowls and Spoons made with Rams Horns, the Workmanship
coarse but neatly carved on the Bottoms and Sides. At 12
o'clock Mr. H. embarked on board our Boat with 6 men and
Hill for the Raccoon. Sent down Mr. McDougall private
letters - 2 Pigs, 4 Bags of Cranberries, some fresh meat
and Geese and half a dozen Bottles of Mustard for the Captain and Officers. The Lieutenant remains on shore with
us being an invalid.

Rain commenced and Wind strong Easterly - Indians
traded Geese &cc and an Avoilot Beaver in meat.- At 10
o'clock P.M. all hands (excepting Mr. Cameron) pro-

ceeded to the Dolly in hopes of getting her out at high water
which was at 11 o'clock but the strong Easterly Wind prevented the Tide from flowing over, as high as this morning, thus we were once more disappointed and we returned
home at 12 o'clock. Rainy Weather and Squally. -

SUNDAY -5- A terrible storm of Rain and Wind

strong from the South We st, drove an uncommon high tide,
which at 10 o'clock set the Dolly afloat, when she was
hauled out with ease, and brought to the Wharf to Rigg c

The Indians heard the report of Cannon last evening towards the Cape, we fear much the Raccoon was in distress
from the violence of the Storm, although the Lieut says
there is no danger, the Harbour and Anchorage being very
good 8cc. It is however entirely out of our power to send
any assistance. We saw a Porpoise on the water near the
shore.
MONDAY -6- Weather more moderate but Foggy
and small Rain. Indians came in with a few Salmon. Our
hunters that had been up Youngs River since the 1st Inst
returned unsuccessful. Joseph Ashton and Bell the Cooper
busily employed in Rigging the Dolly, the Masts were got
up and everything in great forwardness Weather continues
Cloudy and Hazy with Rain and Fog which prevents our Boat
from returning from the Sloop Raccoon.
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TUESDAY -7- Fine weather, although Foggy on the
Water and Wind North East. At nine o'clock Cleared up.
At half past 11 o'clock our Boat returned from the Ship
with Mr. McDonald on Board and Mr. 1(0, we saluted him
with 5 Guns and our Flag. We put stone Ballast and fire
Wood on board the Dolly and finished rigging her, at sunset she was in readiness to Sail down to the Cape for the
Goods. A most delightful evening and night, Mild, Calm,
and Moonlight &c,
WEDNESDAY -8- Fine Clear and Mild weather with
a light breeze from the Eastward, Blue Flies in abundance
feeding on Salmon0 Saw a Wren, At 11 o'clock the Dolly
weighed Anchor and sailed under a pleasant Breeze from
the South East with our New Flag at her main top. Mr.

Sheriff, three Seamen, Mr, A.I. Mr. Clarke, 3 of our

people, The Old Nepisangur, the Wiflamette Chief and his
Brother Thorbeun, J. T. Sar &cc on board. We fired three
guns on seeing her under way in 2-3/4 hours we observed

her with the Glass, to Anchor near the Raccoon.- The
Old Clatsop Chief arrived with some excellent Salmon and

the meat of a large Biche, there came with him a man of
about 30 years of age, who has extraordinary dark Red
Hair, and much Freckled, a supposed off spring of a Ship
that was wrecked on this coast, within a few miles of the
entrance of this River many years ago.
Great quantities of Bees Wax continue still to be dug
up out of the Sand near this Spot and which the indians bring
to trade with us. They also brought in some Bags of beautiful white Clay which they collect a few miles to the South-

ward of this on the Coast, the method of obtaining it is

rather precarious, it being found only in the face of a steep
Bank, and to come at it a person is lowered down from the
top of the precipice, tied round the body with a strong cord,
when having filled his bag he is hauled up.
This evening Comcomlly's young son arrived with 100
Salmon Ducks and Geese.

THURSDAY -9-- Rain commenced before day break

and Wind light South East. Indian trading, others again
arrived with Salmon which are not but very indifferent,
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even our men complain of them, indeed their looks are
much against them, being covered with large Red Spots
&cc., very lean and very soft, traded since yesterday 270
of these Fish. Rain continued at Intervals but light, the
Tide extraordinary high.
FRIDAY -10- Rain all night which still continues

this morning and Wind South East then more Southerly with

heavy Rain until about Sunset, when the Rain ceased and
fine weather began. The Flood Tide came in so very high
to day as to wash over our Wharf which prove the Tide to

rise as high as 7-1/2 feet.

SATURDAY -11- Weather Cloudy and Wind strong

Easterly. We observed most uncommon high Breakers

between this and the Gape Disappointment rolling in upon
Chinook Point like small hills all in a foam, this convinces
us of there having been a very strong gall from the South
We st, during the night. One of our large Boat at Anchor
near the Wharf was driven from her Anchor, Gable broke
and she was found this morning on shore. Indians came in
with Geese and Ducks to trade.

SUNDAY -12- Fine Clear weather, Wind Easterly
and light. At 12 o'clock we observed the Dolly under full
sail beating up from Breakers Bay under a light Breeze
and very high swell, which formed a chain of Breakers

across the Channel &cc. At 3 o' clock it began to rain,

the Dolly seemed to make but little way up, at 5 o'clock
she entered Young' s Bay and cast Anchor, we sent off a
Canoe to bring our gentlemen ashore, but the night being
so dark they could not find her but fell in with three men
who had landed from her and returned on board the Canoe
with word that Captain Black was on board the Dolly, we
instantly sent off a Canoe & CC for him which started at
8 o'clock P.M. and at 11 o'clock Captain Black - Messrs
Stewart and Clark arrived by land having broken the Canoe
on running ashore at Point George where she was hauled
on shore, and left there while the Gentlemen and men proceeded here by land along the Beach through feeling darkness over large and slippery stones deep pounds of water
and the emblerasse s of drift wood &cc,, yet very fortunate
for them the Tide was nearly out which favoured them
with a broad but rugged beach, having got supper it was
2 o'clock we went to bed.
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MONDAY -13- Heavy Rain and Wind Southerly - At 8 o'clock we saluted the Captain with
7 Guns.
The Dolly had anchored opposite the
Fort, before day break we got the Powder on
shore. At 10 o'clock the rain ceased and the
weather cleared up.
Mr. Verdier Mid shipman,
4 Marines and three Seamen from the Raccoon
came on shore, having hauled
the Dolly near
the Wharf.
At three o'clock we fired three
Guns as a Signal to the Raccoon then hoisted
the English Union Jack given us by the Captain.
We collected all our men, armed with Musket,
the 4 Marines were drawn up in their uniforms
and arms and the Sailors with the Quarter
Master (Hill) attented to the Guns, the Captain in full uniform 5cc., broke a bottle of
Nedeiria Wine on the Flag Staff - taking possession of this Country and Place in the name
of his Britainnac Magesty and calling this
Place Fort George where three cheers were given by us all, Three round of Musketery were
then fired by our men and the Marines (one of
the latter had a narrow escape of shooting
himself in the face, his gun having flashed
and afterwards off after having grounded his
Musket) [1 Guns were fired from our 4 Pounder
5cc
We drank his Majesty Health with a
speech to Cowcoinlly's son 5cc. Then the ceremony ended b y taking a few extra glasses cf Wine.

Fine Clear weather although Foggy towards the Cape. At
5 o'clock Comcomlly arrived having been on a long trip
to the Northward as far as
Saro a Grey Pelican, this
kind are not so large as the first two we saw at Tongue
Point, and are of a most light Grey, something like a Young
Gull and then not longer than Cormorant = Received from
on board two Cook Turkies and a Game Cock.
TUESDAY -14- Fine Clear and Cool weather, Wind
fresh from the Eastward. Unloaded the Dolly and at 10
o' clock the goods were in Store, and she immediately took
on board stones as ballast kc. At 11 o'clock I embarked
on board a Canoe with Captain Black and Mr. McDonald

for Young River. Weather most delightful - Sun warm
and light Wind North East.. Saw great numbers of Ducks,
Swans and Geese.
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At 12 o'clock we entered the River and proceeded up
to Fort Clatsop where we found two Houses of Clatsop Indians, all busily employed making Matts and Straw Hats.
(Observed an extraordinary number of Children here, these
people are uncommonly filthy about their Houses and it requires the greatest precaution in walking to avoid treading
in their numerous heaps of excrements and they have no
dogs among them to deminish these piles of dirth) We then
walked up to see the Old American Winter Quarters of Captain Lewis 1805/6 which are in total Ruins, the wood having
been cut down and destroyed by the Indians, the remains

are still visible, in the Fort are already grown up shoots
of Willows upwards of 25 feet high. The situation is the
most pleasant spot I have seen hereabouts and by far the

most eligible of them, both as to security from the Natives

and for hunting 8cc. The Country here is deeply shaded
with Spruce, Pine, Sapino 8cc., and in the Woods, (although

a perfectly clear day) all seemed gloomy and dark,

the

beams of the Sun perpetually prevented from reaching the
ground through so thick a foliage, having fully examine this

place we returned to the Horses belonging to us, and in
care of the Indian, there being no grass near the Fort, we
allowed them to graze here, on the Salt Marsh along the
Bay and River.
While here we heard two guns fired at the Fort, and
soon after a salute of Guns were observed on board the
Raccoon, the smoke was all that was seen from the Fort,
the wind being in a contrary direction, the report was not
heard. We then embarked and at two o'clock arrived at
the Fort. Captain Black took the Angles 8cc at Fort George.

WEDNESDAY -15- Fine Clear weather - Wind light

Easterly. Made the several arrangements with Captain
Black, in furnishing him with what little necessaries our

poor means would afford 8cc. Gave the Chief Comcoinlly
Clothing when he embarked on board the Dolly, with Captain Black, and at 11 o'clock she weighed Anchor, when we
saluted the Captain with 5 Guns, when soon after a salute
was heard on board the Raccoon, as we supposed in answer
to ours and she stood down towards the Cape under a pleasant Breeze. The Capt5 Pendant flying at the Mainmast top,
and the North West Company' s Ensign at the Peak, - Some
Light Rain - At 3/4 past 12 o'clock we observed the Dolly
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to Anchor near the Raccoon when she was saluted by three
Guns from the Raccoon. Rain continued -

THURSDAY -16- Dark and Rainy weather - Wind
North East, last evening and this morning our people and
all the Indians heard the report of Guns down toward the
Cape, which gave us some hopes of the ISAAC TODD being
off the Bar. Toward evening the Rain ceased; but the weather
still Cloudy.

At 9 o'clock P.M. a boat arrived from the Raccoon,
having on board, the Master, Purser, and the Doctor, a

Mid shipman with 6 seamen, came up to sound the Channel
across the River, and towards Chinook Point on the North
Shore. The Guns our people heard firing proved to be a
morning and evening Gun fired by the Raccoon in honor of
the Union Jack which was given us by the Captain. The
Gentlemen and Crew of the Boat were all intoxicated with
Grog, they took 7 hours to come up.

FRIDAY -17- Rainy Dark weather, after breakfast
the Master and Midshipman went out to sound the River
c. At three o'clock they returned when the ebb tide was
too far spent to admit of their going on board to day, the
weather cleared up fine - famous fellows for Grog.
SATURDAY -18- Fine weather and Calm - At 10
o'clock the Cutter set off, taking off with them P. D. Je rmie,

little (Boat builder) and 4 Sandwich Islanders with their
Baggage and 5 Hogs large and small for the Ship, we observed the Boat to get down in good time, while the Ship
had her top Gallant Sails loose which we understood was
the signal for sailing, and this being the day appointed by

the Captain, we every moment were in hopes of seeing her
under way as the we athe r was well adopted for her pa s sing
over the Bar. Clear and light Breeze from the Eastward,
and appearently but few Breakers, within the Cape the present favourable opportunity however passed away without
their availing the rnselve $ of it, they may now be detained
many days without any probability of Sailing Some light
rain in the course of the day. Morning and Evening Guns
continued to be fired by the Raccoon, in honor of our Union
Jack.

SUNDAY -19- Rain and Foggy weather, with Wind
Southerly, and tremendous high surf breaking with the

Cape, and even as far as Chinook Point the Cape itself and
the Bar appears covered with foam. Our men returned
from Greys Bay with a load of a split Cedar Boards for a
covering of a new house for themselves. - This evening
the weather cleared up.
MONDAY -20- Rainy and Foggy weather, About 11
o'clock we had heavy Thunder to the Southward. Rain continued all day. Dice were thrown for sundry Articles belonging to Mr. McD. a Case, a dressing case, and a Brace
of Pistol, the former won by Mr. McDougall and the two
latter by Mr. Bethune also a writing Desk belonging to Mr.
Franchere won by Mr. Bethune.

TUESDAY -21- Cloudy and Calm - A letter was

brought by an Indian from the Raccoon addressed to Messrs
C &J McDougall on the subject of one of our men (Hill) remaining on board and demanding other hands to bring up
the Schooner, this fellow was taken from the ISAAC TODD
and is a sample of her crew, a set of vagabonds most mutinously inclined and who, this very fellow, Hill says, will
either take possession of the Ship before they reach this, or
leave her on the first favourable opportunity. At 11 o'clock
the Raccoon Pinnace arrived rowed by 10 men, and on board
were, three Officers, the Gunner, Captain Clark, A A Midshipman sent up for a letter belonging to Captain Black,
which by mistake had been left in one of Vancouvers Vol,
sent here from the Raccoon, the letter was an extract from
Lieut Broughtons Journal on board the Chatham and CC,

they had been four hours coming from the Ship, this was
the fourth attempt, made by them for coming up, in one of
which (yesterday) they narrowly escaped being all lost,
from one of the large swells, breaking over the Boat which
nearly filled her, they had but just time enough to puil about,
and with difficulty escape some much, larger Breakers,
which rolled but a short distance from them, and into which
the Tide would have hurried them in a few moments. At 2
o'clock the Boat left us for the Ship, giving us three Cheers
on. her pushing off from the Wharf, as a final Adieu to the
Boat of a Ship of War for perhaps some tune to come, both
men and Officers were rather intoxicate ci. Rain ye ry heavy
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and thick Fog, but only a light Breeze from the Eastward,
they spread 2 sails &cc. Our hunter came in with the meat

of a Biche, and soon after an other Indian came in with

another, this was a seasonable supply we being reduced to
Salt Salmon &cc. A Hog had been killed this morning, but
the flesh has a strong taste of Fish and by no means potable.
WEDNESDAY -22- Rain and Fog with a strong Westerly Wind, heard the Raccoon morning Gun more distinctly

than usual owing to the Wind blowing from that quarter.

At 1 o'clock the Dolly came up under a strong Breeze
from the South West, as much as she could stand to, Captain Black had sent some of his sailors to conduct her across
the Breakers, not withstanding which precaution, she was
completely washed over from stem to stern by the bursting

of the swells. Captain Black, in answer to our letter of

yesterday demanding Hill to be send up (as one of the Sailors PARENT a Canadian, and Blacksmith in his place) says
that Hill has asked to be protected by the Captain, and volunters his services on board to serve His Majesty, having
been deceived by The North West Company, they not ful-

filling their arrangements &cc., and that the Captain not
having his complement of men cannot refuse him consistent
with his duty &CC.

Parent also object to enter our service, we were however informed that Hill was actually on board the Dolly and
intended to come up, but a Midshipman came on board and
after a long conversation with Hill the latter proposed returning on board the Raccoon.
THURSDAY -23- Rain on Fog with Wind South West,

a strong Gale had blown during the last night, which made
us rather uneasy for the safety of the Dolly, although she
was well secured near the Wharf, by an Anchor and a Cable
tied to a large stump which lays in the Bay c. Heavy rain
all day, with wind light from the South West. We kept the
meat of a Biche to treat our men with on Christmas (the
meat we got on the 21st Inst was then perfectly fresh and
good) but finding it was spoiling we gave it out to them to

day. This I thought rather strange, Fresh Meat spoiling

at this season of the year, having been here to fore, always
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in a Country where long ere. This period all was fast in

frost, and buried in snow, our meat frozen as hard as

stones proposals were made to Mr. D. McDougall by Mr.
McDonald. An Indian came in with a few White Geese and
2 Swans.

FRIDAY -24- Rain and Foggy weather but Calm,
these incessant Rains are truly unpleasant, and fere very
much will have some bad effect upon our common men, who
are now employed building a House for Themselves, and of
coarse are daily exposed to the inclemency of the weather,

and wet to the very skin, and trampling through mud and
water all day long and at night have no other shelter than
Bars covered with Matt s which must be very damp and moist

owing to the state of the weather, and the moisture on the
ground. Even in the garret of our Store House, which is

perfectly tight and staunch, things become damp and mouldy
and wifl rot. I fear ere the Rainy season is over, there is

no moving out of doors, but you must be walking through
the Mud and water. If you tread upon a stone, Root or billet of Wood, it is ten chances to one, if you do not measure

your length on the ground, everything is as slippery as
glass; and covered with Green Moss, even the Stokades
and buildings are becoming very fast encrusted. It is even
dangerous to walk on our platform of boards which are covered with Moss although exposed to the South. Messrs S.
&K finished packing up the goods intended to be sent in the
interior about the beginning of January, this afternoon our
Glatsop hunter brought us the flesh of a Biche, for which
he received ixnme diate payment which is always customary,

for everything they bring. At 10 o' clock P.M. we had a
very loud peal of Thunder extending from North to South
and the rain continued to pour in torrents accompanied by
a strong Gale of Wind, from the South West, which altogether presented us a most gloomy night.

CARTUIS HOUSE

was finished and Mr. Halsay and Franchere took up their
lodgings with him.

SATURDAY -25- CHRISTMAS - Fine Clear and
Calm weather on the land, but as usual a thick Fog at Sea,
and. towards the Cape which is totally enveloped in mist
At 11 o' clock Beilaire and Thomas McKay arrived from the

Willamette River with one man, they bring letters from

Mr. W. Henry of the 19 Inst intelligence from that quarter

is Beavers are numerous, but the Natives who are also

very numerous will not hunt them, their only sole employment is digging Roots, Commass, Waptoes &ic and steal-

ing the Beavers that are caught in traps when an opportunity offers. Deer are also very nume rous, but a
very small kind, Biche there are a few, our people there
could collect a reasonnable quantity of meat, were not the
Indians so numerous and so much given thieving, when our
people kill a Deer if they do not carry it home instantly,
nine chance to one, if it is not stolen by the Indians, who
are always going about like Wolves, and are attracted by
the report of the Guns to the Spot, they are exceeding found
of meat, and will barter everything they have for it, they
prefer it to any of our goods.
This afternoon an Indian brought in some Salmon which

is now so very bad as to be unfit for use, even our men refuse to eat them. Mr. McDougal accepted the terms offered
him by the North West Company. We had an excellent dinner

with Wine, Spirits, Porter &cc. -13 at Table-Bill Fare Joseph Bouiller - Salt Beef, Potatoes, Pie, Rice Pudding
C. Tart, Cheese, Biscuits 8sc. This evening it rained
very hard and strong South West Wind.
SUNDAY -26- Appearances of a pleasant day. A
few Clouds only were seen, Wind South West. Indians brought

in some winter Geese and Ducks to trade, about 12 o'clock
we had some very heavy showers of Rain.
Comcomlly arrived in his large Canoe with eight men

paddling all keeping exact time, and exerting themselves
with great violence. He brought us letters from the Raccoon which is still laying in Bakers Bay, the contents of
these letters were complaints from the Purser of our having refused to pay his Notes on us for Salmon (according
to our arrangement when the Raccoon first entered the Riv-

er) which is really false, as all notes presented to us by
the Natives for provisions icc. given on board the Raccoon have been duly honor' d and will continue to be so 'thile
she lays here The above must have proceeded from some

misunderstanding on board as they have no Interpreter.
Another complaint was lodged by the second Lieut Hutchin19

son regarding a letter send up here sometime ago addressed to Me ssrs McD & C and which letter was returned to
Mr. Hutchinson on the 24th by an Indian, but how he came
in possession of it is unknown to all of us. An answer to
all their inquiries were written instantly and delivered to
the Chief to take on board the Ship. Weather Rainy and
Squally - The Chief could not agree with us for his two Sea
Otters, which he has already repeatedly offered for sale

but could never agree as to the price, the more I see of
this great man, the more I am confirmed in my opinion
of his being a mean Fellow.
MONDAY -27- The Weather during the last night
was as usual very inconstant, at time s pouring a torrent
of Rain and in a few minute s after the atmosphere would
become perfectly clear and the Stars appear in all their
lustre, - This morning weather Rainy and Foggy and Wind
strong about South West. The Chief returned to his village with letters for the Ship. We heard some heavy dis-

tance Thunder, which some of us took for the noise of Cannon fired at Sea, which of course gave us some hopes of its
being the ISAAC TODD, but the weather clearing away a

little we could see nothing of our long expecting Vessel
although people were sent down to Point George with Glasses to look out. Weather again became Squally. A Chinook

Canoe was over taken to a violent gale in crossing to this
place a squall that would have sunk any of our best North
West Company Canoes in a few moment, she however landed

safe, although the waves seemed to pass over her every
moment. Two of our young kids died for want of proper
shelter.
TUESDAY -28- Rainy weather, but Calm and little
Fog, a most tremendous surf was seenfoaming on the Bar
dashing against the Cape and extending in high Breakers
as usual even to the Chinook Point, weather in the course
of the day overcast Rainy Cloudy and Clear, in short very
unsettled. Indians brought in some Wild Fowls, Swans and
White Geese and Ducks of various kinds. Mr. McDonald' s
Room was finished and he took up lus lodgings in it. Rain
continues by heavy showers.
WEDNESDAy -29- Rain and Calm but soon the
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sprung up as usual from the South West, some heavy show-

ers in the course of the Day. This evening some Indians
arrived with letters from the Raccoon in answer to our of
yesterday. The Scurvey is beginning to make its appearance on board of her and no fresh provisions. It is however out of our power to visit them in that way having but
little or none for ourselves and what little we get would
do, but little good, among so many people as she has on
board, all we have to Pament is that she cannot Sail. The
Captain fears it will be out of his power to go to the Sandwich island for want of Provisions. We paid a few notes
to the Indians for Wild Fowl and Salmon delivered on board

the Raccoon, a few lines were written to the Captain, and
the Indians sent off immediately, the weather being rather
moderate and Calrnas the Rain had ceased.

THURSDAY -30- Rainy weather, a mist and thick
Fog with Wind as usual from the South West. Indians brought

in some Salmon of a very indifferent quality. At 2 o'clock
Belloeir set off for the Willamette, having now two Canadians and four Sandwich Islanders with him to hunt Beaver
until the 1st of May for the service of which he pays us 180
lbs Beaver.. AU hands busily engaged writing letter c.,
to be sent by the Express across the Mountains.
FRIDAY -31- Appearances of a fine day. Foggy and
Wind from the East Ward. - At half past 9 o'clock the
weather having cleared up and the Fog dispersed, we had

the pleasure of seeing the Raccoon under way stretching on
a Jack within Chinook Point, she soon put about and stood

for Sea under a heavy press of Sail, weather fine Clear

and oiily a light Breeze, as She passed the Cape we hoisted
our Union Jack and fired a salute of 7 guns we could not hear
whether she answered, just before she came upon the Bar,
she appeared to hoist every Sail she had and stood out in

most Majestic manner to Sea, we very soon lost sight of
her behind Point George and Point Adams, at Il o'clock
we saw no more of here At 1 o' clock we sent a Canoe down

to Point Adams to look out with a Spying Glass, and see
if she was clear of the Coast. This afternoon most delightfull Weather, but the Air rather more Keen than usual
owing to the Wind coming from the interior which is always

the case here at tins season. At 6 o' clock P. M. the Canoe
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returned but had not seen the Ship, although the weather was
perfectly Calm at Sea. The Clatsops told them she had been
out of sight for some tinie, her course standing to the South
West.

SATURDAY - JANUARY -lst-1814 - Fine Clear
weather, Wind light from the Eastward, we could scarcely
collect Liquor sufficient in the Fort out of Cases, Kegs 8cc.,
to give the men each one dram. Gave som Rice, Salt Beef

and Swans, this was all our means could afford, as for

ourselves we still had wherewith to make our great Feast,
Rice, Soup, Boiled Swans, Roast Wild Fowl, Roast Pork,
Rice Pudding, Wild fruit Pie, Cranberries, Tart, Cheese

Biscuits, Porter Spirits, and two Bottles Mederia Wine

being the remainder of what Captain Black Having given
us, - Comcoxnlly' stwo Sons came over we gave them each
a Clothing as promised when Captain Black was here and
took possession of this Place they returned across immediately, a very pleasant day throughout, and foggy in the
evening but mild. There are always Ducks of various kinds
swiming about in the River, here near the shore, many shot
could be fired at them in course of the day, indeed old LOG
who remains always on board the Dolly, generally Kills
some every day near her, she lays at Anchor intheBay
near the Wharf and a very snug place for a small Vessel.
SUNDAY -2- Rainyweather, Wind L. E. Indians brought

in two Canattes of Salmon most wretched stuff, scabby and
of various colors particularly the Tail part, we only picked
out a few and even them were very lead and soft, they had
still some rows in them. These Salmon they gather up at
the entrance and in the small Rivers which fall in the COLUMBIA near this place, those we saw to-day came from
Youngs River and brought in by the Clatsop Indians.

MONDAY -3-Weather Cloudy and Dull but no Rain, At 12 o'clock our Express for Fort William was in readiness and alased Two Canoes (Wooden T.D.) were loaded
with 15 persons and Packs 17 each Messrs Stewart and
Keitt embarked and set off for the Spokane House. Mr.
Stewart to remain there and Mr. Keitt to accompany the
Express as far as the Kootonais House, from whence it
was to proceed on to Fort D.P. with Lagauckee, Thoebine,
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Landreville and Trenchusantagne, we hope it will reach
Fort Augustus about the 15th March. Arranging Stores,
Houses c., every thing is damp, moulding and inclined
to Rot, and decoy, - Large Iron Stoves would be a very

necessary thing at this place during the Rainy Season. One
of our Hens began to set on five Eggs to-day. Saw a Heron.
Weather Calm and but little Surf on the Bar. It began to
rain in the Evening.

TUESDAY -4- Weather Cloudy, wind S.W. strong
and very squally, at eight o'clock we had some very heavy
showers of Rain, which continued at intervals throughout
the day. Tide uncommonly high owing to the strong Gale
of Windblowing in from the Sea. Timber and brush wood
washed off the Beach and drifting down to the Sea in abundance Towards evening the weather cleared up and we hada
very pleasant Moonlight night.

WEDNESDAY -5- Atmosphere perfectly clear above,
although a thick Fog lays on the water and Land so much
so that we could not discern the Dolly at Anchor in the Bay
near the Wharf. Light Breeze from the Southward, towards noon the weather cleared up, when a most tremendous surf was seen rolling in over the Bar, and dashing
upon Cape Disappointment even up to Chinook Point. At
three o' clock Calloph arrived in a small handsome wooden
Canoe loaded with 13 Swans and Brailliards Four Outards,
Two Grey Geese and two Stocks Ducks, this loading with
two Indians sunk her at the Gunwale, these Canoes are made

to go hunting, they are in the shape of their Sea Canoes,

Neat, light and well calcuinted for going fast. Some Clatsop

women came in with Hats, Baskets dcc., to trade. Fine
Pleasant weather and Moonlight.
SATURDAY -6- Rain continued before day break.
Last night before eight o'clock Tide was uncommonly low
owing to the full Moon. I measured the fall of the Tide
and found it to be 7-1/2 feet perpendicular. At 9 o'clock
A.M. a Canoe arrived from above, having on board Messrs.
I. Stewart, D. McKenzie and David Stewart and 12 men,
they brought us the unpleasant news of the Indians having
made an attempt to attack them between the Seal Fails and
the Grand Rapids during the night at their encampment,
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it appears they had received warning of the Bad intentions

of the Indians, at the Seal Falls. Mr. D. F. Guide, They
of course were on their guard, They camped opposite to a
village sent people over to trade Dogs &c., all which was
done in a very friendly manner, however it was thought

proper to keep watch. At half past 12 o'clock A.M. as
Mr. D. Stewart was sitting near the Tent Door on watch
some Arrows were shot, one of which struck a man who

was asleep at son-n distance from the Tent, pierced a double
sail and Blanket, and pierced the man Ear and entered the

flesh behind slightly, he bawled out instantly, the Alarm
was given, and all hands when they heard a rustling among
the grass and wood as if people were running away. Six
Arrows were found in the Camp, they were known to be
the Arrows used by the Fall Indians, three of them being
Reeds pointed with wood, the three others were of plain
wood, none of them were barbed or shod with Iron or Boner
they appeared to be Boys Arrows, all hands were now up
when about two hours before day, two men were seen near
the Campsculking about when our people fired at them but
to no effect.

Nothing more was seen of them, our people remained

on the Spot until after sun rise, when seeing none of the
Natives they embarked and were scarcely from the shore
when a number of Indians appeared on the Beach coming
from the Woods. Our people proceeded on a few miles and
put up to dry their Packs on a large Batteure, here they
encamped and kept watch, they perceived during the night
that the Indians were near them, although had seen more
in course of the last stage but the Indians finding them so
much upon their guard they do not come near the Camp,
but sometime before day break, they made a great hooping and Hallowing both above and below the Camp but did
not approach near hand. Our people embarked in the mornmg, and saw them no more. At the Grand Rapid they were
very friendly indeed at every Camp above where our people

stopped or had any communication with the Natives they
always appeared very friendly, this plainly shows them
to be a very treankerous. They dare not attack us openly
in their present naked state for want of fire Arms. They
dread our Guns - We are told there are an uncommon number of Indians, now along River above. They have had war
a4

among themselves in the interior and great numbers have
fled down to the Banks of the Columbia, for safely and
in readiness to cross the River or escaped if pursued by
their enemies whom it seems have fire arms. These villains we are told are fully bent upon taking revenge upon
us for having furnished fire Arms to their enemies above,
and this is one reason why they are collected along the

River &cc. At 10 o'clock sent off Mr. Franchere with
Mr. Cartrer and 10 men in a light Canoe in pursuit of Mr.

A. Stewart to warn him of the danger. Mr. I.. Stewart

having passed him yesterday morning in a thick Fog below
the Willamette River, and did not see them. Rain and Wind

strong Southerly, the Tide at 1 o'clock was uncommon

high, the Gentlemen from above tell us the snow at Spokane

House on the Spokane River was then 3 feet deep, which
continued until near Chananeegon River where it was two
feet deep, much snow lay on the ground as far down as the
Shawpetin River at which place, the snow began to diminish and soon after but very little was to be seen. This
evening about sunset the weather Cleared up over head,
while Thick Fog and mist hung over the Sea and the Cape.
At 7 o'clock the Rain began very heavy accompanied with
heavy peals of Thunder from the West to East and continued flashes of vivid lightning towards the Southward this

lasted for sometime, when the Thunder ceased and the
weather cleared up to the Westward and Northward but the
lightning continued in the Southward for sometime after,

weather rather sultry. This evening a canoe arrived from

above which brought us four large Sturgeon and a few smelt,

these are the first of these small fish we have seen here
this season, they generally make their appearance here
in February but the Gentlemen who arrived today from
above tells us the Indians take them at present in great
abundance about the entrance of the Willamette River. At
11 o'clock P.M. we had a very heavy shower of Hail and
Rain accompanied with a strong gust of Wind. One of our
Cats produced four Kittens, they are of a fine breed and
what is commonly called the Spanish breed of Cat Striped
Black Yellow

FRIDAY -7- Rainy weather at 8 o'clock A. M. arrived four loaded Canoes with Packs in a most wretched
condition, some of them perfectly soaked with Rain, the
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Oil cloths were very bad, old and torn, but even with the
best of Covering it is almost impossible to preserve Packs
at Rainy Season of the Year. The Summer is the only season
that Furs can be conveyed from the interior country to this

place with any safety. On board these Canoes, came passengers, Clerks of the late Pacific Fur Company Messrs.
Rop. Fainham - McGillis - Pittet (François Payette) and
Mathews, they had met Messrs. Stewart and K. yesterday
morning at the Willamette and had fully warned them of
the danger before them in passing the Falls, they were to
make the best of their way on and and to keep a good look
out and encamped at particular places where the Indians
could not surprise them. The sight of the Gun Cases we
fear may tempt them to be troublesome and even desparate, to get possession of them, as they well know it is only
by having fire Arms they can be upon a footing with their
enemies, Plunder seems to be their main object of these
people and not blood. Comcomlly camein with a long piece
of bar Iron to get made up into arrows Points &, by our
Blacksmith, but as we find him rather troublesome and a
great beggar we conceive it necessary to give him to understand that we are not bound to have so much work done f or

him as heretofore has been the case here, trilfling Jobs

we are always ready to have done for him but not to work
up whole bars of Iron, he has not even brought us a fish

nor anything else. He surely is a man niggardly fellow.
Weather cleared up and calm. The great smoke which
now rises from the three Chinook Villages, denotes the
return of these people to their winter quarters, which is
usually at this period, they will contrive to augment in
numbers daily as the Smelt Fishing is approaching fast
and then the Sturegeon Fishing follows and as the spring,
draws near, the Salmon fishing approaches, the Natives
from Northward will also bend there course here also.
Comcornily traded two dressed Otters Skins for a Blanket.
Blue H.B. Strouds we paid him ten skins each, the Blanket 2-1/2 feet - 5 Skins and the Stouds 7 Skins. - He took
away a number of full and empty boxes from our store,
which had been deposited here for safety when he removed

from his Village last summer, some of these Boxes are
of their own manufacture neatly made and set round the

sides and edges with Sea Shells with which they also adorn
their best Canoes placing them in two or more rows paral26

led to each other, these Boxes are of different dimensions
from one and a hall feet long by one foot high and one foot
broad to that of a greater size and are in a manner double
for the purpose of shutting them which is done by croping

one over the other, they close well and tight are proof
against the Rain and requires no lock or key, these boxes
contain various articles such as their fishing tackle, Twine
&cc., and indeed every article of value they have and wish

from the Rain or other accidents are deposited in them.
I observed in one of them a few pieces of Copper coin about

the size of a Dollar of Russian Money. A war club also
of Iron very heavy, it was carved in a rude manner, and is
a dangerous weapon, as one blow would split a man head
in two, he had many Articles of different Manufacture.
Mr0 McG. objected to. SATURDAY -8- Rainy weather and Wind from the

South West. Mr. A.R. was engaged to the North West
Company for three years at 75 HIfo Cy Per Annum, and
a clerks equipment. Arrangement for two Canoes to proceed to the Grand Rapid to bring back Mr. A. Stewart if
there. If they were not there, then to return back as it
was supposed to be rather imprudent for us to risk any
more people in that quarter, in our lame state of affairs.
The Gentlemen of the late Pacific Fur Company were given

to understand that no proposal could be made with them
until Mr. D. I. M. arrived at this place, or until the sea son
caine for their departure for Canada say about the first
of April.
SUNDAY -9- About 7 o'clock in the morning we were
roused by the news of two Canoes coming from above, this
gave us some alarm, faceying that something might have
happened to our party. In a short time our fears proved

but too true, we were informed that our people had been
attacked to the Rapid above and that all of our property

was lost:- Mr. A. Stewart badly wounded, and J.Bte

Lakanakee killed, during this information I was hurrying

on my cloths, and hasten out of the Fort, near the Gate

I met Mr. A. Stewart supported by Mr. J.G. M. T. he looks
dead and his wounds bad, we conducted him in and soon
after examined his wounds which had not been attended to
since the evening of the 7th when the affair happened. An

arrow apparently with a very small Barb had pierced his
cloths and entered the flesh deep on the upper part of the
left Shoulder in a slanting direction. Another had struck
and wounded on the left side, apparently not deep, yet this
latter gives him more pain than the former and affecting
his breathing very much, he feels a great Pain extending
from this wound across the Stomach, this gives us every
reason to suppose there must be some hard substance remaining in the wound or that is rib is fracture, my opinion is the latter. The wound in the shoulder is nothing more
than a flesh wound. A consultation was immediately held
among ourselves regarding what measure were to be take

on this affair, the result was that we should go up to the
Rapids with as many men, Gentlemen as could be spared
from this place, and endeavour to get back our property
from the Indians, the Guns in particular were one great
object. Pacific measures were to be resorted to, and no
blood to be split unless the Natives were the aggressors,
the Gentlemen of the Pacific Fur Co. both propose: H.B.
Co. &Clarks to be collected in to give their opinion on the
subject, when they all heartly agreed to accompany us on
what ever expedition we thought proper and to act in whatever manner we thought choose either War or Peace was
the same to them, they were ready to the last man. The
Chief of the Oak Point, and some of his followers were
here, we held a parley with them on the impropriety of
the behaviour of the Indian above, the agreed with us and
said it was right in us to go up and kill them all, but we
told them was not our object, we did not came here to kill
the Natives, but to show them charity. It was our property
we wanted back, which If it was refused to us we should
take measures to enforce them to return it. We sent a
Canoe of Indians across the River to invite Comcornlly to
come over here, that we might get his opinion on the subject and also sent off Mr. Franchere with an Indian for the
Clatsop Tribe. A list now of all hand here was taken and
the name s of those intended to go above was drawn out and

those to remain here the same thing, we found the total

including Gentlemen
Men
togo up to the Rapids and
to remain here and to take charge of the Fort Muskets
were given out to all to be cleaned and put in order and to
be replaced in the Storehouse until our departure Powder,

Horns, Shot Bags, Cartridges for Muskets and several
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were put in order, great hurry and bustle throughout the
day in repairing and cleaning Arms, Guns, Pistols 8cc.,
A Canoe loaded with men came over from the Cinook Village and informed us that Comcomlly was gone over to the
Clatsop Village on a visit, some time after Mr. Franchere

returned with the Old Clatsop Chief, this old man is an
inveterate enemy of the Natives at the Rapids, he is often
at war with them and it is not many years since he burnt
their viliages he was of course for War and would have
joined us most certainly, Calipots wife who is a woman of
high birth and some of consequence here and above, she
has several relations up the River even as far as the Rapids, this woman was sent for and a consultation held with
her, she appeared very frank and candid in giving her opinion of the matter and is even willing to accompany us on
the expedition, she gave us much useful information regarding their customs and manners in adjusting any misunderstanding between two hostile Nations such as given a
slave, or any other payment for anyone killed, they seem
to have some principles of honour among themselves in
setting their differences, they do not appear to be a Blood
thirsty race, they wiU pilfer steal and rob as much. as
they can, but do not seem to have murder in view when
the booty can be obtained without it. We had a few showers
of Rain in the course of the day, but the weather in general

is what we may call here at this rainy season, fine, this
is unsettled weather. This evening cleared up and we had
as most delightfull pleasant clear Moonlight night and rath-

er more keen than usual.
All hand were busily employed until a late hour before everything was in readiness for our departure.

MONDAY -10- Clear and Cold, hard frost and the
ground frozen a good deal, the indeed is not severe morning we have experienced since my arrival here, a little after

Sun rise the Thermometer was l°degree above freezing
point, the Wind was strong from the South East. At 12
o'clock we embarked on board 4 Canoes, two Birch Rind
and two large Wooden, 51 men and eleven passengers,
also Calpoot and his Wile, their own Canoe going in Company with us Padded by eight of his Slaves, the swell
was very high for us to double Tongue Point and was as
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much as our Canoes could stand to. I was really surprised

to see what a high surf these Sea Canoes of theirs could
rise out without taking water although nearly sunk to the
Gunwale. Clapoo' s Wife being a woman of some consequence among the Tribe here and nearly related to some
of the Natives up at the Rapids we took her to act as a mediator between us on them. We had a strong Flood Tide in
our favour but the Sea ran so high as to oblige us to paddle
round the Bay. Saw an immense number of Swans, some
white Geese Outards and Ducks of various kinds, the weather cloudy and chilly and Cold. At 5 0' clock we put ashore
for the night at the Green Encampernent. The Wood here
is soaked with Rain and everything damp and wet, we had

some difficulty to make a fire and even when made was
but a poor one, what in Summer might be tolerable dry

Wood was now a heavy wet log. This I observed to be the
case, near the Sea Coast, and on the upper regions on the
Rocky Mountains where the wood is at all season damp,
heavy and wet, it of course makes miserable fires. Weather
Cloudy and Cold, and a strong wind very unpleasant.

TUESDAY -11- At 6 o'clock A.M. we embarked Cold Cloudy morning and strong Breeze soon after leaving our encampernent we met a Wooden Canoe coming down

with the Ebb Tide and wind aft, she was from the Willamette River. Mr. Wallace and 6 men loaded with 3 Biche
and 7 Chevrieule, for Fort George, we had some difficulty to light our Candle on Board the Canoes, so as to
enable us to read the letters, nothing extraordinary, we
embarked nearly all the Meat, and 4 of his men proceeded
on our voyage, while he proceeded below. At half past 9
o'clock we put ashore to Breakfast below Oak Point opposite to the Village of SHO SHO NES on the South Side at

the entrance of a Small River, these people dwell gene r-

aUy in the interior, and subsist upon flesh and Roots, which

they generally Barter with the Natives at Oak Point for
Salmon &CC. Weather cleared up, Fine and Calm. Our
people certainly made a hearty meal on the fresh meat although excessive lean, was a treat to them who had nothing better than rancid dried Salmon At 11 o'clock we
embarked and passed the Village at Oak Point which stands

on the South Side of the River on a pleasant and extensive situation of low land several miles long and about
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six miles broad the whole forming one extensive low marshy
Meadow, which summer overflows, the Banks near the River are lined with, Oak, Liard, Alder and other Wood com-

mon to these parts, the Natives were seated on the Banks

garring at us, as we passed, they appear numerous and
have an uncommon number of Children, we did not stop
although insisted to do so by the Old Chief,

we proceeded

on about 2 miles higher up, there is a most delightful spot
of low Meadow thinly shaded by large spreading ks in the
rear of which lays an extensive marshy meadow,this spot
would be the most eligible situation for an establishment
of any other I know of on this River, everything would be
in favour of it, a proper distance from the Sea, to be re-

moved from Ships of War, a central place for Trade, a
most central place for the several fisheries of Salmon,
Sturgeon, Smelts 8cc., and the Natives agood quiet set of
people c., but unfortunately the whole of the low lands

overflow in Summer, and the adjoining high lands are steep
rugged, and by no means calculated for our people. It was
at this place that Captain Whm ship on board the Albatros
came up to build in 1800, but after having cut down some
wood and prepared timber for building, the water rose and
obliged him to abandon the place, drift down the River with
his Ship and put to Sea.

Having passed the Oaks a few miles we extending
down to the waters edge, the adjacent high lands were apparently covered with upwards of one inch, and the Mountain appeared White with snow in every direction, Mount
St. Helens presents a most conspicuous and romantic prospect, an emmense cave perfectly covered and enveloped
in one body of snow rising from a level country, the base,
covering a vast extent of ground, then runs tapering up without the least interruption of rugged or projecting Rocks,
to a great height, when it terminates in a point, the whole
forming one uncommon uniformity of one vast pile of Snow.

Mount Rainier is also to be seen at the same time covered
with snow, but does not form so regular and conspicious

an object at th former, bemg more rugged uneven and
Flats on its summits, passed Mount Coffin, on the North
We passed two Villages on the North Side, the River,
at the entrance of two small Rivers about half a mile from
each other.

Side
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We saw a number of Seals and wild Fowls, and many

of the native s fishing Smelt with a Scoop nett along the
shores, they appeared much surprised at our force and
enquired our business above, but we did not satisfy them

on the subject, some Canoes came off from the upper Village to us from whom we bought a Sturgeon, they wished
us to go on shore to trade more but we declined. We soon
after came to a large Village situated at the entrance of a

Small River on the North Side, here is along range of

houses on a parallel with the River, the Natives appear numberous. Opposite to this Village on the South Side is a point
of Rocks on which are deposited a number of their dead in
Wooden Canoes and a little above the point is a Rocky Island on the top of which are also a number of dead bodies

in Canoes, one apparently a great Chief from the manner
in which he is arranged, the Island is called Coffin Rocks.

The Weather fine and Clear, but rather chilly and cold.
At half past 6 o'clock one of our Bark Canoe run up on a
Rock and broke a large hole in her bottom, she put ashore
to repair while we all proceeded on for the Willamette
River, where we were desirous of getting this evening.
At 7 o'clock being exceeding dark another Canoe came

foul of a Slump, and broke, she put ashore also to repair, during this the remainder of our Brigade got dispersed in the dark, some on the North and others on the
South Side of the River, at 9 o'clock we being then only

two Canoes to gether we put ashore at the entrance of the
Willarnette River for the Chief of that Tribe called Caesino
a Kirrsinno, to accompany us up the Rapids. We had much
difficulty to light a fire and wood very scarce and non dry.
At 10 o'clock one of our Canoes join us, and at 11 o' clock

Mr. Franchere returned accompanied by the Chief, we
instantly held a long conference, with this man, also appears to take much interest in our Business, although at
the same time gives us to understand, that one of the Villages at the Rapids are his relations, the very Village on
the North Side of the River where the affair took place,
this áircumstance alone will point out to us the necessity
of using conciliatory means in our proceedings above so
as to avoid bringing upon us the ill will of the Natives on
the Wzllamette River and its environs At 12 o'clock sent
off Mr Franchier in Calsino's Canoe manned by 6 of his
slaves down the River in Search of our Canoes and to order
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them up here, we being anxious to proceed on our Voyage
and further the Chief was desireous to speak with his Sister
in Law, Calpots wile. The weather was Chilly and Cold

with a hard frost. At 4 o'clock Mr. F. returned with 3

Canoes, one of them had received some injury on her way
up, and was obliged to stop and repair her, so that it was

5 o'clock ere we embarked. Casineo embarked with us,
we having made him a present of two Blankets, and sent a
letter by his Slaves to William Henry up the Willamette
River, advising him of the unfortunate affair which has
taken place at the Rapid s, so that he might be on his. guards
against the Natives.

WEDNESDAY -12- After having passed a most dis-

agreeable night, at 8 o' clock this morning the rain commenced accompanied by a strong head Wind,

the Villages,

at one of

this morning we were told that the Old

Nepisangue had been seen at Quick Sand River on his way
down wounded in the side by an Arrow - But he was then

sufficiently strong to make his escape from the Natives.
We wished to find the poor old man, and for that purpose

we kept within the Islands on the South Side. At 12 o' clock
one of our Bark Canoes ran fowl of a Stump, and tore two

Bits of Bark from her Bottom, about the size of my hand
which instantly floated on the water, behind the Canoe,still

by bailing out the water she was kept afloat until 1 o'clock when

we put ashore to repair her at the remains of an old Village
on the South Side below the Seals Rocks. Weather very unpleasant, cold rain, and strong Wind, everything wet and
perfectly soaked, we saw two land Otters and a number of

Seals and wild Fowl, here we took Breakfast, and at 3
o' clock we put off, passed the Seal Rock and the Small
Village of Catlipoks on the North Side situated at a short
distance from the main Channel, up a small River and

which we did not observe on our way down in November
last. Soon after we passed Quick Sand River on the South
Side and as the night appeared the Storm seemed to augment,
with a ye ry strong head Wind, which obliged us to put ashore

for the night. At half past 5 o'clock on Point Vancouver,
about three miles above Quick Sand River. This evening
the rain ceased, but the Wind became more violent Stars
were seen and everything indicated Lair weather
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THURSDAY -13-. At three o'clock this morning a
more violent storm than yesterday commenced, the wind
was so strong as instantly to lay our Tents level with the
ground and the rain pouring in torrents rendered our situátion very uncomfortable, at day break the storm still
continued which prevented our departure until 11 o'clock
when we set off, much annoyed by the strong head wind we
pushed on until Z o'clock when we put ashore on the North
Side for the purpose to put our Arms in order, and make
the necessary arrangements for our arrival at the Villages

which are no great distance from us, the first about 6 miles,
some little snow is here on the gravel and Beach, the high
lands which we here begin to enter are perfectly cover with
snow from the shore to their Rocky Summits. All is white
and every appearance of Winter. We now once more had a

conference with Caesino, we find he knows more on the
subject than we had imagined and informs us that the principal instigator of that affair was a Chief called Canook
belonging to the CATHLATHLALY Village on the North
Side of the River. This fellow it seems on seeing our party,
of two Canoes only passing up the River formed a plan in-

stantly to pillage the Goods, he assembled the Warriors
of the two villages below and made a long speech to them,
that we never Traded anything of consequence with them,
but took all our property up the country, and gave it to
their enemies of the NER PERCE &zc. ,and that a favourable
opportunity offered to better themselves, they agreed and
all hands Armed and proceeded up to the CATHLAYAKY
Village, where the same harrangue was made, and that
Village also joined the Party and crossed over to the South
Side of the River to the CATHLAYACKTY Village where a

similar speech was made, and that Village also joined,

when they came down to meet our people in the Portage
on the South Side with Canook as War Chief. An other
village also of the THLAMOOYACKOACK Tribe situated
a few miles above the Portage on the North Side of the
River was also invited down to join, which they very soon
did, and shortly after the affair commenced, A Chief belonging to the latter Village was Killed, and another belonging to the CATHLAYAKY Village was also Killed, these
two were all that fell This afternoon we now finished the

remainder of our stock of dried Salmon which we had taken
at the Fort, Meat &cc., and now we are without one mouth34

ful for 65 of us and 4 Indians to eat and on the eve of meeting our enemies.

FRIDAY -14- A most terrible and constant Gale of
Wind throughout the night. At 6 otclock we loaded and
embarked, weather very Cold and disagreeable, our progress was exceeding slow,

Twice my Canoes were driven

back to our fires and finally sailed across the River to the
South Side ere we could bring her up, we then put out the
line and towed her along the Beach, the other Canoes followed our example, by which means we got on slowly.
Saw a great number of Seals. At 10 0 clock we came nearly
abreast of the Loto Village where we observe the Natives
running into a low point of Wood at the upper end of their

Village, they appeared to be in a great hurry, and state
of bustle and confusion, we soon perceived they were all

clothed with their large white War Garments, having gone
directly opposite the Village, we crossed over to a stony
Beach within about 50 yds from the Edge of the Woods in
which we observed a number of the Natives posted behind

the trees in a posture of defence, armed with Bows and
Arrows, War Clubs, Axes &cc., and all clothed in their
War Garments and War Jackets, their Bows bent and Ar-

rows across them ready to let fly, all was as silent as
death. We did not land but desired Caesino to speak to

them and assure them of our pacific disposition towards
them c. After some time one of their Chief came for-

ward on the Bank in the edge of the Woods and made a long
speech accompanied with many gestures and motion of the

arms, Body and legs apparently most violently agitated
none of them could be induced to leave the Woods and come
down to us we put Caesino on Shore to go up to the Village
and Calpots wife also, to demand the Guns and Kettles, the
Natives observing them walking up retired from the woods
to the Village where a long parley was held. An old woman
was the first person who ventured down to the Canoes and

shortly after a man followed her example. We now proposed trading Dogs from them, which they most readily
agreed to, for this purpose we drop down to a Sandy Beach
near the Village, and a few of us went on shore, we very

soon traded 16 Dogs and then crossed over to the South
Side, where we made a fire to warm ourselves, by this
tune we were all benumbe with cold, while here we ob35

served two horsemen set off at full speed for the Village
above, we presume to carry the news of our arrival and

proceedings having, thoroughly warmed ourselves we embarked and returned over to the Village when they delivered

us 9 Guns (all well loaded) this was all the property we
could recover here, they assured us the whole was in the
hands of the Natives above. We then assembled them on

the Beach and presented the Pipe to them to smoke thus to
bull them asleep with our Pacific measure that we might

find the Villages above more off their guard so as to enable
us to size upon this famous Canook and keep him prisoner
until all the property would all be returned. We now only
demanded Guns and Kettles without mentioning other goods,

the Guns in particular being our principal object. At one
o'clock we proceeded on our voyage after having counted
at this Village 30 men bearing Arms, the Village consists

of 7 Houses with the ends towards the River, we soon came
in sight of the second Village which is that of the CATHLATHLALY TRIBE, we could observe the Natives there
in much hurry and bustle retireing to the Woods with their
Baggage and others covered with their War Garments posting themselves in the Woods behind the trees and among
the Rocks. It now began to rain hard, we loaded all our
Guns and put everything in order previous to passing up
the Rapids along the Strawberry Island, everything being
ready we proceeded upwards, and came directly abreast
of the Village, from whence we could see the Natives stationed on the Hill and behind the trees and Rocks from the
upper end of the Village up along the River as far as we
could see up along the Portage. All armed and in posture
of defence scarcely a soul was seen morning in the Village all was quiet, while we lay here a Canoe with 6 men
on board came down the River singing their War Song and
landed at the Village, an Old Woman was now observed
standing on the Bank singing the war song and Dancing, we

were given to understand by Calpots Wife, that she was a
relation to one of the Indians that our People shot in the
affair at the Portage. The menacing position of the Natives
was greater than we could have expected considering our
Pacific Measure, used at the first Village below and we
now had some apprehensions, that on our pushing over to
the Village would become desparate and shoot at us and
oblige us to fire upon them, a thing we most ardently wished
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to avoid. However we could not act otherwise than to go
over, which we did after Caesino had made a short speech
to them, none of them moved their luking places, while we
were crossing nor after making the North Shore, we landed,
Caesino he proceeded up to the Village and soon after the
Natives seemed to leave the woods and assemble at Carzook
House where a long parley took place among them, the result of which was he Caesino, came back to us with 4 Guns
well loaded, and 30 armed men accompanied him, none of

us left our Canoes, we desired them to be seated on the
Beach, they did so but at the same time their looks were
very suspicious, they had all their Bows bent and arrows

across and ready to let fly in the twinkling of an Eye a pipe
was filled for them and we pretended friends Canook smoked
and came down even to the waters Edge but with the Eye
of a Hawk atching every moment after a long parley with
them, we crossed the River to Strawberry Island and took
up our quarters on a pleasant open and level spot of Plain,

where formerly a Village Stood, took up our Canoes and
Baggage kc., to the top of Bank although a rugged shore
of large Rocks, here we arranged everything in the best
order for defence in case of an attack, Caesino who we had
left at the Viliage to collect more property, he came over

very soon after us and brought two Guns more. Small
Rain throughout the day and until Sun set when the storm

encreased, and we had terrible weather. Three of the

Canoes of the Natives came over to see us. Two men and

some women relatives of Caesino. Our order for guard

to night were four watches of 3 hours each, 14 men and 2
Gentlemen from 7 o'clock P.M. to 7 o'clock A.M.

SATURDAY -15- My watch was from 4 to 7 o'clock
in the morning. Rainy weather, at eight o'clock we loaded
our Canoes and went over to the Village where we traded
9 Dogs and 1 horse for food, the Dogs were knocked on the
head with an Axe and the Horse was shot through the Head
with a Ball. Here we lay three hours in our Canoes exposed to a heavy and incessant rain. At 11 o'clock we set
off with our stock of Provisions on board, at the Discharge
one of our Canoes narrowly escaped being lost by the Canoe

embarking, fortunately the line broke she made a second
attempt when the same thing happen again, the line of my
Canoe broke also and afterwards with a strong new line she
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embarked and shipped water knee deep in her, but all at
last got up safe after much loss of time and some narrow
chances of being drouwd, we then crossed over and proceeded to the Portage on the South Side of the River, on
approaching which we perceived a number of Natives on
the Banks in the skirts of the Woods, all armed, they withdrew on our landing. This Portage is 600 Paces long at
low water, which is the case at that season, over a very
rough and ugly point of Huge Rocks to the Place where the
scuffle place, we carried all our Canoe s and Baggage over
as fast as we could, excepting one of our Birch Canoe, that
had now become so crazy and weak, she could not be car-

ried with out breaking in the middle, Caesino requested
permission to proceed up to the Village of his relation to
demand the Property which we agreed too, at the East End
of the Portage we found the remains of our Basket of Kettles, Hoops, Staves &cc., and a quantity of wet Powder
laying among the Sand. On the Spot where the Indian fell
whom McKay shot, was still a quantity of Blood to be seen
among the Stones; I also traced on my way over the Portage

many spots of Blood on the Stone, which I presume fell
from the wounds of Mr. Stewart on his return. It cannot
be considered otherwise than an act of Providence that the
Arrow did not pierce through the body, the distance between

him and the Indians being only 16 yards. At 2 o clock vie
proceeded up to the CATHLATHLALY Village, us by land
and the men en Canat, there we found on the Beach Gaesino
with 7 of the Natives who delivered to us one Gun and a few

Kettles, and two cotton Shirts. This Village consists of
only three houses. Nothing more being expected by fair
means, we embarked and crossed the River to the CATHLAYAOKG Village of eight Houses. The Natives were all
within doors on our arrival excepting an old woman who
was singing, Dancing and Crying, on the Bank, she was a
near relation to the fellow that was killed, the one belonging to the Village.

We landed Caesino, who went up and held a parley
with them while we pushed off and went in search of an encampment on an Island about half a mile above the Village

telling him to bring the Kettles and Guns to us there, we
landed on the Island and arranged our order of Camp for
the night, here we fired off all our Guns, also the Brass
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Swivel. Reloaded her and put everything in order, we observed four Canoes loaded with Baggage to cross over from
the North to the Village on the South Side. We now began
to suspect the fidelity of Caesino and are led to believe that
he acts a double part with us in this affair and is now sending over some of his friends to the Village, which he supposes

we will not molest on his account, indeed in the present
state of thing, we conjecture it and would not be prudent
in us to show any suspicious to him, soon after he came to
us with 16 of the Natives, wounded and brought us 5 Guns

and a few Kettles, Balls and a few other trifling articles,
also some dried Salmon. Weather cleared up and became

uncommonly kneen with a strong Wind from the We stward.
Guard was mounted as usual. My watch was from 7 to 10
o'clock P.M. During the night heavy showers of Rain, and
clear at intervals with a strong westerly Gale. We ob-

served this afternoon several smokes vising in the woods
at some distance in the interior, which we suppose are the
Women and Children fled for safety, and probably have the
major part of the goods along with them.
SUNDAY -16- Fine Clear and Calm morning, Hard

Frost. Ice seen for the first time in the Eddies along the

Island, in the Pounds of water, and in the Wooden Canoes.
The Wind sprang up a strong Breeze from the Eastward.
At 8 o'clock I sent a Canoe with Eight men to the Village
to trade Dogs, they returned with nine. We Breakfasted,
at 12 o'clock we embarked and proceeded down to the Village, all was as quiet as death, excepting the Old Woman
singing her doleful Song and lamenting the death of her relation. We landed and I walked through the Village, where

I saw but few men stiring and they were all armed. This
village in uncommonly dirty and filthy, it consists of eight
Houses well situated for defense being on a rising ground,
with a Pound of Water running round it behind and on one
side. I saw only eight or ten men. We demanded Horses
to trade which they agreed to sell and sent for them, dur-

ing which time Canook arrived on horse back with 7 others

from below, and soon after we observed several Armed
men on foot to appear coming from behind the houses, they

however kept a distance forming a line along one of the
largest Houses with Chanook at their head. Bows bent
and Arrows in readiness to let fly The Horses were now
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brought in when we all embarked on board the Canoes excepting who were to trade and kill the Horses, cut them up

c., I now counted only 20 Armed men. The first Horse
we bought was shot dead, the report of the Gun brought to
our view 50 Armed men, who now all arranged themselves
along the house in such a manner that our Guns could have

done them but little injury, had we been inclined to fire
upon them.

Our intention was to size Canook, but he kept among
the crowd and could not be prevailled upon to come near
us, although he and all the others were frequently invited
by us to come down to the Canoes, and smoke a Pipe, a
few only came and they were unarmed. After having brought

three Horses, and embarked the Flesh and indeed every
once of it excepting the Dung, we pushed over to the Vil-

lage on the South Side where we embarked and walked up
to the Village which is situated in the Woods at some distance from the River. We entered the Chief House, a very
respectable looking. Portly old man, much more so than
any of Natives I have yet seen on the Columbia, he was very
civil to us and spread down a clean White Biche Skin near
the fire for us to sit upon. Their Houses apparently were
in a state of confusion, everything having been removed
out of them, nothing remained but a few old wattop vessel

for cooking &c., these houses are sunk about three feet
under ground. The entrance at one end, by a very narrow
oval door with a knotted log placed on the inside as a holder,

next to the door and facing it is a partition of Planks erect
behind which is the fire place a square of about 10 feet on
each side, and sunk below the level of the ground plate of
the House, about 2 feet. At the furthermost end is another

partition of Planks in the rear of which runs a range of
Beds raised about 3 feet from the ground, which range occupies the furthermost end of the House and round on both

sides to opposite the partitions near the door, the front
Blanks of their Beds are carved and Painted in various
forms, at the end of each range are placed some broad
plank erect on which are rudely carved some figures in
imitation of our modern Pillars of fluted workmanship in
Architecture at the foot or in front of the Chiefs Bed are
plai*ed in the ground at equal distance four figures of human
Heads adorn with a kind of crown, about two feet high, and
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rudely carved and Painted on the outer side of these figures,

at both ends are placed in the ground, 2 large flat stones
erect and Painted. On the inner side of the two partitions
facing the fire place is Carved and Painted on the Planks
some very large rude uncouth figures of Eagles, Tortoises
and other Animals, some of them about 4 feet in length.
The Colours they used are White, Red, Black and Green,
their attempts in sculpture in some instances are not badly
executed they are rude but striking resemblances. We
talked with the Chief for some time, but to no purpose, no
property was produced, they appeared rather uneasy in our
presence, Caesino was our interpreter through Mr. Franchere told us he would collect what he could and bring it down
to us. We then left them and proceeded down the Portage
where we found our Camp for the Night on the Spot where
the scuIfle happened, shortly after Caesino came down to
us with a few more Kettles which he says is all he can get

from the Natives. He requested permission of us to go
and sleep at the Village under a pretence of getting more
Property which we agreed to. Strict watch was kept as

usual, my watch was from 10 to 1 o'clock. Fine clear

night. This evening much useful information from Calpots
Wife, respecting the duplacity of Caesino towards us. He
even offered to bribe her at the last village, this afternoon,
by offering her 2 fru of Red Strouds and many other things,
but she rejected the offer, and upbraided him for his double
dealing towards us, had we known as much in the beginning

of the Busine ss, and on our first landing at this Portage

ye sterday as we now do, we most probably would have re-

covered every article there was in this Village, on the

South Side, and that also on the North, but we placed too
much confidence in Caesino, his good behaviour at the first
Village below, had thrown us entirely off our guard here.

We heard several vague reports here regarding the
old Nepisangue, all of them however tend to give us hopes

that he escaped and is yet alive, we were also given to
understand that the Indians say they did not pillage our
people of the Property, but that it was given to them that
after the very first shots were fired by our people, the
Indians all fled to the Woods and then instantly crossed
the River and dispersed to their several Villages, those
belonging below were told of a Canoe of our people having
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passed down the River still they suspected a party
had remained in the Portage, concealed among the
rocks near the Baggage. They waited until day break,

when seeing that no Canoe returned from below, they pro-.
ceeded up to the Portage, where by degrees they approached
the Baggage, after having thoroughly examined among all
the Rocks, to see if any of our people were concealed, this

required no little time, so that it was late in the morning
Ere they ventured near the property, with a little perseverence the whole of the Property might have been saved, it
was unfortunate that such a confusion took place previous
to leaving the Portage, it was then observed by some who
were present and now evident to us all here, that at the
time of their pushing off and ever since the first shot was
fired by MCKAY, there was no obstacle to prevent them
from carrying the goods over to the West End, and carrying away with them both of the Canoes and their loading.
This afternoon our men feasted and regaled themselves
much to their own satisfaction, with the offals &cc of the
fat Horses, Pudding were made of the Blood, Fat &cc.
The Guts were Boiled, Roasted &c., and the Narrow Bones
cracked &cc., in short nothing was lost, and had it not been
for the skin I could almost have imagined we were just returned from a Buffalo Hunting Party &c.

MONDAY -17- Cloudy and Calm morning. At 7
o'clock we began to move over the Portage a few of the
Natives came to us but we were very shy and cautious in
not coming to near, they had no arms, we bought from
them two horses and one dog which we killed and embarked

the meat, the shots caused the Indians to retire some distance on the Rocks, we then embarked and at 11 o'clock
came down to the Village where we put Caesino on shore
and immediately crossed over to our old Camp on Strawberry Island. Two old women were standing on the bank
with each a stick in their hands about 5 feet long, Singing
Crying, and Dancing, these old Hogs annoyed u.s very much,

few or no men were to be seen, until we pushed off from
the shore when several Armed men were seen returning
to their Houses from behind the Rocks and Trees. At half

past 11 o'clock we encamped as before. At 12 o'clock
Caesino came over in a Canoe accompanied by a Chief, a
Boy and a Woman, the former was well armed with a Bow
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and a Quiver full of Arrows, his War Jacket on

c., he

came to our Tent, and we give him to smoke with Caesino,
we soon determined on seizing him, which was done accordingly, having now given up all hopes of getting Canook

into our possession, three men were ordered to size him
Deslard, O'Connor and Bell, they sized his hands first
and at the same time his arms and Quiver were sized, and
his hands and legs bound with a Cord. He appeared surprised but not terrefied and said not a word. Caesino who
was setting near him started up instantly, but we desired
him to be easy, and explain to the Prisoner our intentions
of keeping him only until our Property was all returned to
us. It was not only the Guns and Kettles were wanted, but
every article they had taken from us that we had heretofore
been only trifling with them we were now in earnest and
must have our goods and were ready to fight them if they
saw fit c. The Boy and Woman were present, and give

to understand the same and instantly allowed to go over

to the Village to communicate our intention to the Natives,
while Caesino made a long speech, to them from our Camp.
A guard of four Sandwich Islanders were placed over the
Prisoner with Muskets and fixed Bayonets. On the Canoe
landing at the Village a loud bauling and crying instantly
took place and great hurry and bustle appeared among the
Natives. We fired our Swivel to show them we have such
a thing with us, the report in an instant caused all the In-

dians to retire into their houses, which are situated on a

low Spot behind a rising Bank which runs between and the
River, so that only the tops of their Houses appear from
our Camp, we then drew up all our people and paraded
them on the field facing the Village, fired a round of Musketry. Marched them round and through the Camp and dis-

missed them. Mr. Franchere acting as drill Sargeant.

We then called out to the Indians, that we were ready for
them either for Peace or War as they thought fit. Horse-

men were instantly dispatched at full speed above and below

to the several Villages, a large Canoe also set off down
the River with six persons in her, some time after two
Women, wives of the Prisoner came over and brought us
3 Guns and 13 Kettles, all was now quiet in the Village.
At 5 o'clock we perceived 12 armed men arrive from be-

low and 2 Canoe s also with armed men The Women again
came over with 9 Guns and a few articles of Bale Goods.
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A long conference took place between them, and the prisoner,
during which time both parties appeared much affected sobbed and cried for some time, he desired them to be expedi-.

tions in collecting the Property, we told them we would remain here for two nights to give them time to collect the
whole, at the expiration of which time if the Goods were
not returned, we would take him to sea with us. This affected them still more, they told us that messengers were
off in every direction to collect the Property and they were
in hopes it would all be brought in, double guard was set
for the night - 28 men each watch, and but only 3 watchers.

Great number of Outards and Seal are seen here
daily, our people killed several of the former near the
Camp, very Fat, no Rain yesterday nor to day, the evening was fine. We fired our Brass Swivel and sent up two
most beautiful Sky Rokets which most have alarmed the
Native s very much, never having seen nor heard of anything of the kind before. This Island must be an uncommon

resort for Outards, the Prairie is in a manner covered
with the Dung of these Fowls.

TUESDAY -18- I kept no watch last night but was
on guard all day with Me ssrs. D. Stewart and Franchere,
and 12 Sandwich Islanders who surrounded the Camp.
Weather Cloudy and Cold - Wind North East. The same
two Women, who are the only persons that will trust them -

selves among us, brought over a few more Ball Goods c.,
several harrangues were made by the Prisoner and Caesino

to the Natives across in order to expedeate our Business,
their answer was that all the Property i-n their possession
was now given up and what was deficient mut be in the Vil-

lage above. Messages were accordingly sent off at full
speed on horse back. Calpots killed a few Outards with

his own Musket and gave them to us, we now put all hands
on an allowance of one meal per day, as our stock of Horse
Flesh was getting short, and no hopes of a further supply

from the Native s, we had two visits more from the two
women who brought us a few more Bale Goods. A long
conference then took place between us and the Natives across the River, they now appeared inclined to keep what
they had, and return us nothing more, however soon after
much bustle was observed among them, and 3 horsemen
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started for above and three for below, all full speed, also
a Canoe for above and some armed men proceeded in the
same direction by land. This afternoon we paraded our

force and examined our arms, we marched round and through
our Camp and dispursed.

Towards evening we had a terrible Storm of Rain,
and a violent Gale from the South West which lasted until
midnight, we mounte d guards as usual, my watch was from
1 to 4 o clock A. M. disagreeable Rainy Weather, with a
strong Gale of Wind which blew our fires in every direction and choaked us with Smoke.
WEDNESDAY -19- Weather unsettled - Small Rain.
Cloudy and Clear at intervals, Strong Wind from the South

West continues. A few more articles were brought to us

when there apparently was a sudden stop to our raising anything more. We therefore loaded our Canoes and prepared
for our departure previous to embarking we assembled all
hand and held a sham council on the Beach during which
the women came over with a few more articles and for us
to remain here one day longer, which we agreed to on condition they would return the whole. We now determine to
send Caesino across the village that he might go up to his

relations and endeavour to get back what he could from
them, we entertain but little hopes from his effort as he
had already deceived us in that quarter, still considering
now all a s lost we thought he could do no harm and perhaps

might do some good especially as it was his own wish to
go. We promised him that if he was successful, and brought
the Total we would reward him by giving him one Bale of

Goods, this we were in hopes would be a more tempting
bribe than what could be offered by the Indians, we offered
the same reward to Galpots Wife if we receive the Total.
We sent Cae sino off with the Woman, embarked the Prisoner and drift down to the lower end of Strawberry Island
where we encamped on a pleasant Spot of Prairie to wait
the result of this mouvement, I observed Caesino when he

landed at the Village, he was instantly surrounded by all
the Natives Armed. He made them a long Speech, and
without entering any of the Houses, he proceeded up the
River on foot followed by 16 Armed men. We observed
some very extraordinary large Vultures here hovering

over our Camp. The Snow is now nearly all melted away
on the Tops of the Mountains, only a few Spots are to be
seen. I found on the Island along the Beach a piece of Petrefied Wood which bore the marks of its once having been
cut by a Beaver in its primetive state. Great quantities

of Petrefied Wood are seen about this part of the River.
Our Prisoner previous to embarking stood up and made a
Speech to his Country men exhorting them to return the
Property instantly. He appeared much affected to our removal but shed no tears, since the first meeting he had
with his wives on the day he was detained. My watch was
7 to 10 o'clock P.M. Fine weather, all quiet excepting
at the Village, where we hear a continual noise of barrangneing, talking, loud crying &cc. We fired our Brass
Swivel and then sent up a beautiful Sky Rockets, we had
observed several smokes to rise in the interior at some
distance behind the Village which we presumed are the
Women and Children.
THURSDAY -20- We remained here all day in the
course of which the Women and Caesino brought us back
a few article s but they now appeared backward in returning anything more, our hopes of recovering much more
is at an end. Weather fine and Clear. Great numbers of
Outards, our people killed three to day, could we leave
the Chief in safety we might have killed a great many, but
that would not be prudent. Three Seals were also shot,
but we could get only one, the others instantly sank, this
Seal was opened and exposed to the smoke all night intending it for our Breakfast to morrow morning. I now

had the curiosity to examine the Quiver of Arrows belonging to the Prisoner. It was made of a Cub of a Black

Bear, the Bow was flat and very strong, and uncommonly
elastic bent backwards as already mentioned. There was
70 Arrows loose in it, and a parcel carefully tied up with
Cedar Park containing 10 moreArrows, these last we examined minutely and found they were poisoned, in this
opinion Caesino confirmed it, small strips of the Skin of
the Rattle Snake was stiching to the Barb of about 2 inches

long, this skin is stuck on by means of some glutinous

substance which Caesino told us was poison also. Their
arrows are neatly made, and are of Cedar and tipped with
hard wood and Bone about 5 inches, and sharply barbed
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with iron, and Painted a very neat Green, Red, Brown, and
Yellow, some of them are fired in socket so as to leave the
Barb in the flesh when received their. Their Bows are
made of a very coarse grained wood exceedingly well Polished and smooth and overlaid with Sinnies.
FRIDAY -21- Cloudy and Rainy weather - Wind strong

South West. The Women came over with a few more trifling articles, and told us they could get nothing more. The
Prisoners Women had even sold a slave to Canook for the

Beads he had. Our hopes of recovering anything more
was now at an end. However we sent Cae sino with Mr.
Franchere and a party of Armed men opposite to the Viilage to harrangue them once more, during which time we
took our Breakfast which consisted of lean horse Flesh
and Seals Fat. I cannot say it was bad, had it not been
for the idea of the thing, I could have made a very hearty
meal on such fare. Tea we had none. Our men this morning finished the remainder of the horse Flesh and Seal,

and not a mouthful of any kind of Provisions remained for
70 persons and no hopes of a supply from the Natives here.
Mr. Franchere returned with their answer which was that
we surely must be a very bad sett of People in having killled two of their Chiefs and wanted to recover all the Property, in short they said they would give no more back,
Canook encouraged his people telling them we were not,

their arrows could hurt and kill us, and that they ought
not to return us anymore goods &cc., this we considered
as a final close to all our Busine ss here the principle of
The Goods we well knew were all re moved to some distance from the Villages in the Woods,
Pacific Me a sure s

also their Provisions. We therefore had no alternative,

it is true we could kifi many of them and distroy their Viilages with perhaps the loss of only a few of ourselves, but
this was not our object, we wished for Peace so as to in-

sure a safe passage here in the future, we therefore re-

solved to embark which we did at 9 o'clock and dropt down
to Lotos Village with the Prisoner on board our Canoe and
accompanied by a Canoe of his own in which was his two

wives and some of his children and other relations. At

this Vi11ge nobody was stirring, and smoke seem to come
from only two houses the others seemed abandon and the
doors baricaded with logs. We took our station along the

stony Beach where we landed Cae sino and Calpots Wife,
they went up to the Houses and soon after we perceived
Armed men coming from every direction in the Woods
where they had been concealed and ready for Battle. We
soon after went down to the Sandy Beach, where we attempted to entice some of the Natives down to us but in
vain, they gave up a few more articles declaring they had

no more Provisions we could get none. We therefore
made a long harrangue to the Prisoner which loudly re-

peated by Caesino to the Natives, who were standing on
the Beach. We gave him two Blankets and a few other
articles with a North We st Company FLAG and then landed
him much to the joy of his poor women and relations who

were sitting on the Beach, and but little expected such
Penity from us. He was instantly invited up to the Houses
and we pushed off, heartily tired of our Business and not
less pleased to find ourselves on our way home than the
Natives must have been to get clear of such troublesome
visitors. Wind very strong ahead and heavy Rain, which
rendered our situation exceeding unpleasant. The weather
became squally and more rough than before, our Canoes
shipped much water. We put ashore at our encampment

of the 13th to search for two pairs of Houd Cuffs which
had been forgotten there, and my Umbarella but neither
could be found some of the Natives having lately passed
there, we continued on our voyage, and at 5 o'clock we
put ashore for the night at the entrance of a little River
on the North Side near the Seal Rocks and sent Mr. Fran-

chere in a Canoe with Caesino and eight men to the Village
to buy Dogs, they returned with 11 and a few dried rancid
Salmon, this answered for all hand to make a light supper,
dark and incessant Rain during the night, which did not

cease for a moment.

SATURDAY -22- At half past 6 o'clock we embarked

- Rain still continued to fall and the wind strong against
us, came down to the upper mouth of the Willamette Riv-

er, where I parted from the other 5 Canoes, they proceeded down to Fort George, while my Canoe with Mr.

Mathews on board and 8 men proceeded up the Wiflamette

River which we entered at 11 o'clock. Rain still continned to fall incessantly. The Current was slack owing

to the water being low. The Country is low and apparently
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much broken by Pounds and Islands.
We came to the junction of the lower and upper Channels, where Captain Clark made this River 500 yards broad,

proceeded on, the Country appears pleasant and not so
thickly shaded with wood as towards the Sea Coast. We
passed some very pleasant low Island covered with Grass
and thickly shadded by large spreading Oaks, but which
unfortunately all over flows in the Summer season, during
the High water. Saw a great numbers of Swans, Outards
and Ducks of various kind. Seal also are very numerous.
At 4 o' clock we run our Canoe on a Rock, and tare a piece

out of her Bottom, repaired her and at 5 o'clock set off.
The Channel now becomes more contracted, bound in by
high Rocks, and the current very strong, we had much
trouble and difficulty to ascend some strong Rapids, it
was perfectly dark before we reached the Village, which
we perceived by several lights, on the South Side of the
River. We passed a small but rapid River coming in our
left hand called the CLUKEMUS RIVER from a Tribe of
Indians who dwell up it, they are very much numerous,
and great rogues, they live in Houses, and every Summer
come down here for the Salmon Fishery, shortly after
passing, this River we found ourselves abreast of the Village, and in hearing of the Falls, we could distinguish
six lights which we supposed issued from the same number
of doors the houses apparently running on a paralled with
the River, these people are called the Glow C Walla Indians, they are numerous and tolerable well disposed towards the Whites. Their Chief is a good Old Man and is
much respected by his own people. We called out to the
Natives to bring us Dogs to trade, but received no answer,
we put ashore on a steep slippery Bank of Grass, where
we could not find a stick of wood capable of making a fire,
everything was wet and soaked with Rain and nothing but

green wood to be found. Mr. M. crossed over with the
Canoe and 4 men to purchase dogs-wood &c. During his
absence we made a thorough search by grassing in the
dark for something dry to light a fire, but all in vain, we

were compelled to remain in utter darkness drenched with
Rain, wet and hungry until lus return, which was about
8 o' clock when he brought us some Dry Fire Wood, Five
Dogs, a little driedSalmon, and a few Hazel Nuts, and a
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parcel of Smelts, in short time we were as comfortable as
our wet state would admit of. The Rain now ceased and
the weather cleared up, we could not ascertain nearly about
what coarse we came from the Columbia to this place is
about South.
SUNDAY -23- At the dawn of day we were up and in
readiness to embark but a very thick Fog rising from yapours of the Falls prevent our embarking before 7 o'clock,
I got a few of these small Fish roasted before the fire, on
a stick which I found most excellent eating, especially those
that contain the Rows, both are equally fat, and good, and
are eaten whole, the bones being so very small and pliable
as to scarcely perceived - we now proceeded up to the Fall,
which has a white romantic appearance, the water rushing
over a perpendicular Rock, in two Channels divided by a
narrow Rocky Island, which at high water must be covered,
when the whole forms but one Channel interrupting the navigation by forming a kind of curve or bend, running upwards of a 1/4 of a mile, and then bending over to the right
hand side, and returning down without reaching the shore.
The Falls I do not believe exceed more than 25 or 30 feet
at most. The Salmon do not ascend beyond this, the Rocks
I perceive are too steep and the Falls too perpendicular.
We unloaded on the right side where we made the Portage
which is 600 paces long over a rough rugged track of steep
and craggy Rocks, closely hemmed in by a range of steep
Rocks, which close in so very near the River, as in some

places scarcely to admit of a passage for carrying the

Canoe especially on approaching the upper end where the
men found much difficulty to get the Canoe through the
Winding path among the Rocks. On our arrival on the upper
end we met a party of Indians on foot, on their way down
loaded with Bags of Raw Corn mass. They seemed to be
an ugly ill formed race, no less than four out of seven had
some defect in his Eyes. They are of YAM HE LAS, who
dwell on the Yellow River a branch of the Willamette, they
are great rogues, but not very numerous, they live in Houses,
they were most wretchedly Clothed in Deer Skins, their
Quivers were of Deer Heads and Necks. One- of them was
leading a Horse ion de d with raw Corn moss

Their Women

had Pettecoats of fringe Leather similar to the Chinooks
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womens Cedar Pettecoats, but reaching only about half
way down the thighs.
Their scanty Deer Skins Robes were miserable indeed, they had a small round Bonnet of Wattap on their
heads, with a sharpe point on the top about three inches
high, they are a wild and furrous looking people, rather
small in size. In a word the most miserable and rascally
looking Tribe I have seen on this side of the Mountain.
Soon after they had joined us there arrived from the Village below the Falls, three men who brought us a dog,
some dried Salmon and few Srmlts. On their meeting with
the Strangers, they announced some piece of intelligence
on which one of the Women set up a lamentable yell in cry-

ing and bawling, all the other Women instantly took up
their load and departed, the men appeared uneasy and viewing us very stead fastly, we seized our Arms and hastened

off to the Canoe, Mr. M. and myself proceeded by land
a little higher up the River, where we embarked, and the
strangers allowed us to push off unmolested, here we saw
a number of Wooden Canoes hauled on shore, which I suppose belong to the Natives we had just met at the Portage.
The cause of this lamentation we could not conceive, we

supposed it might proceeded from their announcing the
death of the Old Chief of the Village below who we were

told died six days ago. Again we suppose it might proceed from the death of some of those killed by our people
at the Rapids, particularly as the fellows Eyed us so narrowly, after receiving the news. At half past 8 o'clock we
embarked, a most delightful night now presented itself for
the first time since last fall. The weather was fine, clear,
calm and mild. A little above the Portage and on the same
Spot where formerly a Village stood, the remains of their

deads are still seen there, this Spot is bound in the rear

by a high range of perpendicular Rocks, over which rushes
a considerable Stream forming now a pleasant Fail of Water
after the late heavy Rain. About a mile above the Portage,
on the right hand there come s in a small but rapid Stream.

We found the Current in some places very strong and at
some ripple s we were obliged to put out the line, the Banks

were Rocky but not lugh. The Country more clear of Wood
than towards the Sea Coast, here we have not that thick
heavy gloomy Foliage as below. About 5 miles above the

Falls we passed the last Rocky Island and shores we saw
on this River about one mile Higher we passed a low Is-

land covered with Willows. Here the Current became more
slack and smooth. Outards, Ducks and Cormerants were
plenty, the weather was fine and warm, and as we advanced
the Banks of the River and the Adjacent Country assumed

a more pleasant aspect than what we had accustomed to.
The Banks in general were pleasant and low, covered with
Alder, Small Laird Red Willow, Soule, Soft Maple, Fern,
Weeds and Grass. The Soil a pale redish earth, and sand,
no Stones at all, the interior Country appears but thinly
shaded with woods of various sorts of Pine, Cedar &c.

At 11 o'clock we passed a small River on the left
hand, called by our people Pudding River. The Current
continues gentle and smooth. At two o'clock we perceived
some wooden Canoe s laying along the River, on the left
hand side at the foot of the Bank about 30 feet high up, which

was a winding path, we of course supposed our people to
be built some where near this Spot (none of us knew where

they were built). I went on shore ascended the Hill.

I

pass through a wood for about 300 hundred Paces, when I

Came to a delightful open Prairie, on which I perceived
the House about 150 Paces before us, this plain is about
2 miles long and 1/4 mile broad, along the middle runs
a rising ground from East to West, on which the House is
situated. Here I found Mr. William Henry in charge of
this place and Mr. Letan with 30 men and 2 Huts of Freeman and Nepisengoes as Hunters, there of the Natives belonging to this quarter were at the House they are called
CALTPUYOWES, they appear to be a most wretched Tribe,

deminetive in size and scarcely any covering, simelar to

those I met this morning in the Portage. This Tribe is

exceedingly numerous extending up to the Head waters of
the Willamette and are divided into several distinct Tribes,

they are a wandering race who have neither Horses nor

Home s, and live in the open air in f me weather and under
the shelter of the large spreading Pines and Cedar during

foul weather. They have no Tents of their own, indeed
their country is well calculated for such a roving Savage
life as they lead their wants on but few, Deer are numerotis and Root of various kinds are in abudance, the latter
constitute s their principal Food. The Se people preserve
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the Commoss Root much better than any other nation, they
form it in a case of food about 10 lbs weight and about three

inches thick in which state it keeps good and moist. One
of their Chiefs was at the House he had a wretched lean
Horse. I wish to buy it for meat but the Fellow demanded
ten Blankets for him. Indeed they have no idea of the value of our Goods. Blue Beads are what they esteemed the
most. Our course from the Falls to this place was about
We sterly.

MONDAY -24- Hard Frost during the night and Ice

this morning about 1/4 of an inch thick, most charming
Weather. Sent out four Hunters to Hunt Cheveriel. At
12 o'clock I crossed over the River, in company with Mr.
W. Henry, Stewart and M. to look and examine a proper

place to build about two miles up the River, as the present
situation overflows at high water, although its level above
the present state of the water is between 30 &40 feet. We
debarked and passed the range of Woodadjoining the River,
and came to the open Country within, when we very soon
started a number of Chevierel, they are so very shy that
we could not get a shot at them, although we continually
had some in sight, they are a very small kind, and in the

Grass they appear no larger than wolves. The Country

is exceeding pleasant open and but thinly shaded with Oak,

Pine, Liard, Alder, Soft Maple, Ash, Hazel c., At a
short distance are seen ranger of Hills, thinly clothed
with grass, where not a stick of wood appears to grow.
In short the prospect is uncommonly pleasant and most
delightful in the Summer season, when is in bloom and
green. The weather was excessive hot, and with the exertion of walking our shirts were winging wet before we
reached the Spot we were going to see.
This place is commodiously situated on a Bank about

100 feet above the Level of the River, with an open and
level Country, behind thinly shaded by large Oaks extending to the foot of the Range of Barren Hills about 3 miles
distant. On the one side runs a small stream, which would

be about 200 Yards from the Fort, on the other stands a
small thicket of Tall Pine, very proper for building Stock-

ades are very scarce, indeed wood of all kinds could be
got only by having Horses. The main Branch of the Wil-
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lamette at this spot bends round to the South West, and
the Yellow River whose courses is seen from this runs
North West, High lands and Blue Hills are seen in both
of these directions. The Whole Country appears to be
frequently adorned by High Barren Hill of Prairie while
at the same time there is apparently a sufficiency of fine

large timber near the Banks of the River for Building &cc.
We returned homeward by following an old Indian path
through the woods along the Banks of the River, the Alder
are very large, I saw Hazel a thick round as a man thigh.

The Oaks are large and but few tall straight trunks they
are in general crooked, and spreading out in an uncom-

mon number of stout irregular branches. The tops of which
are encumbered with clumps or tufts of small green leaves,
whether it was an ever green or new sprouts I cannot say,
but believe them to be the former, they are round and about
the size of Crows Nest, sorrie larger. The Emerises three
is larger here, and plenty of them. I observed here great
plenty of an unknown wood and which is seen on the Columbia River only below the Rapids. It is an evergreen and

has a thin scaley Bark of a Cinamon colour which pulls
off and leaves a smooth coat of a light green colour, the
wood is exceeding heavy and sinks in the water like lead,
it is soft when green, I measured some of these trees,
which were a fathom in circumference. The inner green
Bark I am told makes a beautiful green dye for Porcupine
Quills, the outer scaly Bark I presume grows Annually
and falls off in the fall. There are also Cedars here, and
other kinds of wood, with which I am unacquainted. In
Summer I am told, there are very fine large Black Berries, and most delicious Black Raspberries and several
other sorts of Berries, all of which come to great perfection in their season. In the Woods the ground is thickly
covered with Fern and other Woods through which the Deer

innumberable paths, in every direction, the soil appears
very good, along the River especially, and would answer
well for Gardens. In three quarters of an hour hard walking we reached our Canoe and crossed over, we saw here
many Birds of the size and make of a Robin, but of a more
beautiful Plumage.

Our Hunters returned having Eight Chevrill, they
had seen some Red Deer tracks and went upon them, but
too far off to send for the meat.
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This evening I was surprised by hearing the Frogs
croaking in a Pond of water near the House. The Cornmoss Root is now beginning to sprout up in the moist places,
and is about 3 inches high above the ground, there numbers
of Lizards here they are seen every moment in the woods,
they are about 4 inches long, the back of a dark Ginarnon
colour and the Belly of a light Yellow. Last Autumn our

people saw here what is called on the Missouri River the
SERPENT, they are nearly the same colour of the Rattle
Snake and about 4 feet long, they run amazing swift, some
people say they are produced from Eggs. There are small

Tigers here, Racoon, Wolves, Kitts, Black and Brown
Bears, Wolverines, Gray Squirrels c c. Some of the
wretched Natives were here this afternoon they came to
sell Corn moss they are not allowed to enter our dwelling
Houses and having no trading house built here, they are
traded with out doors, they left us about dusk to return
to their Camp, they are generally in small parties of 2 or
3 Families, and frequently during the Rainy Season they
make Huts covered with Pine Branches, their principal
food is Roots, although they are excessively found of Deer
Flesh, and prefer it to any articles of Goods we have. Their
method of hunting the Deer is rather singular, they provide
themselves with a Deer Head and Horns complete, which

they put on and conceal their body, have a stick in their
hand, which they occasionally rub the Deers Horns, and
in imitation of a Deer, the animal sees this and is decoyed
near him, when he lets fly an Arrow and seldom misses
his Aim. The men wear cap on their Heads made of Deer
Heads (the Skin) both men and women are dressed in the
same scanty Robes as those we met in the Portage.
About Eight o'clock this evening our Dog pursued
a Cheverrel on the Plains, which in running from them

passed under our Meat Scaffold within 10 paces from our
door, it however made its escape. The water in the River
rose during last night about three feet perpendicular.

THURSDAY -25- Hard Frost last night and thick
Foggy morning which did not disperse until 10 o'clock,
when we had most delightful weather, fine, warm, clear
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and calm. I sent men off for Eight Deer that were killed
yesterday, they returned about 12 o'clock and brought in
7 Deer, one of them having been devoured by the Vultures,
these Birds are uncommonly large, and very troublesome
to our Hunters in destroying the Meat although well cov-

ered with Pine branches &c., they contrive to uncover
and destroy it. The Hunters on their return from showing
the men where the Meat lay, killed two more Deer which
they brought in themselves, some of the Deer are still in

good order, and have some fat, but the Bucks are very

lean. The Red Deer or Elk are now scarce near the Fort,
having been hunted so much here since the Autumn, they

have retired to the Interior and I presume towards the

Sea Coast as they usually do in Winter. Some of the Natives
came in with Com moss for which they demanded Beads,

these people have no idea of the value of our Goods, and
seem to care but little about anything further than a few
Blue Beads. They cannot be persuaded of the benefit they
would reap from their exertions in working the Beaver
which are nurne rous in this quarter, not only along the
River, but in every direction, small Lakes and Pounds,
we found swarming with Beaver still they will not attempt
to kill them.

This afternoon three Fremen arrived (Americans)
they came from Mr. W. House, of last winter which they
left about 9 o' clock this morning by land, they have been
off from here about three weeks, have but six traps and
have killed upwards of Eighty Beaver, these men say Beaver

are very numerous but along the River difficult to catch
on account of the water continually rising and falling after
every shower of Rain, they therefore c online their hunting
merely to the Lakes and Pounds of Water near the River.
They complain much of the Natives being troublesome,

stealing their Property wherever they find it, they are

however yet greatly in dread of our fire Arms, which causes

them to act in a most clandestine manner and prevents
them using open violence to pillage 8cc. The Natives along

this River have but few horses themselves, indeed they
are too wretchedly poor to have anything, but their neighbours from the Eastward and South East are well provided

with Horses, and seemed to be a Nation who live well,
provided with everything necessary for a Savage Life, they
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generally pay a visit to the River every Summer to hunt
Deer and occasionally murder the Natives, they are always on horse back and are provided with Bows and Arrows and a spear on lance about 6 feet Iron shod, they are
well dressed in leather shirts and leggings garnished with
Porcupine Quills, they make use of much white Clay and
Red Ochre to dawb and Paint their faces, and their Horses
also are generally daubed over with these Colours.

The day previous to our arrival here the Grand Nepisengue one of our hunters, having been out hunting Deer
was pursued by ten men on Horse Back, he attempted to
make his escape, but finding himself closely followed and
nearly overtaken, he ran into a clump of trees, where he
took his station behind a large tree and present his Rifle
towards the Party, on seeing him in a 'posture to fire they
made a stop, and by signs gave him to understand not to

fire, as they intended him no harm.

An old man who seemed to be a Chief among them
dismounted and came near him, but the Grand Nepisengue
would not allow him to come nearer than the length of his

Rifle, which he always kept presented toward him, the

old Man by signs gave to understand that they did not wish
for white people to come up this River and that our Guns
had driven away all the Deer, and caused them to be so
Wild and Shy that they could not kill them with their bows
and arrows as forme ny, and finally that if we did not abandon the River, they would oblige us to do so by driving us

away 8cc., then they left him he says their horses were
in excellent order and fat. These people I am led to suppose are of the Tribe called SCIE TO GAS they dwell to
the Westward of the SHAE HAP TIRRS or NER PIERCES

Indians and are very numerous, they have the name of
Good Hospitable Tribe and live in a manner similar to the
Meadow Indians on the East Side of the Rocky Mountains.
The Buffalo Robes they get from the NER PERCES who go
for the Buffalo every year in company with the Flat Heads.
The same I presume with their Tents c.
WEDNESDAY -26- Hard Frost Thick Foggy ather.
The water had fallen about one foot At 8 o' clock we embarked and soon after the Fog dispersed and we had most
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charming weather. We heard the noise of the Falls at the
distance of about 15 miles, this is to say about 3 miles
above. Pudding Creek, where we met two wooden Canoes
going up, they are of the party we met in the Portage and

appear very shy. Saw a Beaver, fired at it but missed

him. Vast numbers of Outards, Ducks, Swans, Cormerants &cc. The wild Fowl here are very fat at this season,
the Swans uncommonly so, while towards the Sea Coast
they are exce ssive lean. At 11 o' clock we arrived at the
Portage where we again met our YEEAN HI LAS, now on
their way back loaded with stinking dried Salmon, fins
Gills &cc. At 12 o'clock we embarked and proceeded down
the Village, where we landed unperceived by the Natives.
We heard a dreadful crying and lamentation in the end of
the House formerly occupied by their late Chiefs, on their
hearing of our arrival the noise ceased and every one came
out on the Bank. I was desirous of measuring this range
of houses, but the enormous piles of increments which lay
along it prevented me. I suppose it to be 800 feet in length.

The inside of their houses near the fire, where they sit
and sleep is tolerable clear and spread with Matts, I observed a Trough which contained Urine, it being customary
for them to make Urine in this Trough during the night and

to wash themselves in it in the morning. Urine is also
used in dressing their War Garments and other Leather.

Their Houses are sunk not more than one foot in the ground.
The Women I thought appeared to me to be more comely
and fair than any I had yet seen in this quarter, the men in
general appear much affected with sore Eyes, and like all

the other Tribes, which I have seen blow the Falls on the
Columbia River, have their Arms, legs Rumps and Bodies
much affected with scabs, in short they may be said to be
a Scabby race of people, the cause of which probably may
arise from their filthy manner of living, their food and the
incessant Rains for at least six months in the year. Their

Eyes in general are also ye ry bad, sore and ovatery. Among
the men of this Village I observed some very stout compact

men, but none of them tall, the dress of the Women are
the same as the other Tribes, only a mixture of all is observed here, Cedar, Leather Fringe (very stout) and Brailuts, covered the Women I saw several Robes made with

the Skins of Grey Squirrel, Virginia Foxe s and Loupcenier
and Tiger The YEEAN HI LAS, it seems had told the Indians
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here of their intention in sending our people from the Riv-

er, they of course asked us if we were all coming down,
but we told them not. We bought here three Dogs, some
Nuts, Corn moss &cc., and at half past 12 o'clock we set
off. We observed several Canoes arriving at the Village,
some from below and others coming down the CLUKEIvINUS

RIVER. At 5 o'clock we put ashore for the night, having
entered the BIG RIVER about a mile and camped on the
North Side. A wooden Canoe with two women and a man
passed up the River, they were deeply loaded with Smelt
which they offered to sell for Blue Beads, which may be
considered as Cash here. I bought a few for the men, about
one Bushel. Fine Clear weather and Calm, our men feasted
well on Cheverill Meat, Fat Dog, Smelt, Dried Salmon,
Corn moss and Nuts. I embarked three Deer this morning
to take down to Fort George, and two for the men, so that
there was no want of Provisions.

THURSDAY -27- At half past 12 o'clock we embarked. Fine Clear and Calm weather, but soon after the
Wind sprung up ahead, which retarded us very much on
our way. At half past three o'clock we met a wooden Canoe
on board of which was Messrs. W. and McGillis, on their
way up to the Willamette River express for the Grand Nepisangue who is supposed to a good hand in curing Wounds.

Mr. A. Stewarts wounds trouble him very much. At 8

o'clock we found the Natives raising their Sturgeon lines,
they invited us to go ashore and trade STURGEON, which
we did, buying them for each according to their size 2520-15-10-5 grains of Blue Beads of the 2nd size for each.
At 10 o'clock we embarked. The inside of these Indians
Houses are crowded with Smelt drying, suspended by the
Heads to poles, the roofs are lined everywhere excepting
the Fire Place is full, all Hanging Tail downward, several
Canoes were also full laying off at Anchor. This morning
Canoes were seen on the water in every direction twisting
their lines &cc. We passed several fishing parties tented
on the Beach, who had heaps of Sturgeon and Canoes loaded

with Smelt, they called to us to trade, but we did not stop,
the weather now became Cloudy and Cold, and the Wind
strong from the North, there is no snow now to be seen
on this side of Mount St Helens, at nine o'clock we passed
Mount Coffin, and at 11 o'clock we passed Oak Point, we

saw several Sea Lions, they are very large and swim exceedingly swift, we fired at one but missed him although

not more than 40 paces off. The number of Gulls and other
Birds that feed on Fish are surprisingly numerous at pre-

sent here, much more so than last Fall, the cause I pre-

sume is they are attracted by the numerous shoals of Smelt
which are going up the River at this season of the Year.

Seals are very numerous also. The Weather now
became Clear, and the Wind fair, when we put ashore to
arrange our Sails and embarked, but answered us little,
until we had passed the Green Encampment, and cleared
the Island, when it Blew a strong Breeze for the North
East, which soon caused an ugly hobbling and rough Sea
which obliged us to take in Reefs, and even it was as much

as we could do to stand to, we kept near the shore and
doubled Tongue Point, same as on our way up, which is
the only safe method when the wind and surf are high, to
keep out in the Channel is very dangerous, owing to the
rough tumbling Sea there is when the wind blows in a con-

trary direction to the running of the Tide, which was not
strong flood off Tongue Point. We saw a large shoal of
Sea Hogs, (as our people called them here). Seals were
also very numerous At 5 o'clock 1/4 Past we arrived at
Fort George. The Weather was now Cloudy and Cold. I
found here Caesino and a number of his suite who had accompanied him down from the Village above on purpose
to trade, he arrived here yesterday. During our absence
from this place, Mr. McDonald had made some very excellent arrangements for defence against any attack of the
Natives. The four Iron, four Pounders were placed on a
platform to defend the Fort in a very conspicuous manner.
The Swivels in Bastions, and all the small Arms in the
highest order, and in readiness at a moments warning.
The wounds in Mr. Stewarts arm and side, were healed
up, but the latter had given him much pain, and at last
formed an abscess which burst only this morning about
four inches from the Old woind, from the great inllamation and swelling attended it, there is every reason to suppose the Arrows were poisoned, he fells much reliefs since
it broke, and we have great hope s of his speedy recovery
Poultices of Biscuit and water have been and are still applied. The Old Nepisangue was here but very unwell, the
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suffering of this man has been great. He says that after
Mr. McKay, left him in charge of the Baggage, he saw
none of the Natives excepting those that crossed over to
the North Side, when everything was perfectly quiet, and
nobody came near the Baggage.

After it was dark he ventured over the Portage in
search of our people, always in hope of finding them encamped there or concealed among the Rocks, he searched
in vain and was soon convinced they were off, and had left
him in the hands of the Natives, he then retired to the edge
of the woods, where he laid during the night. The next
morning he crept in sight of the Baggage, with some faint
hope of our people returning to secure the Property, which
was still untouched and not an Indian to be seen, after waiting some time s he saw the Indians coming up from the Village below, and to cross over to the South Side where they

assembled, and began to examine the Property very narrowly previous to their going near the Baggage, which
they approached with the utmost caution, but soon finding
there was no body near it, they instantly began to Pillage
and distribution of the Property. He then observing that

all was now lost, he set off on his way down along the River
on the South Side unperceived by the Natives. He was eight

days without eating anything, he dare not fire his gun for
fear of the Natives, at length he shot a Deer and a Beaver
some where near Quick Sand River, where some of the
CATLEPOHS Tribe, fell in with him, and robbed him of
his Gun and every other article he had, he was rescued
by the Old Chiefs of the large CATTJPOH Village near the
mouth of the Willamette River, and by him delivered up
to our Party, on their way down on the 22nd inst., naked
and very sick, I understand the reason why Comcomlly
did not come over to us when sent for previous, to our departure for the Rapids, was that we sent Mr. Franchere
for the Old Clatsop Chief and no white man for him, this
seems to have offended him very much. Calpots Wife has
given out here, that our pacific measures used above, was
more through timidity in us, than any view of humanity,
She says we ought to have killed them all, this reasoning
may do very well for her, but would not answered our busmess in future, it would only have been making bad worse.
If there is any blame to be attached to anyone it must surely
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be in abandoning the Property after the Indians had fled.
A hunting Party of Iroquois and Canadians had left this a
few days ago to go up the Youngs River in search of Beaver
and Animals.

NOTE OF TIME TAKEN BY ME IN A DULL SAILING
BIRCH RIND CANOE MANNED WITH 8 PADDLES:

Up the Willamette to the Falls
6 Hours
Time carrying over the Portage
of the Falls
1
"
Falls to the House of the
ii
Willamette River 6
13 HOURS-

House to the Falls
From Portage to the Falls
Portage to Columbia River
thence to our Camp
From Camp to Fort George

HOURS

3
1

4-1/2 HOURS
"
1/4
15

MARCH FROM THE WILLIAM.
HOUSE TO F. GEOR
23-1/2

it

Met Canoe for W. Henry.. 1/4 Hour
1st - Trade 1/2
2nd1/2 Ii
Rigging Sail &c.
1/4 ii
t

1-1/2 Hours Time Lost
and not included in the 23-1/2 Hours
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Receipts of Provisions during our excursion up to the Rapids, the main body - Viz:- Six Horses, Sixty seven Dogs,
Three Sturgeon and one Seal, Six Bales of dried Salmon of
150 lbs each. Rice, Beef, Tea &cc Outards &cc. They

purchased Dogs after I Parted with them at the Villages
below which are here included in the above Receipts.

LIST OF THE PROPERTY FORWARDED FROM
FORT GEORGE FOR THE UPPER COUNTRY

JULY -4- 1814 RECEIVED

TOTAL

40
100

66
1
1

6

Large Axes
Half Axes
Small Axes
Square Hand Half Axe
Small Axe
"
Gross of Indians Awls

7

16

1

6

2

4
2

Doz - Polished Steel

20

2

U

"

-

1-l/Zfeet(

29-1/2
85-1/2

(354 Doz)
Doz Gunworns

Gun Flints
Looking Glass Plates
M. Darning Needles
1
26-1/2 Doz - Knife Blades

3536
100
2
15
3

"

)2

Tobacco Boxes
Octagon

Horse Balls
Gross of Metal Buttons

1/3

M-W.C.Stamped

Gross of Plain Rings
Pieces of Common Blue
Stroud
Pieces of Common Red
Stroud

33
84
66
1

1/2
Blankets - 3 feet "
3
- 2-.1/2 feet
- 2-1/2 feet(damaged)

18

LOSS

17-1/2
17
2
2
2
2

1/3

25-1/2
23-1/3
548
38

15/12
1

328-1/2
62-2/12
2988
62
1

25-1/2
2
15
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TOTAL
2
3

35
11

4
13

18

24
21

3-5/6
3

1-1/3
1-1/3
2-2/3
6

50
198
150
140
5

212
122

10-1/2
10-3/4
25

1-1/2
15
5

20

4
80
2
1

1

1/4
2
1

1

I
2
2
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RECEIVED

L8S

Yards of Common Red Stroud

Pieces of H.B. Blue Stroud
Common Cotton Shirts
Fine Cotton Shirts
" White Flannel Shirts
Common White Flannel Shirts
Fine Red Flannel Shirts
Gingham Shirts
Gross Thimbles
Doz - Steel Daggers
Doz Iron Daggers
Canton Thread No. 1Canton Thread No. 2Canton Thread No. 3Doz - Box Combs

1

2
2

18

17

4

7

3

1

7

6

7

11
13

11

3-1/4
1/4
2/3

1-1/3
1-1/3
2-2/3
1/3

New Guns

Lbs Balls
Lbs Shot
Lbs Gun Powder
Bales Nord West Tobac (475)

LbsSeamedCopperKettles
Lbs "
Brass
"

Lbs Canton Beads-Znd. Size
"
3rd
Lbs
Cod Hooks

Doz - P.C. Glaces

Lbs - Leaf Tobacco
Lbs - Plug Tobacco
Lbs - Sugar
Lbs - Souchoug Tea
Lbs - Rice
Kegs - Salt Beaf
Gal - Coarse Salt
Quart Fine Salt
Sturgeon Twine
Coils Sandwich Island Rope
Seam Copper Kettle
Pair Camp Candle Stick
Sheet Iron Tea Kettle
Bales Dried Salmon

Canoes and agrets

17-3/4
3-7/12
2-1/3

52/3

73

50
152
77

15

460

119
21

93
101

46

5.4/2

7-1/2

134-1/2

10-1/2

3-1/4
25

2/12
5

1-1/3
10
5

20

1/2
30

3-1/2
50
2
1
1

1/4

TOTAL

RECEIVED

6

Provision Basket
Tin Dishes
Tin Plates

4

Knives

6
6

Forks

3

Quart Bottles of Molasses
Tin Tea Pot
1 Lb. Canister of tea

1

2

1

z
6
3

1

1/2

6
6
2-1/2

Spoons

1

4

"

1

2

2

Gallons Vinegar

LOSS

'

1

4
1

2

N.B. I have in the above recapitulation included the articles given Caesino and Calpots Wife for having gone
up with us to the Rapids:-

3
3
1

2-1/2 Lbs
10-1/2

1/3
4

Doz
1

1-1/2
5-1/2

Yds

2-1/2

"

1

1/2
5

3

2

Lbs
Lbs
Lbs
Lbs

Hall Axes
-3- feet
Blankets
Blanket
2-1/2 feet
Canton Beads - 3rd Size
Coat Buttons

P.C. Glasses

Large Knives
Plain Rings
Common Blue Strouds
Common Red Strouds
Common Shirt Cotton
Gun Powder
Seamed Copper Kettle
"
Shot

Brass

"

The above loss is exclusive of the property to the men which
consisted of the Equipments &Advances for the year, there
having been but one Ballatin only of their property saved,

the remainder fell into the hands of the Natives, as for
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the Cassettes Bedding &c belonging to Messrs. Stewart
and Kay, they were brought from the East End of the .Portage, at the same time of Canoes were brought over and arrived safe at Fort George.

FRIDAY -28- Some little hoar frost this morning,
after having had a most delightful Moonshine night. Weather

this morning Cloudy and Wind continue s strong from the
Eastward. Great shoals of what our people here call Sea
Hogs, are now continually seen going up the River, sport-

ing, tumbling and tossing in the water as they proceed,

they appear much larger than a Seal and much more sharp
towards the Nose, they rise up several feet out of Water,
and plunge like an Otter. A large Sea Lion was also seen

this morning near the shore. At about 11 o'clock an unfortunate circumstance took place in the Blacksmith Shop
while Russil in repairing double barrel Gun she went Off
and the contents lodged in his right thigh, the Bone was
not injured, he sulfered much, the flesh was cut open below
and opposite to the wound and the contents taken out, she
had been loaded with Shot and wadding.

At 12 o'clock 3 Canoes set off with 24 men and Mr.
Franchere and Pettit (François Payette) to trade Sturgeon
at the several Villages above us, as far as the Willamette,

a part of the People to remain there, and a Party to be
employed in furnishing the Fort here with a supply, Caessino trading Beaver skins for Kettles &c. - He trades for
the people who come down here with him, this day a long

corre spondence took place between Mr. McDonald and Alex
Stewart, John Stewart and Myself and Mr. J.G. McTavish,

on the subject of Mr. McDonalds right in assuming the
management of affairs at this place which he took upon
himself during our absence above, a long altercation took
place this evening, between the parties concerned, which
terminated to the satisfaction of non present.

SATURDAY -29th- Cloudy and mild weather -Wind
Easterly. About 1 o' clock the Clouds began to run swift
from the South We St and small rain, soon after commenced.
Mr. Franchere went down to desire Calpots family to come
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and removed the body of their deceased Slave Girl, and
bury it, cast the Hogs might devour it, they did so ac-

cordingly, but removed it in a most barberous Savage manner, by dragging it down to the water, by fastening a Cord
about the Neck and perfectly naked, and towed it along the
beach for some distance, where they squeezed the Body in
a Hole, pushed it down with a Paddle and covered it over
with Stones and Dirt. The Body was in a most wretched

state of the last stage of Veneral, black and Swolen and
not the least care taken to conceal the parts from bystand-

ers. Great shoals of Sea Hogs are seen sporting in the

water all day opposite the Point below us and very near it
with the shore. Comcomlly came over on a visit to Caessino. Our correspondence was again commenced this day
by Mr. McDonald who formally decline s having anything
to say in the management of affairs on this side of the Mountains and gives up the whole charge unto Mr.J. G. McTavish

no answer was returned on the subject to day. The jerm
accompany by a great quantity of matter came from the
Wound in Mr. A. Stewarts Side which he finds relieves
him much, and the swelling is greatly fallen. Rain continues hard.
SUNDAY -30- We observed among the matter which

came from Mr. Stewarts Side a quantity of small black
particles, about the size of a seed of the smaller kind,

flat and glossy. This morning the Rain continued and Wind
from the South. A meeting of partners present, took place
and a long altercation as the consequence between us. Mr.
on the Plea of the sence of the
McDonald declines the
concern at Fort Vermilion last summer having been to deprive him of it, although their two general letters are sufficiently pointed appointing him the representative of Mr.
D. McTavish, myself acting upon public documents (setting aside private conversation) decline the management

also, and further Mr. J.G. McTavish disputes my right
to have the Chief management. This evening we had a
very heavy shower of Hail and rain alter which the weather
cleared up.

MONDAY -31- Gloomy and Rainy weather v.ith Wind
from the Eastward. There is now much more smoke vising
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from the three Villages of Chinooks over the River than
heretofore, there is every appearance of a great number
of People collected at this season. The Party of People
sent up Youngs River in search of Beaver some days past
returned having examined the three branches and found
not the least appearance of Beaver in any of them. Red
Deer they say are very numerous on the high lands at some
distance from the River, they brought the Meat of a Red

Deer and had killed three Chereviel, but the country was
too rough and thickly wooded for them to fetch the Meat
down the River, it was therefore thrown away. Made a
present to Caessino for having accompanied us up the Rap-

ids, and another present as a Chief, the latter articles
to be given him annually. A flag also was given him and
he was spoken to on the subject of our Building at the entrance of the Willan-iette and also regarding the behaviour
of the several Tribes up that River, who seemed badly inclined towards our people there, he promises to speak and
keep them in order.

Mr. McDonald agree to continue the management of
affairs here, on the strenth of our letter to him on the 28th
Inst. A meeting was held to determine whether or not it
was proper to remove our Head Quarters from this Spot
or not, the result was a removal up to the entrance of the
Wil1mette River for various reasons, Viz:- Less dangerou s and expensive k c , require s fe we r men Summe r and
Winter. Men would like the place and remain on the Columbia whereas they are all disgusted at Fort George. More
Healthy and Pleasant. - Better Gardening
of
all kinds, Horses &cc., live well, less labour- atCattle
the
end
of the years - The good will of the Indians above - The
Property kept in a better state - More secure from an
Enemies Ship - Stronger for Defence
- More central
for Trade - A ship to winter could be kept
in better repair and less damage to her Sails and Rigging.
Would
save the expense of a Fort at the Willamette - Better
to remove now than at a future period Rainy weather
with wind various Hired Mr Mathews
workman
for two years at £125 Per Annum Atas5 head
o'
clock
M
Mr Seton arrived from the Wiflamette with a CanoeP and
9 men, sent here express with the Grand
attend Mr. Stewarts wounds but there is Nepisangue to
now no need for
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him, the wound being in a fair way to heal having discharged

a quantity of matter, we suppose it now almost clear, and
he his now perfectly at ease. Meat was exceedingly scarce
at the House on the Wiflamette, the Hunters could not kill

any Deer. The Powder is damp and bad, that after my

leaving that place there arrived three of the party who had
per sued the Grand Nepesingue on the 2 1st. they say they
are of the Walla Walla - Wafla Shatasla and Haith - wy
- pum Natives, they were very civil and wish much that

traders should be sent to Winter among where they say
Beaver are very numerous. About this time in cutting
down a large Pine Tree it fell upon a fine Sow just ready
to Pig and crushed her to Atoms, the following day a fine
Chinese Sow was dead in the Bastion exceedingly Fat. This
breed of Hogs (the Chinese hare - remarkable short legs)
they are Sow and becon-e excessive Fat cc.
TUESDAY FEBRUARY -1st- Heavy Rain Wind
South We st and thick Foggy weather. Made the several
arrangements necessary for placing the men and others
at the intended new Building above. Our Packs and other
Property get wet as fast as we dry them, the coverings

of our Stores are very leaky, and we have not a sufficiency
of Oil Cloth to cover the whole thus not with standing every

precaution being taken the Property gets damaged very
A heavy Squall towards evening.
much before Spring
WEDNESDAY -2nd- We had some uncommon squalls

of Wind during the last night accompanied by heavy torrents of Rain, part of the covering of our house was torn
off and the rain came pouring down upon our beds, which
caused us some trouble in removing Beds, Desks, tables
&cc., in the course of the night. This morning the Storm
continued which prevented our departure for above, everything being in readine ss for that purpose. The Tide was
uncommonly high about 11 o'clock and flowed over the
Wharf At 12 o'clock the Rain moderated, when we set
off with two large Wooden Canoes loaded with Building
Ustencils C. 27 men and Messrs. Keith, Mathews and
Franchere at 2 o' clock they embarked under a heavy shower
of Rain, and a strong gale of Wind from the Southward,

a third Canoe with lo men, Mr. John Stewart, and myself
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propose following the party early to morrow morning to
examine the Spot for Building &cc. Indians brought in to
trade a few Beaver Skins and some Wild Fowl.
TUESDAY -3rd- A dark Rainy Night having passed

away, at 5 o'clock the rain ceased and we had a glimpse
of the Moon over Cape Disappointment, and every appear-

ance of fine weather, at half past 5 o' clock, I embarked
on board my Birch Canoe with Mr. John Stewart and 9 men
- Delightful and Calm weather. We double Tongue Point
with a strong flood Tide (which had just began to flow previous to our embarking) some flashes of lightning appeared

at intervals towards the Southward, the Atmosphere ecame over cast and soon after a heavy torrent of Rain began to pour accompanied by a strong gale of Wind from

the South East, obliged us to keep in with the land, having
passed the Green Camp, the weather was still Rainy and
Cold, with a strong head Wind, at 11 o' clok the Wind fell.
At 12 o'clock we passed the Village of Oak Point, and at

half past 12 o'clock we found all our people Camped at
the Oaks waiting for us. Mr. Pittet (François Payette)
was off in a Canoe to the Village above to buy Sturgeon,
the rain still continued, we thought proper to remain here
for the day in course of which we examine this Spot, which
is a most delightful situation for a Fort, but which unfortunately overflows in the Summer Season, which has once
already been the cause of preventing an Establishment at
this place by Captain W. on board the Albatros some of the
Oak logs are still seen, also the remain of a kind of Wharf
or landing place, and enclosure of Picquets near the River
which Indians tell us was full of Hogs. In the rear of this
Spot lays a long extent of low marshy ground intersected
by several small winding Channels, the land cover with
long grass and Reeds all which overflows in Summer, we

saw 3 Cheveril, and a number of Wild Fowl. Mr. Pittet
(François Payette) returned with 25 Sturgeon.
FRIDAY -.4- Heavy Rain all night which had moder-

ated towards day break when we were all up and prepare
to embark I sent off one Canoe (Wooden) with 5 Sandwich Islanders, and a Cargo of 18 Sturgeon, and a quantity of Hoop poles (Ash) for Fort George, sent also two
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Canoes, Messrs. Franchere and Farnham to trade Sturgeon at a fishery on the North Side, while my own Canoe
with the two others Wooden Canoes proceeded up the River, Wind and Tide ahead Rain ceased, we put ashore and
Breakfasted at Mount Coffin. I measured one of the Canoes
here that contained a corpse, she was 5 feet broad and 4
feet high on the stern, made out of one log, there was also
a very handsome and large Sea Canoe well studded along
the Stern, outside and inside and along the Gunneisto the
stern &cc., with sea shells of various Kinds, the same as
Captain Cook took for human teeth. The head wind con-.
tinued, we proceeded on and passed the two villages where
they had a number of Sturgeon and called to us to trade,
then we referred them to the Canoes coming behind and
passed the upper large Village. It now began to rain hard
we stopped at a Sturgeon Fishery on the South shore and
bought a few fish. Wind and Rain strong ahead, passed

by several Fisheries and Huts. At 3 o'clock arrived at
the entrance of the Willamette River, where we camped

and Mr. Stewart and myself went out to examine the ground,
which after a thorough search we were fully convinced
would not answer our purpose, the whole being one bed

of Racks covered with only a meagre laying of Moss and
coarse Grass, no proper Wood for Building near hand,

and to haul it from where it stood behind would be attended with an immense labour and loss of time. Horse

could scarcely act on a such rough Rocky Country but with
great difficulty. The Country by means of the Rocky State
of its surface, is open even down to about two miles below the junction of the Willamette with the Colombia and
extends up along the former stream about 6 miles on the

South Side, to the three Indian Villages, the appearance
is pleasant, a few trees line the Banks we saw several
Cheverjls and a few horses feeding belonging to the Natives - Rain Continued - About dark our two Canoes arrived and Camped.

SATURDAY -.5- Rainy weather, we again set out
to examine the Country more narrowly particularly below,
We walked from 10 o'clock until 2 o'clock but all our trouble
was in vain, the more we saw the more we were convinced

of the impropriety of building here

Some very eligible

and commanding situations could be found but neither Wood
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soil nor Water could be obtained without much labour and
difficulty. All these circumstances determined us to seek
some other Spot. We therefore embarked on board two
Canoes to examine higher up the River, leaving the others
here, Mr. Franchere Having joined us with 24 Sturgeon,
we had not proceeded more than one mile when one of our
Canoes (a Wooden one) sprung a leak and narrowly escaped

sinking, we left her to repair and to return to the Camp,

while I proceeded on with one Canoe accompany by Messrs
Stewart and Mathews. Rain very hard and Wind ahead, at
5 o' clock we put ashore for the night. This evening we
heard Thunder towards the South. Previous to our leaving
our Camp to day the Grand Nepisangue killed a Cheveril,
and some others brought in 5 Outards and some Ducks, the
two later very fat which is not the case with the Wild Fowl
down at the Sea Coast during the Winter Season.

SUNDAY -6- At day break we were on the Water,
the Rain had ceased, passed the two Village s on the South

Side, none of the Natives were up, there appears to be

more people here than I saw on my way down in Nov. At
7 o' clock we broke our Canoe on a Stump about half a fathom

was torn off the slide. We put ashore and repaired her by
laying on a Patch of Linen well daubed over with Gum.
Embarked at 9 o'clock arrived at the upper end of Point
Vancouver where we put ashore to examine the ground.
The land adjoining the River is low and most overflown
at high water, it is a meadow extending about 3 Miles in
length and at the wide st part about 3/4 mile in breadth to
the food of a beautiful range of high Prairie ground rising
about 30 feet, on the top of this Hill is a most delightful
situation for a Fort on a Pririe of about 2 miles long, and
two miles broad, good soil and excellent Pine in abundance
in the rear. In a word the most eligible situation I have
yet seen on the Columbia, but the distance is too far from
the Sea and no Sturgeon Fishery so high up the River, the
current in Summe r also runs very strong between this and
the Willamette, neither is this Spot calculated for the purpose of Trade, nor is there any stones for Clunuues kc.

Biche are appearently very numerous here, and
Cheveril Also, their tracks dung
are to be seen in
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every direction0 The fire seems to have passed through
the lower prairie last Fall and the Green Grass is already
sprouted up about four inches in height, which gives the
face of the Country a pleasant appearance. The view of
Mount Hood and some other high lands to the South East,
and the range of high lands on the South Side the Willamette River, form a grand propect from this Spot. I ob-

served at this place the water had risen since last Nov-

ember 14th about 4 to 6 feet perpendicular covering a large
sand bar, which lays high above the water on which were
many wild Fowl &cc. Here we breakfasted and soon after
embarked. Fine weather Clear and Calm, at 3 o'clock we arrived at our Camp. Rain commenced again, I found here

several of the Natives from the different Villages, some
came in Canoes and others on Horse back, their horses

here are very small, but whether it is the nature of the
breed, or that these were only a few small ones I cannot
pretend to say. The Natives are in general daubed with
Red Ochre many of them have shirts and Leggings of Dres-

sed Deer Skins, some garnished with Porcupine Quills.
I sent Mr. Franchere on Horse Back up to Caessino Viilage to desire him to send 5 Horses he has belonging to
us, up to Mr. W. Henry to drag Meat for that place, he
returned in the evening accompanied by the Chief. - Heavy
the flood
Rain - I observed at this place this afternoon
convinced
of beTide to run up, a circumstance I was not
it
extends
higher
fore, it is very slow and I do not believe
up than this branch. There are several Sturgeon and Smelt
Fisheries near this Place, but from the great price, the
Natives set on their Fish gives me every reason to believe

that they take but very few of these Fish so high up, indeed
they will not agree to part with any.
MONDAY -7- Heavy Rain during the last night, which
still continue $ this morning. However Rain being so fre quent at this Season, we do not conceive it impedement

in our travelling, therefore sent off Mr. Franchere with

10 men and a Birch Canoe up the WilLamette River to Mr. W.
Henry and the remainder of our party 'with otxte1ve embarked
to proceed downwards and to examine the Banks of the River
very narrowly all the way down to Fort George in hopes

of finding some suitable Spot to build Caessino sent an
Fisheries, to point
Indian with us down to their Salmonour
purpose, we exout a Spot which he says may answer
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amine it accordingly, but found the place thickly covered
with wood, but little Soil and the whole commanded a rising ground in the rear0 We left it and came down about
3 miles below our Encampment where we made a long stop
and examine the ground well, here we found a tolerable
situation. The ground is level, Soil tolerable, and Timber for Houses, Picquets &cc., in abundance and at the
Spot, the situation is near the River and sufficiently elevated to prevent the water over flowing, and at the lower
end commences an extensive (but low) meadow for several
miles well calculated for Cattle or making Hay, also Deer
Island which lay near the Prairie and which is well shaded
by large Oaks, Liards, Ash, Soft Maple &CC. We embarked and continued down the River, the Rain still continued pouring heavy which makes things very unpleasant.
We again made several landings below Deer Island on the
North Side, but to no purpose, the Country is rough, Rocky
and poor Timber, we traded some Sturgeon. The Rain now
ceased and a fine Breeze from the Eastward sprung up.
We obcerved several very large Flocks of Swans up the
River, which I am told is generally the case at this Season,
when they leave the Sea Coast for the interior. We put
ashore at the three different Villages, but they had no Sturgeon for sale, about dusk we Camped at Mount Coffin. We
were perfectly wet and soaked this evening by our several
ramblings in the Woods in the course of the day. The High
Fern is yet perfectly Green and loaded with drops of Rain. Ever Greens of various kinds are in abundance and dripping with Rain, all tend to make walking in the Woods very
unpleasant. I found that our party when all together are
60 men, and consume 13 Sturgeon per day large and small
weighing from 25 pounds to 250 Lbs. each. I measured
one, 9 feet in length, weight 250 lbs.
TUESDAY -8- Heavy Rain during the last night which
ceased this morning; here I determined to leave my building party until further orders from below. At 10 o' clock
I embarked with Mr. L. Stewart and Mr.
Franchere in two
Canoes to continue our examination down the
River, leaving Me ssrs Kitt and Petit (François
Payette)
with
Weather fine and Wind Easterly, we observed the people.
on the beach
and floating on the surface of the
water great number of
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Smelt dead and dying, the same fate which attends the Sal-

mon, and seems to attack the small fish in the RIVER,
they all died apparently for want of food, there being not

the least particle of any substance in their Gut which con-

sists of only one very small greer filament. Gulls Shell

Drakes and other water Fowl that feed on fish are uncommonly numerous, also Eagles both Bald Head and Grey.
Herons are very common along the shore and perched on
the Trees, we put ashore about 3 miles below our Camp
at a Fishery where I found 64 Sturgeon laying on the Beach,
some of them very large, but we could not agree as to the

price and left them. At the Village of Oak Point we put
ashore again where there was an immense number of Sturgeon strung and fastened to stakes in the River, we bought
here 27 for Beads from 25 to 30 grains each. The Natives

here like all their neighbours are filthy to the greatest
extreme, they appear numerous, they have one range of
Eight Houses measuring 120 paces in length and Eight

other detached Houses of about 15 paces each in length,
all on a parallel with the River, the whole forms a pleasant appearance at a distance when passing on the water,
but will not bear a more close inspection. The Natives
here were very desirous of our making a bargain with them
to furnish us with Sturgeon during the Season, and to receive no payment until the Season was over; I tell them we
would consider on it and inform them accordingly, we embarked and soon after separated, one Canoe passing down
the South and the other down the North Channel to examine
the Country, I was on the latter and found no Spot suitable
for landing excepting at the entrance of a small Channel on

the North shore opposite the lower end of Pugets Island,
where we observed a very high commanding situation for

a Fort, about 100 feet higher than the water the ascent

gradual on either side, the landing place is up the Channel,
about 600 paces from it to the top, 300 of which are a level,
to a fine stream of Fresh Water, from which it is 300 more
to the top, by opening a direct road the distance would not

exceed 500 Paces. The Soil on the Top is tolerable but

Timber scarce, we found two fathoms of Water from main
Channel to the landing place where formerly a Village stood.
Embarked and overtook Mr Franchere at Green Encampment waiting for us, they had not seen any spot to induce
them to put ashore, we desired them to remain there for
the night and to morrow morning to return back to the Spot
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we had seen and examine it well, from thence to come down

along the North Shore and examine Greys Bay &cc. At
half past 5 of clock we left them and proceeded on our voyage, with the intention of reaching the Fort to night. The
weather became excessive dark and Cloudy not a star was
to be seen, the Wind sprung up Strong from the Eastward,
we wished to gain along the shore but frequently got aground
on the shoals of Mud and Sand, we at one time were fearful of passing the night in our Canoe on the Water, or what
worse run her on a Rock or a Stump, after much Paddling,

winding courses &cc., we reached and doubled Tongue
Point with a strong Ebb Tide, and at 9 o' clock P. M.
landed safely at Fort George, soon after our arrival the

Rain began. Here we found our Gentlemen very much disappointed in our not having found a suitable Spot to build,

they having been rather sanguine in their expectation of
the fine Prairies we were to find at the entrance of the
Wijiamette. We are now at a stand to know what to is best

to be done. Remain here exposed to an enemies Ship of
War and a bad place for Provisions, or to remove up the
River, and sit ourselves down in a thicket at this late Seas-

on of the Year, when the major part of our people will
be required up the Country. Four men belonging to the
late Pacific Fur Company whom I had left to embark on
board Mr. Franchere Canoe at Oak Point on the 3rd Inst.
but who thought proper to act for themselves had remained
on the Beach, and afterwards bought a Canoe from the
Natives and found their way down here, where having told
an. applausable story to their former Bargainers &cc.,
and were taken into favour, and I found them employed

here as usual. Provisions were getting scarce at this

place. Fish nor Flesh there was none, therefore our supply of 17 Sturgeon were very acceptable. I observed great

lights at the three ViUages on Chinook Point. During my
absence one of our she Goats produced three Kidds, two

of which were trampled to death, one only escaped. A
Hen had a brood of Chickens, all of which the Skunks destroyed, a Sow had 17 Pigs all of which she destroyed and
eat up by herse1f

N.B During our last Voyage
up the River we ob-

served the Natives, particularly those above
the Willarnette to be more shy of approaching
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us than usual, we met a Canoe at Vancovers
Point, the people on board instantly made for
the shore, hauled their Canoe on the Beach,
and hids themselves in the Woods, at other
places they would not show themselves none
came out of their houses to see us.
WEDNESDAY -9- Rain during the last night which
ceased at intervals this morning, Wind strong South West.
Mr. A. Stewart' s wounds pain him much, it emits no matter and is much swoin. Weather very much unsettled.
Rain - Clear - Cloudy and strong Gusts of Wind at in-

tervals. At 7 o'clock Messrs. Mathews and Franchere

arrived they had examined the Spot already mentioned opposite to Pugets island, but found it will not answer, Timber is both scarce and of a very indifferent quality, they
also examined Greys Bay, and find the shores are too bold
and Rocky, and the Country to much elevated to admit of
Building. The Season being too far advanced to think of
leaving this place for this Spring and no convenient Spot
having been found for a Fort, we have determined to re-

call our people from above and to remain at this place
for at least one year longer, the impropriety of forming
a permanent establishment on this Spot well known, it
would always be too much exposed to an enemies Ship,
and the unlevel state of the ground is much against it, the
Soil is bad, and no pasture ground for Cattle of any kind,
the whole surrounded by a rough unievel Country, thickly
shaded by enormous large Pine Trees of various kinds

which renders the situation very unpleasant.

THURSDAY -10- Cloudy and small Rain. Wind very

strong from the South West, we heard the Frogs croaking

around the Houses. At 9 o'clock a Canoe set off with 6
men for Mount Coffin to recall our people from above.

A party are to proceed up to the Red Deer Island to raise
Ash Oars, Oak Wheels &cc., the others to bring down Sturgeon The Chief of the Clatsops passed here on his way
up the Ri'crer to trade Sturgeon and small Fish from the
Natives Above as usually is the case about this season,
for the Tribes on the Coast to do (on our way down we met
several Canoes with Chinooks on board going up for that
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purpose). He was on board his War Canoe the first I have
seen of the kind. She was about 6 fathoms long and wide
in proportion, the stern rising perpendicular about 6 feet
on the top of which was a carved figure of some Monster
of their own rude imagination of uncouth sculpture, the
Head of a carniverous animal with large Ears erect, and
arms, (but no body) Legs clinging to the upper extremity
of the stern. Grimming most horrible as it plough through

the water. The large Ears are painted Green other parts
Red and Black. The Stern also rises perpendicular about

5 feet in height are broad strips of wood of the same piece
as the Stem and rising about 4 feet,.and hole cut through

them for the purpose of shooting arrows through.

She

had a high sprit sail made out of Handles and Gurrahs form-

ing regular stripes. I am told it is very common among
those Indians to have broad pieces of squared Timber, not
unlike 3 inch Plank, high and broad, perforated for the
purpose of shooting arrows through the Se machines are
occasionally fixed on the Bow of their War Canoe s, and
serve as a shield or rampart in Battle. The Natives of
the River above the Falls have also some Canoes of the
same kind. A boat and six men sent off to Greys Bay to
raise Cedar to build Canoes for this Spring. - McKay
workxrian. - About 10 o'clock the Wind for the first time
since the 2nd of December came about from the North West.

Weather Cloudy but no Rain,
Wind strong.

Clear at intervals and

Comcomllys eldest son came across and informed

us of a quarrel he had with his father, a few days ago in-

consequence of the old man having injured his Musket he
boast of having given his father a most severe beating.

FRIDAY -11- Cloudy
and Wind from the
Eastward - people repairingweather
the Boats. Robins, Wrens
and other Spring Birds are still and have been here since
my arrival. The Birds I have already me ntione d re se mbl ing Robin are very Common and by no means shy, - some
frequent showers of Rain throughout the day.
SATURDAY -12- Rainy

wind strongSouth
West, at 9 o'clock I sent off aweather,
boat and 6 men with Salt
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and empty Casks up to Oak Point to Salt Sturgeon. Two

Canoe s (large) of Clatsop passed on their way down to their

Village deeply loaded with Sturgeon and small Fish from
above.

SUNDAY -13- Weather unsettled, Cloudy Rain and

Fine at intervals - Wind South West. - At three o' clock

a large wooden Canoe arrived from Mount Coffin with ten
men, some Baggage and 30 Sturgeon on board, one measured 9 1/2 feet in length. I received a few lines from Mr.

Keitt he says several of our men are getting very ill with
veneral disease. Two in particular cannot walk, several
others were also very bad, but still moving about, I dread
the Spring when I fear that at least HALF of our men will
be rendered useless through this disease, they are but
few at present who are free from it, some far gone, the

banefufl effects of this foul disease. I fear is now so much
rooted among our people, and the women in this quarter,

that it may be attended with some serious consequence
to our commerce on this side of the Mountains. When
the Americans first landed here in 1810, this disease was
but little known among the Native s but was ye ry soon corn municated to them by the Whites, who brought it with them

not only from New York but also from the Sandwich Is lands This morning about 10 o'clock, Ashton the Sailor
who remains on board the Dolly at Anchor near the Wharf
came on shore with the news of his having been robbed
by six Indians, who had come on board while he was asleep,
and had taken away a Kettle and an Axe, when he hearing
a noise was coming on deck when one of the rascals aimed
a blow, with the Axe at him which he avoided, the Axe
stuck into the post near him, they instantly left the Dolly
and put off in their own Canoe. We sent four Sandwich

Islanders on board along with him to watch, we fired a
Cannon to alarm them and heard no more of the Busine s s

MONDAY -14- Heavy Rain all day, arranging the
Store 8cc., things getting rotten in spite of our care Wind
Southerly and very strong South East and then South..
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TUESDAY -15- Rainy heavy Weather with a strong
gale of Wind from the South West, our boat having been
repaired she was put into the water, and out at Anchor.
We began to assort and pack our Goods, the Powder was

the first article, but we are at a stand for want of kegs,
Cases &cc materials for these things not having been prepared the mechanics having been employed on other purposes, Voyageing up the River c., Frogs are frequently
heard croacking near the Fort, and some of our Gentlemen say they saw a few Misquetoes to day in the Woods.
WEDNESDAY -16- Incessant Rain all night which
continued this morning until 12 o'clock when the Wind
increased very much, and strong from the We stward, and

the Rain ceased. The Party from Greys Bay returned

with a Boat load of Cedar for making Canoes, they have

raised the necessary quantity required for making six
Canoes, the Cedar is excellent for that purpose there.
Weather very squally and Wind strong westerly. Two

Canoes arrived from above, one from the Wiflamette River
and the other from Oak Point, they bring only three Stur-

geon, no extraordinary news from the Willamette. Our
hunters there lately killed 17 Red Deer out of one herd
Beltain had quarreled with the Natives above and was on
his return down the River.
THURSDAY -17- Heavy squalls of Wind during the
last night accompanied with Rain, sent off a large Wooden
(Chinook) Canoe with six Sandwich Islanders up to Oak
Point for Sturgeon, some of the Chinook women came with
Hats to sell, which disposed of they went home Weather
uncommonly unsettled. Fine, Cloudy, Clear c., at intervals with showers of Rain, Hail and Snow and heavy
squalls of Wind from the Westward. The late severe gales
from the Sea have caused a most tremendous Surf on the
Bay where the Breakers, dash most uncommonly high.
The Villages on Chinook Point seem to increase much in
population or number of inhabitants if we can judge from
the great bodies of Smoke which rise from the three viilages.
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FRIDAY -18-. Cloudy and Calm morning and rather
Cold, more so than usual, towards day break we had a fall
sleet and Snow and the Rain, but the weather clearing up
soon after, we had Frost which displays itself this morning on the Platform, wood and spots of hard ground, where
lays a thin crust of Snow and Ice, the Snow is however to
be seen only on the Platform, and other Planks and boards.
About 11 o'clock we had some very heavy showers of Snow

in large Flakes in the course of a few minutes changed
the face of nature here for the first time since my arrival
at this place, the Trees and Ground were covered with

Snow for about an hour when the weather clearing up, appeared warm and in a few minutes the Snow vanished.

SATURDAY -19- Snow Rain and Hail during the last

night with squally weather, and a little Frost towards day
- Wind this morning South East and afterwards came about

very strong from the East, and the weather cleared up
when we had a fine day, and an uncommon pleasant after-

noon Clear and Sunshine, and at intervals mild. Our

Clatsop Hunter came in with the Meat of a Biche, the first
fresh Meat since my return from the Willamette, a Boat

also returned from Oak Point with a load of Sturgeon.
Another Boat arrived from Greys Bay loaded with Cedar
to make Canoes, both had fine Breezes, and arrived about
the same time under a pleasant sail. Our Party at Oak
Point have got 7 Casks of Sturgeon Salted, they complain
of the scarcity of Sturgeon and Smelt, and say the Chinooks
monopolize the whole trade and spoil the Market, we had
an exceeding pleasant evening, the atmosphere perfectly

clear from Clouds, the Wind East, chilly and very pleasant over head, while under foot we are plagued with mud
and mire, and the surrounding thick woody Country renders this place gloomy.
Arrived ye sterday from the Wiliamette a Canoe with

three American Freemen on board - Mulligan, Flanegaa
and Baker. The snow of yesterday has tipp'd the upper
regions of the High lands in the interior with Snow. The
High lands, Hills and Mountains here I consider under
the distinct classes. First - The range of High lands
rising from the Water along the River and the Coast, See-
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ondly:- A more elevated range of Hills covered with Wood
laying in the rear of the first range and much higher. Third-

ly: the High Mountains in general, such as have barren
Knobs of Rocks and may be considered as a third range and

more properly styled Mountains, there are however still
detached Mountains which may be considered as a fourth
clap, whose great altitude and conspicuous situation entitles them to a distinct claps such as Mount St. Helens,
Rigneer, Hodd &c &cc.

SUNDAY -20- White Hoar Frost this morning.
Weather severe and a strong Breeze of Wind from the Eastward. Cool and uncommonly pleasant morning. A quarrel

occured between Mr. Ross and Duschere about hoisting
the Flag, the former after having some few words with
Duschere, went to his room and deliberately came out
with a Dirk, went in search of the man and wounded him
deeply on the temple over the left Eye, the poor fellow
came into my room with the blood streaming from his face
and his shirt torn to Atoms, and be smeared with Blood

to complain of ill usage from Mr. Ross, the latter says
that Duschere positively refused to hoist the Flag, Duschere
says he was mending his stockings at the time, not having
a spare moment to himself on week days &cc &cc. Corncomily came over this forenoon, in a large Canoe manned

by 12 Paddles, he traded a few Beaver Skins (16) for a
new Gun the price is 20, he returned in the afternoon.
Weather more delightful Clear and Calm, more so than
I have seen since leaving the Willamette. Indians Canoes
coming down from above loaded with small Fish and Sturgeon, they passed directly down to the Glatsop Villages.
The Pacific Fur Company Gentlemen are daily exercising
themselves by firing at a mark with Pistols and Rifles,
some of them are most excellent shots. Got our Boat
Caulked and repaired &c. A Canotte of Women from the
Clatsop Village came in with some Hats, Mats &cc., for
sale. Clear and pleasant evening and rather Cold with
the appearance of a Hard Frost &cc.
MONDAY -21- The Weather during the last night
continued Gold until towards day break, when the Atmos-

phere became Cloudy and the weather more wild, this morn-

ing the weather was cloudy and the Wind light from the
Eastward. I sent off a Boat to Oak Point for Sturgeon,
and another to Greys Bay for Cedar boards for the Canoes. Mr. McDonald with Mr. McTavish and Mr. Mathews
embarked on board a Birch Rind Canoe (A.H.) and went
towards Youngs River in search of a Spot to build, they
pushed off at half past nine o' clock when soon after small
rain commenced, at half past 2 o'clock they returned having found no convenient spot for Building, the Country
being too low and marshy and by no means calculated for
a settlement, as the evening approached the Rain increased,
but about 8 o'clock the weather cleared up and stars bright
for some time.

TUESDAY -22- Squally and heavy Rain during the
night, hazy and small. Rain this morning Wind Southerly.
A Boat arrived from Oak Point with Timber, Oak and Ash
and 16 Sturgeon, weather strong all day but mild. In the

afternoon the Rain ceased and Calm weather this evening.

WEDNESDAY -23- Rain commenced towards day
break, which increased to a torrent about 7 o'clock, and
Wind South East until about 12 o'clock, when it became
small rain. Wind strongSoutherlY. Weather thick and
hazy a continued storm all day. Late last night our Boat
returned from Greys Bay with a load of Cedar, men employed preparing wood for the Canoes, working the side
Boards with Crooped Knives, making Maiters VerrarLgueS
8cc.

THURSDAY -24- Thick hazy weather, small Rain
and Wind strong from the Eastward. Sent off a Boat to
Greys Bay for Cedar and another to Oak Point for Sturgeon. At 4 o' clock a Boat arrived from Oak Point loaded
with 40 Sturgeon, sx Casks of Salted Sturgeon and some
Oak Wood for Wheels &cc Towards evening the Wind
abated and the rain ceased, after 6 o' clock came on a thick
Fog which lasted during the night. Calm weather and the
Breakers on the Bar making a Tremendous noise which
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is always the case in calm weather at this Season of the
Year, especially at night when all is quiet and nothing

stirring.

FRIDAY -25- Thick Fog, Wind East by North East,
the Fog dispersed and we had a most
about nine
delightful fine clear day. Mild weather with a fine East-

erly Breeze. A Boat returned from Greys Bay with Cedar. A Hen hatched and produced 5 Chickens which died
this afternoon. Delightful evening, Mild, Clear and Moon
light and Calm weather.

SATURDAY -26- A charming morning although foggy

with a light Breeze from the Eastward and soon after became perfectly calm, the surface of the Water perfectly
smooth, between this and Chinook, not the least motion

or ruffle on the Water, this has not been the case for a
long time past. Two Indian Canoes came over, on their
way up to catch Sturgeon and Smelt. I saw a kind of Pole
about 10 feet long and 2 inches broad, one side was fixed

a range of small Bones about 1/4 of an inch apunder and
about one inch in length, and very sharp, the rang of teeth
extending about 6 feet of the blade, this I understand is
used in the Smelt Fisheries,
they had also astockof
several Rolls of Rope for their Sturgeon lines, of their
own manufacture, very regular and neatly made. About
10 o'clock the weather became cloudy to the South West
and shortly after the clouds began to come swift from that
quarter. Mr. McDonald and I. Stewart and Mr. Mathews
went up to examine Tongue Point, we were told here by
the Pacific Fur Company Gentlemen that both the Peninsula itself and the adjacent was all one body of Solid Rock
and destitute of one drop of fresh water. A light Breeze
sprang up from South West accompanied. by the flood tide,

which in an instant altered the sirface of the Water. At
3 o'clock Mr. McDonald and Co. returned, he reported
the sttuatiou to be eligible for a Fort, Good Soil, Exceileut Water, m short the reverse of what we had been told
it was, he brought home a bunch of beautiful small Red
Flowers, I presume they were a species of the Wild Current? many other Bushes are in blossom on the Poi.nt the
Grass in some places about 4 inches high and vegetation
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more forward than at this place, although not more than
three mile s distant, this may be owing to the nature of
the Soil and the situation of the Ground which is more exposed to the Southward than here. He also heard a Hum-

ming Bird, from what I have observed here this winter,
I have every reason to believe that vegetation is visible
here in some degree, throughout the Winter, having seen
some fresh sprouts appearing in January in our garden.
I have frequently seen Earth Worms on the ground crawling about since my arrival here, this morning I again saw
several. In the Woods the Fern is still Green same as
last Fall, it is weathered only on the open spots where
exposed to the Sun and Frost. This evening the Frogs
appeared very merry and were croaking in the Puddles
near the Fort the same as in Spring.
SUNDAY -27- Mild Calm and Foggy morning, several Canoes of Clatsops passed on their way up the River
provided with Scoop Nets and mines for the Fisheryabove,
they stopped here to trade some Hats and Mats for Blue
Beads to purchase Fish from the Natives above. One traded
a land Otter tolerable good. Fog dispersed about 9 o' clock
and Calm. Our four Iroquois who had been up the Kowlitch
River returned last night, they have Plenty of Beaver on
that River, but the continual rising and falling of the water
prevents them from being successful with their traps. The
Natives there have some Beaver Skins in hoard and wish us
to go up and Trade, saying they are not on good terms with

the Natives on the Coast, which prevents, their coming
down here to trade. They have been up 3 or 4 days march
and say the water is over-flowing in the Woods over the
lower banks of the River, the Country within is pleasant
open and frequently intersected by small Prairies,and
Deer are very nume rous, and the Natives who are also
numerous, and have a great many Horses which they say
they use in hunting the Deer, the Iroquois were told it was
only a short distance to the Falls, above which the River
was smooth and no Rapids and that by making a short Portage at a height of land they would fall on another River
which would soon take them to the Sea (we suppose Pugets
Sound) the course of the River they went up comes from
the Northward and seems to run on a parallel with the
Sea Coast. They saw three Villages and many scattered
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Huts of the Natives all whom were very civiland quiet,
they seem to make no kind of Fishery at this Season, but
subsist mostly on Roots and dried Salmon, the former
seems to be their principal food, they say that Beaver
are plenty every where. After Breakfast we went on Board
a Boat and proceededto Tongue Point to examine the ground
more narrowly than was done yesterday. I found the Peninsula a conspicuous situation enough on the Top, with an

extensive and pleasant prospect up and down the River

and completely commanding the navigation &cc &cc. The

Soil excellent, and several rills of good water pouring
out on its Eastern side, this is all that be said in its favour,
on the other hand the surface of the ground is exceedingly
irregular on the Eastern side (the western and North West-

erly being quiet perpendicular) the declivity very great
forming several ridges, but none sufficiently broad for a
Fort, and the water very shallow on that side, and no har-

bour for small Vessels nor Boats where they could always
be exposed to the wind from the North by East to South
East, the Timber very large heavy and unserviceable mostly,
not 100 feet square of level ground, not a stockade near
hand, in short the only thing in favour of this place is the
eligible situation it affords for a Bat tery of great Guns on
the top, which however must be placed at about 200 or 300

yards from the Tent which will lay below it, on a dirty
muddy declivity of loose soil, composed of Rotten Wood

and Caves and covered with immense Hemlocks and other
Pine Trees from 3 to 6 fathoms in circumference and actually good for nothing. I was much surprised to find the
advanced state of vegetation of this Peninsula and the Isthmas, weeds and grass of various kind were already some
upward of a foot in height with leaves about 4 inche s broad.
The tall Raspberries Bushes were it Blossoms it bears a

beautiful Red Flowers, and strange the flower appeared
equally if not more forward than the leaf, the Eder tree
had sprout upwards of one inch long, the Alder tree was
also beginning to sprout. Willows of all kinds were approaching fast to vegetation. I saw Misquetoes, Snails
are very numerous and have been so all winter. At half
past three o'clock we returned home. The Flood Tide
having set in and with it a thick Fog accompanied by Rain
and a Westerly Breeze, found a Canoe arrived from Oak
Point with 19 Sturgeon. The Turkey Cock killed a Cock.
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MONDAY -28- Weather cleared up towards day break,
and we had a charming morning Clear and Calm not even a
mist or any Fog. Found one of our Hens dead and had fallen

from her roosting Place. Mr. A. Stewart wound is now
perfectly healed since the 24th., and no matter seems to
be inside, he is hearty and well, but still rather stiff from
the skin on his side being contracted hard and in a manner
sticking to his Ribs, near the sore. Russil the Blacksmith
began to move about on two crutches the 20th and the 25th.,

he threw away one, but still use the other, he is in a fair
way of recovering. This morning Mr. McKay having a
quantity of Ribs and boards in readiness he began to lay
his first Wooden Canoe. Cartier began to repair the Birch
Rind Canoes, splice the Moister &cc. A Boat with ten
Sandwich Islanders, and a Canoe with 10 Canadians, and
Mr. Mathews set off to begin clearing away the underbush
and rubbish on Tongue Point for the purpose of Building

a new Fort. A Boat also was sent off to Oak Point for
Sturgeon - Some Chinooks came over - About 1 o'clock
for the first time since many days past we had a light,
but cool air from the North, the Clouds also for the first
time. I observed last night to run swift from the same

quarter, which we hope, denotes fine weather which however we cannot well expect at this early season, the Rainy
Season being considered as over only in May. This fine
day brought over a number of Chinooks, trade some few
Beaver Skins, Hats, Smelt &cc. We observed yesterday
among the Catsops who went above a man very much deformed in the Head, his forehead usually flat, and an uncommon distance between his Eyes which gave him a most
ghastly, wild and uncouth look, this probably might have
been caused by some mismanagement of uncommon pressure, in forming their flat fore Head in the first state of
infancy, they continue to bring us frequently lumps of Bees
Wax, fre sh out of the Sand which they collect near this
on the Coast to the Southward, where Spanish Ship was
cast away some years ago, and the crew all murdered by
the Natives. The Flood Tide about 3 o'clock brought us
a Breeze from the Westward off Sea which is generally

the case here after a Calm morning particularly during
the Summer, the morning is calm, but always when the
Flood Tide begins to come in, it is accompanied by a Sea
Breeze from the same Quarter Westward - Soon after
became perfectly Calm A 3/4 past 5 o'clock as I was
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standing on the Platform, I observed a Canoe pushing off
to cross the River, but on passing the Point (CALPOKS)
they put ashore two Indians who climbed on the trunk of
a large tree laying on the Beach and soon after I observed
them to wave their Robes. I informed some women at
the gate, and on turning round they instantly said a Ship
was seen in the opening. I instantly communicated the
welcome intelligence by calling out a Ship which in a moment

brought all hand on the Platform, still we did not see her,
but on going on down towards the River in the Garden we
actually saw a Ship, standing in as we supposed on the Bar
her head directly toward us, we soon after fired three
shots with our four pounder. It was nearly Calm here,
but we could discern a light Breeze from the Southward

in the offing. Once she turned her broad side with her

head pointing to Cape Disappointment, some of us imagined
we could distinguish her to be a Brig, the Wind now appeared

fail when she was and she again stood with her head towards us, and at 1/4 past 6 o'clock we observed her to
take in her Sails and we presume to cast Anchor directly
opposite to the Spit Bank between it and the Bar. It was
now almost half Flood Tide here not quite, but the Wind
had apparently foiled her, which might have caused her
to cast Anchor. All was now conjecture what Ship and
to what nation she belonged. Wagers of Beaver Hats Zcc.,
were betted on the occasion, and whether Friend or FOE
all seemed rejoiced at the sight of a Vessel, which is not
surprising in the sequested part of the World, so far removed from the civilized part of the Globe on this Savage
and Barbarous Coast &cc., and especially at this early
period of the Year is a thing uncommon, as even the best
and most experienced Pilots deem it unsafe to attempt

the entrance of the River sooner than the latter end of
March.

TUESDAY - MARCH - 1st - Last evening the Wind

sprung up fresh from the Eastward which at half past 2
o'clock this morning blew very strong It blew in our
Windows, we were uneasy for the safety of the VesselThe weather was however perfectly clear and a fine MoonLight night - At day break the Breeze still continued,

very fresh from the same Quarter, fine, clear and cold
morning, - the SHIP was seen in the same position as
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last evening - At 7 o'clock we observed there to spread
some of her sails as if under way, but could scarcely dis-

tinguish her to move in a direction to the Northward, at
half past 7 o'clock she put about and stood to the Southward as we supposed, but very soon again became stationary and furled her sails. After Breakfast we took a

walk down to Point George, from the top of which we could
discern her very plainly laying between the outer Bar and
the Split Bank nearly abreast of the CAPE and in the main

Channel - She seemed perfectly at ease and secured from
the Breakers. She was a Brigg, black sides and apparently
White Bottom, no Colours were seen flying, her fore top
gallant mast was down, her head laying towards Chinook
Point, the Tide was then Ebb. We put fire to the Weeds
and Grass which burnt famously and threw up an immense
cloud of smoke, yet we could observe no signal Flag, we
remained here sometime the weather was charming and
mild. Wind about North East, which at Fort George ap-

peared to us East and coming directly down the River,
we observed here the State of Vegetation very forwarain
Weed, Grass, Buds &c., some small white flowers were
also found in the Woods. Misquetoes were very common,
large Black ones. The Timber on the neck of land from
the Fort to the Bay on the South East of Point George is
uncommonly fine, tall, and straight for upwards of 60
feet without a Branch, and of a proper size for Buildings
not too large, although there are some very large. Trees

here same as other parts of this thick shaded Coast. At
12 o'clock we returned to the Fort fully impressed with
the Idea of her being an American Ship, measures were
therefore taken for defence being now determined to risk
all rather than to send off the Packs. If she was an enemy
and took the Fort of what benefit would our few Packs be
to us, destitute of means of every kind we could not remain
here long nor had we means to cross the Mountains, exposed to the Natives on the one hand and every other disadvantage on the other

Our situation would be desperate

indeed, our only recourse was then to Arms determined
to defend ourselves as long as possible. We now took all
the men from their several works of making Canoes k'c.,
and placed them forming a kind of Battery for our TWO
Four Pounders fronting the Fort, to command the Anchoring ground and Landing. At 3/4 past 5 o'clock we all hands
were busily engaged at Work. A Chinook Canoe arrived
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from across the River and brought a letter directed to the
Pacific Fur Co. GENTS informing them of the arrival of
Mr. Hunt on Board the Brig which lay in the offing and
requesting them to go on Board, or he did not conceive
it safe for any American subjects to come up to Fort George

for fear of being made Prisoner sc. He sent up by the
Indians, a few Yams, Cocoa Nuts and sweet Potatoes all

in the greatest state of perfection. The Yams uncommonly
large and weighing about 15 lbs, we got no particular intelligence from on Board. At 8 o'clock P.M. a boat was
sent off with Messrs. McDonald, McKay and D. Stewart.
A fine clear Moonlight night and a light Breeze from the

Eastward. An Indian came in with a letter from Mr.
Mathews on Tongue Point demanding Provisions, dimensions of Buildings&cc. At 11 o'clock P.M. three Guns
were heard on board the Brig, we suppose on the arrival
of the Gentlemen on Board. The report was very loud,
although the Wind was fresh from the Eastward. A note
was sent to Mr. Hunt requesting his company at Fort
George.

WEDNESDAy -2- Some little frost during the last

night - weather fine and clear with a light Breeze from
the Eastward. The Vessel lays in her same station. Mr.
Bethune up to Tongue Point to direct Mr. Mathews in the
Building.

Men working at the Battery, others at Canoes. At

12 o'clock the Wind instantly died away, and
had a most
pleasant fine day - Calm and Clear Weathers weMisquetoes
are now even in our Houses. Our Clatsop Hunter arrived

from above with the Meat of a Biche, Red Deer in tire
Skin Head Horns & cc (the Red Deer here it seems have
not yet cast their Horns) and three large Beaver in Meat
fresh killed this was a seasonable supply as this morning
we had nothing, but Salt and Dried Salmon for breakfast,
the latter dish I cannot relish in the least arid the former
is bad, alone, without any vegetable or bread of
any lund.
At 10 o'clock Mr. McDonald
returned
from
the
Ship in
the Boat, Mr. McKay and Stewart remained on Board.
We received a note from Mr Hunt
in answer of ours of
last evening, writteri in the same polite
Style, requesting
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our Company on Board the Brig Pedler. He brought up
some very large Pumpkins, some Yams, sweet Potatoes
&cc. The news he brings is briefly this: First place the
lop of the LARK &c. The LARK of about 300 tons burden,
Catain Northeop, sailed from New York on March 6-1813

under a license from Admiral Warren, to prevent her

being captured by British Ships &cc. In August -12thwhen within about 5 degrees from the Sandwich Islands,
she had experienced a long spell of heavy gales of the Trade

Winds, the first Mate was sick and confined to his bed,
the second Mate a Nephew of Mr. Astor, a giddy wild young
man and no Seaman were in charge of the Ship. The Cap-

tain had already remained upon deck 36 hours, and the

gale somewhat having moderated and finding himself overcome for want of sleep and rest, got the Sails all properly
reefed and trimmed so as to prevent any accident happen-

ing to the most ignorant Seaman, he went down into the
Cabin, at 3 o'clock he desired the Steward to wake him
at 5 o' clock and prepare Tea for him which was done accordingly, and just as he was in the act of taking a Cup
the ship upset. He with a Mr. Ogden* rushed to the Cabin
door, and finding the companions shut over them, had time
to recollect the propriety of Drawing Axes before the Cabin
filled which was done instantly, when on forcing open the
Companion the water rushed in and soon filled her, they

instantly cut away her rigging and Masts when the latter
fell overboard and to their inexpressible satisfaction the
Ship righted but full of Water (about latitude 210 North
Longitude 150°). The first Mate who lay sick in his Birth,
was forced out through the Skylight by the pressure of the
Water filling the Cabin and was then lashed fast. The
wreck as soon and as well as circumstances would admit
of I ury Masts set up, and scaffolds made to stand on.

* It may be stated with confidence that it was not PETER

SHENE OGDEN WHO WAS SUPERCARGO ON THELARK,

Mr. Astor's Vessel that was wrecked near the Sandwich
Islands in 1813. - That was NICHOLAS GOUVERNEUR
OGDEN, a distant cousin, who afterwards represented
The Astor Company in China.
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The men at the Helm up to his waist in water lashed fast,
fortunately for them they had two Sandwich Islanders on
board, who were employed diving into the Cabin, and brought

up some Wine Porter, Indian Meal and few other Articles,
which supply them while they continued in this deplorable
situation, the Ship full of Water, and laying like a log, the
Sea frequently washing them off the scaffold, which was
as often gained by swimming to it. The cause of her not
sinking was attributed to the quantity of Casks of Rum they
had on board which on a manner buoyed her up and kept

her afloat. She was a very sharp built Vessel, the Sea

run very high and a most tremendous high sharp one took
her on her broad side and instantly upset her, through the
ignorance of the second Mate who kept the strip in the very
opposite position so that in which she should have been
kept, had he have put her either stern or Stem to the Sea
the accident would not have happened. Thus they lay like
a log in the water for 17 days, during which time the Winds
fortunately forced her in a direction towards the Sandwich
Islands, and when within a few miles of the shore of Mowee,
some of the Natives came off to them in Canoe and observing their naked states began inant1y to pillage and plunder
the Ship. Out of the original number of the Crew of 25 in

all, 20 men only remained the other 5 having perished.
It was with much difficulties they could prevail upon the
Natives to land them, this was however at least effected.
The Natives promised to secure the Ship, while the Crew
went up the Country in search of refreshment, in which
they stood so much in need of. On their return the Vessel
was torn to pieces, and the Cargoes collected for use of
KING TAMAAH - Pork Flour &cc., were piled up, not
an ounce would the Natives give the Crew, not even their
Own Chest of Clothing, it was only with the greatest difficulty they obtained a suit of coarse Clothes, for each
of their surving men &cc THOMAAHMAA brother in
law took the whole in charge for the King, - there
were
two white men also on the Island, one of them behaved
well and interested himself much for the Crew, but to no
purpose, the other proved to be a scoundrel, neither paper
or anything else was saved from the Wreck.
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Mr. Hunt has seen the ESSEX FRIGATE in November
last at the MARQUESAS with her escort, the ESSEX UNION

formerly the ATLANTIC a South Sea Whaler captured and
now made a Sioop of War a remarkable fast Sailing Vessel.

The ESSEX had taken 12 Prizes, but of little value, she

knew of the PHOEBE, CHERUB, RACCOON and ISAAC

TODD bound to the Columbia, she was desirous offalling in with the PHOEBE. The PEDDLER sailed from
the Sandwich Islands January 26th. in company with the

TAMAAHMAAH, Captain Porter an American, Letter de
Marque, who had on board the return Cargoe of four Amer-

ican Coasting Ships Furs of $300000 Bound to Canton.
The PEDDLER was 13 days beating of the Coast during
which time she was obliged to run up as high North as
JUAN-DE-FERCUS straits and as far down again to the
Southward, during which she experienced much bad weather. There is but only one Ship now on this Coast the
PACKET-SALEM - she passed the Winter at the Sandwich Islands, had the RACCOON have touched there on
her way here, she wonld have made some valuable Prizes.
We sent down to Mr. Hunt by a Chinook Canoe the Half of
Biche. Our Boat arrived from Oak Point with 9 Casks of
Salted and 37 Fresh Sturgeon. This afternoon we observed
the Brigg to be under Sail, and a light Breeze in the Offing,
where as here we had a dead Calm, she made several tacks
of an on, and at last stood in for the Cape with a light Breeze
from the Southward, she passed Bakers Bay, and stood up
in the Mid Channel, about dusk we lost sight of her, when
she was nearly abreast of Chinook Point.

THURSDAY -3- Fine Clear Weather. Wind fresh
from the Eastward, observed the Brigg at Anchor on the
North Side of the Shore, about a mile East from the east
Village from us. Some baggage here belonging to Mr.
Hunt was sent on board the Dolly and at 8 o'clock she weighed

Anchor and over for the Brigg, with a fine Breeze and the
North West Company Fort FLAG flying at her main top
mast Head, on hoisting which, the Brigg instantly hoisted
the American FLAG at her Main top mast Head, and soon
after we perceived a Boat coming over under Sail, which
landed here at 9 o'clock which proved to be Mr. Hunt with
Messrs. McKay and D Stewart, we hoisted our Union Jack.
Soon after we observed the Doily under way on her return,
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the had a fresh Breeze, and as much as she could stand

to in such a rough tumbling Sea, as a fresh Breeze causes
in this River, at time s I thought she would upset, (the Boat
from the Brigg had a rough passage also in mid Channel,
when she shipped a great deal of Water tumbled and tossed
about very much). At 10 o'clock the Dolly anchored not
having delivered the Baggage on Board, there being no
Boat to receive it, her passengers of course also returned,
about 12 o' clock the Wind fell, and a most charming Calm,
Clear warm and pleasant afternoon. - Cartier finished
repairing one Birch Canoe. - I sent off a Boat for Sturgeon. - The Ships Boat returned with Mr. Seton on Board
who goes to Sea in preference to going across the Mountains to Canada c. - Mr. Mathews came from Tongue
Point.

FRIDAY -4- Fine Clear Weather still continues with

a strong Breeze from the Eastward as appears to us at
this place, but it must be allowed we cannot judge with
any degree of correctness and exact state of the Wind in

the River, the surrounding high lands occasions a suction
of the Winds through it various windings until it reaches
the Channel of the River, whose course it either follows
up or down according to the slanting direction which it
proceeds. In the River we may have Calm and light variable Breezes, while not more than 8 or 10 miles from
the Coast, out at Sea it may blow a very strong gale, this
was fully ascertained by the accounts of the several heavy
gales, the Brigg Peddler had experienced while off the
Coast here, which had obliged her to run up as high North
as JUAN - DE - FUGAS straits and down again to the South-

ward several degrees. The only correct Idea we can form
of the prevailing Winds are that all Southerly Winds bring

on Cloudy, Hazy and Foggy Rain Weather with heavy Gales
and squalls of Wind, while on the other hand all Northerly

Winds bring them, Fine Clear Serene Weather. - Mr.
Mathews returned to Tongue Point which is now his station, we had some little White Frost last night. At 10
o'clock the Biggs Boat returned here under Sail, a strong
Breeze, she brought Cocoa Nuts
- Mr. Hunt called
upon us and entered upon his Business explaining his de94

mands c., on us, some were granted, others were refused, he pleaded hard for JOE and the Corn Mill, he wished

to insure his Vessel against any of ours, should any arrive previous to his Sailing, this we could not take upon
ourselves to do, several conferences and arguments took
place in the course of the day. It was evident he wished
to take from this as many men 8cc., as he could, and as
on our part we were desirous of keeping them. - The
Sandwich Islanders wished much to see their own Homes.

But this would not answer our purpose, w of course
opposite it and promised them a safe passage on board our
own Ship 8cc. We consented to his talking with him about
four Free Americans, who were useless here to us. Most

delightful, Mild, Clear and Calm weather. Misquetoes
are very common, we observed thick clouds of smoke to
be hovering in the atmosphere to the Eastward and presume the Columbia Plains above the Falls are on Fire. This I had an opportunity of observing the total want of
modesty or even decency in the women on the Coast. A
party of IEDES being Armed had taken up their quarters
at the Point, I was walking down on the Wharf,

there soon

after I observed several women washing themselves (as
is customary with them every day) in the small pounds of
water which lay on the Beach at low water, they were perfectly naked, and my presence did not seem to effect their
operations in the least they bathed in the River and afterwards came out, and continued their washing in the small
Pounds, when they at time were seated in different postures, standing up, bent forward to wash their legs 8cc.,
and never applied a hand to conceal the parts, in short I
found them the most disgusting creatures I ever beheld
devoid of all shame of modesty, they were perfectly composed and seemed not to notice me, the operation being
over they retired to their Cedar Coverings which they use
as towels and after drying themselves, tied them round
their Bodies and walked away, although they were perfectly naked, and stood in many different postures, yet
SO very close did they keep their thighs together, that noth-

ing could be seen, still the very idea was disgusting.
Our Hunter arrived with the Meat of a Red Deer. -

-
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About 6 o'clock Mr. Hunt went on board his Boat,
hoisted Sail and steered for his Vessel. - At 7 o'clock
we heard a Gun on Board supposed to announce his arrival on Board. - We have excellent feasting now on Cocoa

Nuts, Yams and sweet Potatoes, all very good and in the
best state of preservation. A most delightful evening and
fine Moonlight night.

N.B. We have about one pint of Milk from a Goat
who has but one young one, the two others-

are dead some time ago, this a great luxury to our Coffee, without Sugar or Molasses for Breakfast.

SATURDAY -5- Early this morning I was up in read-

me ss to go over the River to return Mr. Hunt' s visit, it
was nearly Calm and a light air only Corning from the South

East. Weather most delightful and serene. At 8 o'clock

we went on Board the Dolly and weighed Anchor, but not
breath of Wind could reach us under the land, we drifted
up towards Tongue Point with the Tide, seeing no hopes
of any Wind, I went on the shore, to a man for a Canoe

to take us over, I had scarcely landed before a light air
of Wind caught our Sails from the South East, and rafted
us gently from under the land, when the Breeze increased
pretty fresh, and carried us in a pleasant manner about
2/3 across the River, when the wind died away, and the

Tide taking us up obliged us to cast Anchor. I fixed a shot
for the Brigg to send a boat for us which she did manned
by Six Seamen and at half past 11 o'clock we arrived on
Board the PEDLER OF BCTON, Captain Northup, a

some Vessel of 225 Tons burden, sailed from Boston in
January 1811 and carried EIGHT 30 Pounders and a Crew

of 12 men, stout able and young. She cost Mr. Hunt at

the Sandwich Islands $10000.00 as she then was 8dc. The

Captain of this Brigg and part of her Crew are a part of
the Crew formerly belonging to the LARK of NEW YORK
which was upset near the Sandwich Islands and afterwards
wrecked on the Island of MOROTOI, bound for the Columbia

River and belonging to the late Pacific Fur Company. Since leaving the Fort this morning I had observed the long
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range of Clouds to be rising in the South West, which now

increased with flying clouds, from that quarter and soon
after accompanied by a Breeze of Wind from the Westward, and which brought in a haze from the Sea and everything in that quarter seemed to intimate a change of weather,
the Dolly got underway and beat down to the Brigg having
now the Tide in her favour. I saw a Porpoise in the Water

near the Vessel (a Black One) and a head of a large Sea
Lion driving out to Sea, the se animals are very large and
Bulky, I saw them near hand, they raised themselves high
out of the water, but I could observe no Insks, although I

examine them very attentively as they plunged and we saw
them no more. At 4 o'clock we went on board the Dolly,
a very strong Ebb Tide was then running out, and a fresh
Breeze from the Sea. We had much difficulty to get up
our Anchor having no Windless for that purpose, however
by means of all hands we at last got it up and after narrowly escaping injuring our limbs, and being tossed overboard we got under way and stood across the River, we
took one and half hours owing to the strong Ebb Tide and

light Breeze, where as the usual run across the River

with a good Breeze is only 3/4 of an hour. - While I was
on board Comcomlly and his son came there in the boat
manned with six Oars a boat given to him by Mr. McDonald.

He was instantly clothed by Mr. Hunt in a Red Coat New
Brunswick Regiment 10th. - A Chinese Hat - White

Shirt - Cravat - Trousers - Cotton Stockings - Fine

Shoes &cc., and two great Guns fired on the occasion,
his second son was clothed also, and both of them handsomely treated at Table with the best of everything, this
may be the manner in which the Natives are spoiled on

this Coast by the Americans, and the enormous high price
paid for the Sea Otters is most astonishing, in short the
Coasting Trade is now but of little value and productive
of small profits, if any at all, unless something is done
with the Russians either our commission for them or selling them goods and receiving Fur Seals in return. - The
Crew on Board the Brigg were all busily employed making
and repairing sails Oakun &c., they seem to be much in
want of Cordage as many of their Ropes are of the manufacture of the Sandwich Islands. - Cocoa Nuts husks,
Hemp and the Bark of a tree commonly used for that purpose, - Rigging of this kind will answer as a temporary
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substitute in dry weather, but cannot stand for any length
of time during the Rainy Season on the Coast. - I saw a
sample of the liquor made on the Sandwich Islands by the

Natives, it is clear in it natural state, and has a taste

something like Whiskey or bad Gin and tastes much of Smoke.

We had also Cocoa Nuts, Sugar Cane &cc., all of which
Comcomily got on shore, while on board Comcomlly gave
us a piece of intelligence, he said he received from above,
which was that a great number of White men were on their
way down here, they had been seen on the Forks. Their
Chief was a man with long curly hair &c. We put no faith
in it.
SATURDAY -6- Towards day break the Rain once
more commenced and this morning brought the usual Columbia weather on the Sea Coast during the Rainy Season,

Calm and Foggy. Messrs. Mathews - Thompson and
McKay went over the Vessel in a Birch Rind Canoe with

the Women, about 2 otciock the Doily weighed Anchor and
stood across the River, for the Brigg under a strong Breeze

from the Southward, she takes over Mr. Farnham who
goes to Sea as a Sailor, 2 Casks of Salt Sturgeon, 2 Casks
of Salmon and some Ship Cordage for the Vessel. - Several Canoes deeply loaded with Smelt and Sturgeon arrived
from above and proceeded to the Calpots Village having
sold some of the Smelts to us and passed on - These people
also confirm the report of a number of White People having arrived on the Columbia above and are making Canoes
to come down here. - Thick Hazy Weather. - Our Hunter
came in with the Meat of a Red Deer. Comcomlly eldest
son came over with a few Beaver Skins which he traded for
Blankets &c.

MONDAY -7- Thick Hazy Weather and Rain. Wind
South We st, some of our people say they heard the report
of Guns out at Sea, but we attribute the noise to Thunder,
yesterday several peals as they imagined Guns were heard.
Messrs. M. T. & McKay returned from the Vessel. -

Our Boat arrived from Oak Point with Mr. Parks, she
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brings three Sturgeon, they are now getting very scarce,
and Natives more extravagant in their demands, - several of our men intoxicated on Rum given them on board
the Brigg, by Mr. Hunts orders. Some Chinook Canoes
came over and brought some Beaver Skins c, to trade.
Our men lighting as usual among themselves after having
taken a drop Extra, this is the first RUM they have tasted
since the scanty dram on New Years day; a drinking matcIi
some of them have not had since last Summer on the East
Side of the Mountains, others not since the Summer of 1812

and some for yet a longer Time - Rainy, Thick Hazy
Weather.

TUESDAY -8- Cloudy weather, Wind about North
West, early the Dolly returned from the Brigg. Sent off
a Boat to Oak Point for Sturgeon, another in search of
Cedar to split and prepare shingles for the New Buildings. Indians coming and going trading a few dried Smelt
in strings very nicely put up, Matt, Hats and a few Beaver
Skins c. Business with the Pacific Fur Company men
entered upon by all parties, much talk argument and altercation took place on the subject in course of the day
in which it was finally determined that the ORIGINAL INVOICES from New York should be produced, which was
now only understood passed the Winter here, and are now
on board the Brigg, those documents have been the bone
of contention from the commencement of the settlement
of our accounts with Mr. McDonald, he always denied having such documents, which now appears to have been actually in his possession, and from which he took all the

We agreed
to give up four Sandwich Islanders to Mr. Hunt. He at

Prices already stated on the accounts.

first was desirous of taking them all. The Weather cleared
up and we had a fine Clear Calm Evening. The Frogs are
now every evening acquiring fresh vigour and give us plenty

of Music from the different Puddles of Water which surround this spot on which our Building stands, Misquetoes
are also now very common, but not troublesome.
WEDNESDAY -9- Calm, Foggy morning, about 11
o'clock the weather became clear line and warm. Several
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Canoes of Chinooks &cc came to trade their trash &cc. and
a few dry Smelt. An Indian from Campment VERD VILlage came in with the Meat of a large Buck Red Deer the
new Horns of which are about four inches long, Our men
have given up the Idea of making Shingles for the covering of the new Buildings. As Cedar for that purpose cannot be found near hand, a boat was sent over to the Briggs
for the ORIGINAL INVOICES belonging to the late Pacific
Fur Company which very soon returned with the ORIGINAL
INVOICES By the BEAVER - CAPTAIN CORNEILUS -

LOWLE &cc., but those par the Ship Tonquin were not

here having been sent across the Continent by Messrs
CROOKS &c., to recover the Insurance &c., but the true

copies were produced which Mr. Hunt gives his word of
honour are genuine testify by Messrs. Halsey and Franchere &cc., these documents were considered as sufficient, Mr. I.. Steward and Mr. Hunt began to examine
them, many ERRORS were found, some articles charged
too high and others too low. A convincing proof that Mr.
McDonald did not take the price from the ORIGINAL INVOICES. Many were disagreeable altercations took place
between the parties concerned in making the arrangements

both yesterday and today. There now remained for us
to either settle the account according to their first arrangement, or return things to their original state or delivered up the Fort &c., to them, as received from them
last fall, neither of which can be conveniently done by us,

our property being too much intersected &cc.., and for
some special reasons we could wish much to avoid pushing
matters to extremities not being prepared for such an event,
which must undoubtedly would terminate in a total failure
of our Business at this place, the consequence of which

would be of a serious nature.

Sent off the Dolly with some articles for the Vessel.
Clatsop came in and traded dry Smelt 3 fathoms for 1 fathom

smaller size Blue China Beads. I promised a Clothing to

the Old Chief when our Ship arrived, Many Indians Canoes

coming and going, we had a most charming day, Calm and
fine light airs of Wind various, and this evening thick heavy
Fog.
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TUESDAY -10- Weather Calm and Foggy which dis-

persed about mid-day, Cloudy and Calm, many Indians
came in to trade Beaver, Hats 8cc. and one most Beautiful seasonal Sea Otter, the finest I have yet seen and the
first which I have seen killed with a White or Yellow pelt
the Fur long and of a jet Black and silky texture soft and
cc

Comcomlly and Stocktim also came over, the former

in his Yawl manned and his Slaves rowing, a sprit sail
rigged, rudder and everything else complete. Himself
and his younger son dressed up very fine in European
Clothing giving him self by Mr. McDonald. They now bring

us in a number of dried smelt. I cannot resist them,
they have a rotten smell and taste. Men making and repairing Canoe s.
FRIDAY -11- Calm and Rainy, about 11 o'clock our
Boat returned from Oak Point with 5Z Sturgeon, and Cask
of Salted ditto, one of the largest we have seen. here yet

measured 10 feet 7 inches from nose to tip of the Tail,

the Head 3 feet 10 inches circumference and weighed after
the Gutts were out 359 Lbs. Mr. McKatt writes to us that
the NER PERCES and SEITOGE Indians have been to war

down on the tribes at the Falls, and have killed a great

many and carried off a number of Slaves, which have given
much alarm to the Natives at the Rapids and have caused

them to abandon their Villages and fly to the Woods, a
general panic but struck them all. The Dolly returned

from the Brigg on board came CAPTAIN NORTHEOP on
a visit to Fort George, he returned on board in the afternoon.

SATURDAY -12- Strong Wind from the South West
with small Rain, sent off a Boat to Oak Point for Sturgeon.
A Chinook brought in, EIGHT fine fresh Salmon Trout,

the first this Season, they weighed from 5 to 8 pounds
eacit Weather Squally and some Hail fell. The busi ness with Mr. Hunt is nearly closed. Mr. McDonald having assigned the agreement over to hun, he has appointed
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Mr. D. McKenzie to take the charge of the Papers 8cc to
be delivered to Mr. Astor or his agent in Montreal. Every
point is now settled, to the complete satisfaction of Mr.
Hunt, the accounts balanced and closed. Bills given him
by Mr. I. McDonald for the amount as per agreement of
former settlement and our accounts current made out and
signed on sight by our party which Hunt holds, the other
by Hunt from Astor which we held, made out in Astor name,
same as Inventories 8cc. Twelve letters of Advice given

him one for each copy. This evening the Business was
finally closed when their Furs were offered him, which
he now object to any terms, which give s us some cause
to suspect he has some views in contemplation, as in the
commencement of the Business, he signified his readiness to take the Furs off our hands 8cc.

SUNDAY -13- Cloudy but appearances of a Fine
Day pleasant and Calm. An Indian brought in to trade an
Albatros just killed. Body and Tail White, Head and Wings
Grey, Bill 7 inches long and hooked like an Eagle, CoLour
of the Bill and legs a very pale Pink wing very narrow,
measuring from one extremity to the other 7 feet 10 in-

ches. About 11 o'clock we had a shower of Rain after

which the weather cleared up and pleasant Calm and fine

warm weather ensued. At 10 o'clock Mr. Hunt set off

on his boat accompanies by Messrs Hasley and Seton, at
2 o'clock the Dolly weighed Anchor and steered for the
Brigg under a light air of Wind from the Westward. Messrs.

McKay and Clark on board and D. Stewart, our number
at table are now somewhat reduced by a final settlement
of our Business with the Pacific Fur Co. with whom we
now have no further dealings more than to carry such of
them as still remain here across the Mountains to Montreal 8cc. On taking a walk this afternoon down below
Calpots Point, I was surprised to find everything so forward, the Grass, Weeds, Leaves and an amazing quan-

tity of Raspberries and other bushes in full Blossom,
Flowers of various kinds were seen, all perfectly new
and strangers to me.
MONDAY -14- Light Frost fine and clear, wind

strong from the Eastward, and then calm. Mr. McDonald
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went on board the Peddler in a Boat. An old woman arrived from the Willamette, she brought a note from Mr.
W. Henry receipt to Kaisseno for having taken up the four

Horses to his houses. Traded a few Outards and a Root
resembling in size and shape of Moose Dung, they appear
to be a kind of ground Nut and are very good. A most delightful day, calm, clear and mild. At 5 o'clock P.M.
Mr. McDonald returned. Indians arrived from above with
small fish and Sturgeon.

TUESDAY -15- Fine, Clear and Calm weather. At
10 o'clock Mr. Pittet (François Fayette) set off in a Canoe
with a letter to Mr. W. Henry on the Willarnette desiring
hi.rn to come off instantly with all his people and to be here
about the 25th inst Messrs, McDougal and McDonald to

Tongue Point. Our Boat returned with 55 Sturgeon and
some Casks of Salted Sturgeon. Many of the Indians Can-

oes arrived to trade dried Smelt, Hats, Matts, Beaver
Skins, Land Otter &cc. At one o'clock onthe flood tide
making the wind sprung fresh from Sea, very chilly and
cold, accompanied by a light mist, towards evening fine
and calm weather.
WEDNESDAY -16- Cloudy and Calm and about 7
o'clock some small rain which continued throughout the
day. Indian brought in 12 salmon trout, 2 Outards and
some fresh meat also dried Smelt and a few Beaver Skins.
The Dolly returned with a very light air of Wind from the
Westward and brought over a present to Mr. McDonald
and the Gentlemen going across the Mountains, sundry
Articles as follows - Viz:- 1 HHD Biscuit - 2 BBLS.
Beef - 1 BBLS Pork - 1 BBL Flour - 1 BBL Molasses - 1 KEG Rum - 3 KEGS Peas - 1 KEG Barley 1 BAG Wheat - 1 BAG Corn - 1 HINGHAN BASKET of
Tea - 1HINGHANBASKET0IC0fIee.

Indians traded for Beaver in Meat, very fat,
Over 2 Beaver and some Sturgeon to the PEDLER.
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THURSDAY -17- Calm and raining, morning until

about 12 o'clock the weather cleared up with a strong
gale from the Westward, Messrs I. Stewart and Clark
went over in a Boat to the Brigg, we sent off a Boat to

Oak Point for Sturgeon, Indians came in to trade Beaver
Skins, Smelt, Hats Waptoe s &c. Comcomlly and family
came over in his Boat with two large sprit Sails set and
a strong Breeze, I expected every moment to see her up
set, but she came in safe, with her cargo of Indians who
appeared very expert in managing the sails Helm &cc.,
they remained here a few moments and returned to their
village under the same heavy press of sail, making sev-

eral tacks across &cc. Messrs Stewart and Clark re-

turned in the Boat but they had the Sails closely reefed,
no fear of their drowning, as they had scarcely sufficient
sail to push their large Boat forward.
FRIDAY -18- Foggy and Calm weather, about 10
o'clock a light Breeze sprung up from the North West,
when the Pedler got under way, and proceeded down to
the opposite Chinook Point where she cast Anchor, the
wind being too light for her to pass over the Bar as the

Breakers were high, her sails would not fit when with the
strong EBB Tide she would become unmanageable and
probably ground on the shoals, a circumstance which was
nearly taking place last summer when the ALBATROS
sailed. About 12 o'clock Messrs McKay and D. Stewart
came in a Chinook Canoe from the Pedler, I had an opportunity of seeing some Bananas, about 4 inches long
something resembling a Cucumber and similar in taste
to a bad Melon, also a Bottle containing Spirits and some

Flying Fish, a sword fish 12 inches long and the lower
jaw 5 inches and very slim, the mouth on the upper side
adjoining the head, the body narrow and slim, the projecting jaw similar to the Bill of a large Pluver; also a
kind of sea Monster about 3 inches long, an enormous
head with a king of Beard, Head and Belly striped Black
and White resembling velvet no scales whatever, very
stout tail and Fine, in short something similar to a Toad
and really an ugly Brute. Indians coming to trade. Corncomily traded 45 Beaver skins. A few CHIEHILLS came
over, a number of these people having arrived at the Chin104

ook Villages preparatory to a Battle intended shortly to take
place between the CHIEHILIS Tribes and the followers of
Stockum one of the Chinook Chiefs, this appears strange

amongst Savages, people at variance, and who are bent

upon fighting a pitched Battle in a few days, should be together in the same Village, and apparently on good terms,
but such are the manners of these people, it is not a thirst

for Blood that causes them to engage in War, meanly a
point of Honour, which must be satisfied either by presents

in goods or Slaves or in Blood, this once settled all are

friends again, Comcomlly invited us over to see the fight,
as it was to take place on the broad Sandy Beach on Chinook Point. The Indians brought us to trade several Cats

Skins of various Colours, Black, Grey, Yellow, stripe

some of them were uncommonly large, more so than
our common Cats on the East Side of the Mountains. They
tell us they find them wild in the Woods, I supposed they

might have originated from the several Spanish Ships,

which have been cast away on this Coast, we know of Vessels having been lost only a few miles south of the entrance
of the Columbia River.

SATURDAY -19- Cloudy and light Breeze from the
North East. We observed the Pedler to hauled with Chinook Point and nearer the shore, than she was last night.
About 9 o'clock perfectly Calm and weather cleared up
fine and warm. Mr. ID. Stewart went on board the Pedler. A meeting was held where in as usual much altercation took place, former plans laid aside, and others objected to, new proposals made and entered upon 8cc. Mr.
I. Stewart is not going to Fort William &cc., most charming weather Mr. McKay and others set off yesterday to
raise and prepare more Cedar boards for their Canoes,
not having enough. At 4 o'clock arrived a Canette of Freemen from the Willamette River, news having reached that
place of the arrival of a Ship. We now heard from the
Chinook (many of whom came over to day to trade dried
Smelt) that the Natives at the Falls have had a most severe
defeat by a vast numbers of Natives from above who they
say attacked the Village at the Dailes in the day time, killed as many as they could and burnt the women and children
in their Houses, in shortthat the whole Village was cut
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off and destroyed, At 5 o'clock Mr. Keitt arrived in a boat
with 48 Sturgeon, The Sturgeon continued to be plenty, and
the Smelt few, they do not all die as soon as I had imagined
when I was last above in the beginning of February, as Mr.
McKay tells me they- are now in the same state as they were
then, a few found dead along the Beach, and others dead
and dying in the Water, Messrs. Keitt and Franchere had
several quarrels with the Natives above, but only individuals
who were insolent and Thieving, Mr. McKay kicked one
who bent his Bow upon him and Mr. Franchere broke the
stern of one of their Canoes with an Oar and checked some
others.

SATURDAY -20- Early the last of the Free Americans, John Day, Carson and Caning, arrived from the
WiJ.laxnette. Fine weather and not a cloud to be seen,
light Breeze from the North West. At 6 o'clock A.M.
the Pedler weighed Anchor, and drop down about two miles,
near Bakers Bay, where she came to an Anchor to wait
the Ebb Tide. At 8 o'clock Mr. Clark set off to go on

board with the Freemen. The Natives at Oak Point during
the time Mr. McKay was there killed five Sea Lions, they
are a very large animal, and spear them during the night.
Two Canoes being tied together they approached them very
softly, and throw their spears, which are fastened by a
long and very strong cord, and barbe fixed in a socket so
that on striking the fish it enters the flesh and leaves the
handle to which it is attached by the cord. The cord is
instantly made fast between the two Canoe s, the Animal
sinking and swims down the River with the
velocity imaginable, frequently the Canoes aregreatest
in
danger
of
filling and requires the utmost caution in steering them,
in this manner they are carried down some times as far as
ten miles, when the fish becomes totally
exhausted
loss of Blood and fatigue, it approaclie s the shore and with
on the Beach where they finally dispatch it, and cut itlays
up.
The price of one of these fish among the Natives, is one
Slave, and an assortment of other art.cles. Mr. Keitt
bought the flesh of one of these animals, it bears a very

near resemblance to Bears Meat, the Hair like that of a
Horse, in Summer of a Chestnut Clour, we had some
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roasted, it has the same taste as Seal and better than

nothing, could a person only relish the dish, it might prove
a wholesome food. The Natives on the Coast and even the
Russians are particularly fond of these Sea Animals, Whales

8c., they drink the Oil like new Milk. There arrived

from the Clatsop Village in several Canoes on their way up
the River. About 20 men of the CLLEMEX Nation, who
dwell to the Southward of this on the Coast they had their
Bows and Arrows with them, they appeared very inquisi-

tive in examining our Fort, Cannons, Houses, Animals
&CC., in short everything appeared strange to them, they

have the same appearance as the other Tribes here, although their language is different. Their Robes consist

chiefly of Red Deer Skin dressed in the Skin and few Wood
Rat Robes, they have the same fiat forehead as their neighbours, they brought in Trade some Clemens or War Garments made of thick Red Deer Skin dressed with the grain
and prepared with Urine c. They left us to proceed above,
they say on a visit. About 9 o'clock the Pedler again got
under Sail and dropped down in the middle of the Channel,
between Chinook Point and Bakers Bay where she appeared
to roll very much every sea would shake the Wind out of
their Sails, the Wind failing she came to an Anchor again,

she then seemed to pitch very much, about 4 o'clock she
got under way again with a light Breeze from the Westward, she made several tacks, and then stood down along
Bakers Bay, and close under Cape Disappointment, which
having passed about a mile she came to an Anchor between
Spit Bank and the other Bar, the Wind falling &cc.
MONDAY -21- Calm and Foggy morning. Indians
who arrived yesterday, Chinook MC., trading dried Smelt,
and others came over on the same Business, and Canoes
were continually in the Water, crossing and recrossing.
Wind sprung up, light Breeze from the North East, sent
off a Boat to Oak Point for Sturgeon. Fine warm weather,
the Blue Flies are now numerous and swarming on the
piles of bad driedSmelt and Salmon we have thrown away,
being the remainder of the last year stock, which is now

unIit to eat, being so very rancid. About 2 o'clock the

Wind came about from off the Sea and the Fog dispersed,
but the Pedler was not to be seen in her station of Yester107

day afternoon. The Chinooks tell us she sailed last night,
what course she had taken we know not, some day she is
gone to the North Ward to the Russian settlements Norwalk Sound for Goods, and that HUNT told them he will

be back again here in a month and a half to trade their
Beaver &sc. I found the Blossom of the Raspberry Bushes

are now falling off very fast, the Bushes in general have
their leaves large, Grass, Weeds, Sprouts &cc., are all
advancing and in great forwardness. Mr. McDonald spoke
to 18 men to engage, only 3 agreed. The Indian Women
brought in a quantity of Cranberries and some Roots, about

this season of the year their stock of dried Salmon 8cc.,
being all exhausted, they are generally short of Provisions.
The only supply they can get is going up the River, and
purchasing Sturgeon and Smelt from the Natives above,
but few have the means to do this. It is therefore customary about this time to feed upon Roots of various kinds

among which are the Flag on Jone Root &cc., the joints
of the long Goose, Grass or Prelle which grows uncorncomonly high here. This vegetable die has one good effect
upon these people by purifying their Blood and cleaning
them of their scabs, which at present are so common that
few or none are exempt even the veneral is checked by
this diet and in some instances perfectly cured, more
particularly when the infections is but slight.
TUESDAY -22- Cloudy and Calm morning. At 8

o'clock some light mist drizzly Rain. Canoes coming

and going to and from Chinook Point c. All bringing
in dried Smelt to trade for Beads. I observed today more
Women on the ground, than I have seen before at one time.
I counted 70 at one time. About 10 Corncoxnfly came over
with a quantity of dried Smelt to trade. He informed us
that the Pedler had narrowly escaped being lost on the Bar,
and had returned into Bakers Bay. At 2 o'clock Mr. McKay
and some Freemen went on board the Dolly and sailed for
the Brigg, Wind light from the North West. There were
more Indians here this day than I had seen here at one
time before, all trading dried Smelt. Fine warm weather.
I finished and closed all my letters from the Eastward
of the Rocky Mountains
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WEDNESDAY .-23- Thick Foggy morning and Wind a

light Breeze from the Eastward. Several of the Chinooks
who had slept here (Women mostly on purpose to barter
their favours with the men) embarked very early and notwithstanding the thick Fog they took the Traverse across
the River. ComcomUy came over again today in his Yawl
under a pleasant Breeze though very light, from off the
Sea, weather fine and Clear. Mr. McKay now finished
his Canoes, five Cedar Ones. In his last trip for Cedar
Boards, he could get scarcely sufficient to finish his Canoes, Good Cedar is now very scarce near this Place. Natives trading a few dried Smelt and Beaver Skins. The
Beaver here are of a very good quality, their clear pelt,
though not scraped, and the Fur long and Fine, and of a
tolerable good colour dark, but none really Black.
Some of the Summer men for Fort George were set-

tled a/c arranged &cc., and sent to Tongue Point. We

began to make out the order to be sent to England for Columbia OUTFIT for 1815.

THURSDAY -24- Uncommon boisterous weather
during the last night, the Wind blew a violent Gale and
drove in our Windows and even shook the House. Towards day break it began to rain and this morning our old
Columbia weather was once more set in, a strong Gale
from the South West accompanied by heavy Rain and sud-

den Squalls of Wind. About 10 o' clock the rain ceased
and the Wind continued with great violence and very squal-

ly - none of the Chinooks could come over today - Employed in making out the roders &cc., the weather was
fine and pleasant. Our Boat returned from Oak Point with

44 Sturgeon. Mr. Franchere writes that the Sturgeon
Fishery is now drawing to a close, and but very few are

now caught. This afternoon the bad weather again began,
- Rainy and Squally Weather.
FRIDAY -25- Rainy weather and Wind strong from
the South East, - At 7 o'clock A.M. our people arrived

from the Willamette River, - Mr. W Henry and Me ssrs
McGillis, Peittet (François Payette) Wallace Yam McKay.
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Three wooden Canoes loaded with 20 Packs of Beaver.
The Hunt of the Freemen only 15 Beaver Skins, 3 otters
and one Black Bear Skin, was traded with the Natives,
they brought also about 1000 lbs of Gun part collected by
the Natives and part by our men. The Natives seen much
more reconciled to our people than they were in the begin-

fling and express their regret on their leaving themand
begged of them to return again up the River.
The Chief of the CALIPUYOUS took under his charge
the care of the Buildings and the four Horses and two Hogs.
He appears well inclined towards us. - The YUM - HE
- LAS also came there from the Yellow River a few days
previous to their departure, about 30 men who brought an
abundance of Baked Corn Moss, these fellows also invited

our people to return on the River, in short they were apparently all pleased with us, the Beaver from that River
look apparently well, Pelt thin and well dressed, clean
and light, the colour of the Hair dark and very good, but
not Black - was the weather sufficiently cold to admit
of scaping the Skin, the Beaver would be equally as fine
as the best prime we have had on the East Side of the Mountain s.

Our people left their Houses on the 21st Inst. At
the Falls they saw the Natives had already caught Fresh
Salmon, it is at the Se Falls where the first Salmon are
always caught in the Early part of the Spring, they do not
continue for any length of time there, and in the month
of April leave the Willamette and return to the Columbia,
but during the time they are there, they are prodigious
plentiful, and the Natives collect vast quantities. Two
Canoes with Freeman arrived:- Belloire Ignace, L'Iroquois and their families. Mr. Bethune began to settle
the men' s a/c and to prepare them for their departure.
Our order for 1815 was also going on. - Rainy and Squally weather all day - Many of our men are getting very
ill with the V e ne ra]. and are now confined.
SATURDAY -26- Cloudy weather and Wind squally
from the Southward, about 10 o'clock a very heavy shower,

of Hail, - frequent showers of Rain throughout the day.
- A number of the Natives came in with dried Salmon and

traded them. Sent a Boat off to Oak Point for Sturgeon.

Messrs Wallace and McGihis off in a Chinook Canoe down

to the Pedler in Bakers Bay. Employed in settling the
mens A/c - engaging 8c - Order, Goods 8c - Continual showers of Rain at intervals - At 4 o'clock the

Dolly returned and Anchored, Mr. McKay on board. She
had a light Breeze up. The Pedler still lays in Bakers

Bay, her birth was unsafe on the 24th. Inst. with three
Anchors out she could scarcely ride out the Gale.
SUNDAY -27- Rainy weather and Wind Southerly.
Settling with the men - Engaging 8cc. Dufre sne & Brosseau two Pacific Fur Co. men assigned to us by Mr. McKay,
they being under articles of Engagement with their former
employers who imprudently gave them up their Agreements
some time ago, and now these fellows wish to go to Montreal to prosecute the Pacific Fur Company for their wages.
Mr. McKay says they shall not go out being engaged, they

say hey will go out and thus the matter rests. - Dirty
Rain weather all day and Wind strong Southerly. About
7 o'clock P.M. a heavy shower of Hail when the weather
soon after cleared up bright. This evening it was determined the Furs should remain here at Fort George, and
to endeavour to save them on the first appearance of danger

from any American Vessel. The Dolly and Craft to be
used for that purpose. The Good to be hid under ground
&c. Messrs. McDonald, A. Stewart, I. Stewart &Mr.
Thompson as for myself, I was for placing them under
the care of Kaessino for the Summer with Mr. Franchere
and 4 or 5 men to make a small present to K.I. and the
old CATHLEPNOTLE Chief. The Goods we might easily
save on the appearance of danger.

MONDAY -28- Rainy squally weather, Wind South
West Employed examining the Willamette Packs some
s A/C.
of them being wet. Settled Ame rican Freemen'
named
and
c.,
men
Packing up Goods for the interior
painting
their
Canoes
placed in their Canoes 6 each, some
- Finished the order for 1815 c. Error and mistake

ill

in calculation in expected returns ascertained denial of
statement &cc., contradiction lays somewhere, and at

some individuals door,who it seems is deficient in memory or rather has a convenient memory to answer his own
end. - Canning engaged. - Made out statement of People

on the Columbia to send across. - Traded a few dried
Smelt. Our Indian Hunter came in with the Meat of a Biche
very lean. Frequent Showers of Hail and Rain in the course
of the day with Squally weather. Rough sketch of a letter
made out by Mr. McDougall addressed to us.
TUESDAY -29- Small Rain and Foggy weather with

light air from the Southward. Finished packing up the
Goods for the Interior. Canoes given out to the mento
be Pegged and prepared for Gumming. Arrangements
made with J. Day, Carson c. - Freemen on Halves
for the Spanish River. Canning Freeman settled to remain here. All the Sandwich Islanders a/c settled $8.00
Per M.H. no equipment. Y. McKay engaged &cc. Showers of Hail and Rain which then settled to a heavy
Rain. - Indians came in and traded a good many dried
Smelt, we now having about 1 M fathom, which is as much

as we want, we alter our price by paying less for them.
Our Boat returned 20 Sturgeon and 5 Casks of Salted Stur-

geon. Messrs McGillis and Wallace returned from Bakers Bay where the Pedler still lays. Indians brought in
a few Waptoes,. Letters addressed to the Proprietors by
Mr. McDougall resigning over his charge to me which

was approved by all present and signed accordingly.
(SEE LETTER BOOK).

WEDNESDAY -30- Thick Rainy Weather with heavy

Squalls from the South West. The last night was really
Cold Weather, one perpetual Storm Rain and Wind. I began

to take the inventory at this place, and at the same time
charge of the Goods - Indians going and coming and
trading dry Smelt.

St. Arnant, Landrie engaged for the Summer & CC.
Yree Winter to hunt on the Wiflamette. People now all
liZ

finally settle with. Took an account of the Furs on hand.
and packing up goods for the Interior & cc. - We had a
most uncommon Squally day with Wind South West and frequent showers of Hail and Rain.

THURSDAY -31- Same weather as yesterday continued all night and this morning, clear Cloudy, Squally
heavy Showers of Hail and Rain. - Taking inventories
&cc. Some Indians came in to trade, but put them off until
tomorrow, all hands being too busily employed. I finished
the principal part of the Inventory, and would have closed
the whole had not a misunderstanding arisen on the score
of the Kitchen Furniture - A most terrible blusterous
day - A continual heavy Gale and squally from the Westward, with heavy showers of Hail and Rain, men at times
had a glimpse of the Sun, and made an attempt to Gum
their Canoes but in vain, a shower would instantly stop

them. Thus a clear sun, and torrents of Rain and Hail
succeeded each other all day.

FRIDAY - APRIL -1- A most terrible stormy night
with violent Squalls of Rain. This morning more moderated and soon after the weather cleared up and the men

began to Gum their Canoes. Much hurry and bustle in
the Fort. Mr. I. Stewart fought with Le Barthe for objecting to assist in Gumming a Pacific Fur Co. man. A letter written to Mr. Bethune and signed by us all. Indians came in to trade, took articles from the Garret.
for that purpose and put in the Shop. Dried Smelt - War

Garments a few Beaver Skins, removed all the pieces from
the Garret below for the upper Country. - Blacksmiths,
Carpenters 8CC., all busily employed making nick knacks
for the Gentlemen going above and have been so since the
15th Alto. and some since the last Ulto. AU this takes up

time and materials of little benefit to the concern. Wind from the We stward but light. - This afternoon took
a dish of Sea with sugar in the Bastion the first we had
tasted for a long time past, a great and indeed the only
- This evening was uncommonly fine
delightful Moonlight, Calm, Mild and pleasant Weather.
- 1 was informed by Mr. D McKay of Mr. McDougall's
luxury of the N. W
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communications to Mr. Croite of a private nature regarding Mr. C. having been excluded by the Agents &c. Sent

Mr. I. Stewart to explain matters with Mr. Croite.

SATURDAY -2- A most charming morning - Calm,

Clear and very pleasant - Men are Gumming inside of
their Canoes, they complain much of the dried Smelt, and

say they cannot eat them, indeed it is not surprising as
they are badly dried and very rancid. I therefore, desired to trade no more after this day as I asked to Mr.
R. and informs the Natives of it accordingly, and tell them

they have been careless in preserving them. A letter
written to Mr. Mcdougall by Mr. McDonald on one partre-

garding the information we received last night. Mr. McDonald

wished to explain himself at a meeting of the partners
which was objected to and his answer in writing is desired, which some time after was done, when he sent in

his answer in a letter addressed to Mr. McDonald, deeming the facts of which he was accused, accompanied by a

certificate from Mr. Croite and another from Mr. D.

Stewart denying the information to have arisen from Mr.
McDougall, an answer was returned him which concluded
the letter of this morning and matters stood again as formerly. At 3 o'clock P.M. with the Ebb Tide and a fresh
Breeze from the North West we observed the Pedler under
way, and soon after saw her stand out of the River across
the Bar, and in about an hour she was out of sight, steering to the Southward, under a heavy press of Sail, and going

very fast. A safe passage to her. At 5 o'clock Mr.

Franchere arrived from Oak Point with only 15 Sturgeon,
they are now becoming scarce, and the Natives take but
few.

Salmon are seen jumping out of the Water at Oak
Point, and at the Wilamette Falls they begin to catch a
few. - Most Charming Weather, Calm and Fine. - Canoes all Gummed and ready to start, - Packed up all the
best dried Salmon we had still on hand for the men going
up, they cannot eat the dried Smelt, but our men here
must. - BONS - an Indians from Oak Point brought
down 1/2 doz fresh Hens Eggs. The people have a few
Hens, Hogs, Cats and Goats which were given them by
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the Pacific Fur Co. about the time they dissolved their
Partnership last Summer. Mr. Franchere brought down
the Dogs belonging to this place, that had been sent up
to the Willamette to pass the Winter there to prevent
their death, as living on the Raw Salmon here last Summer and Fall causes them to die. They are of an excellent breed of the MASTIFF kind. The old Dog NERO is
a noble animal who once in Canton saved his master, a
Captain of an American Vessel from being assaulted by
a party of Chinese who surrounded and attacked him. The

Dog seized the fellows and preserved his master's life.

The Dog was taken prisoner by the assailants and his feet
broken short, it was with much difficulty he was recovered from the Chinese, and afterwards given to Mr. Hunt,
at the Sandwich Islands. - The Bitche s are of a Hound
breed, all famous watch Dogs. - We have now 20 perSons at table.

SUNDAY -3- This morning rather Cold, but Fine
and Calm. Indians pouring in from all quarters to trade.
We now have a sufficient of their dry Smelt which has been

purchased mostly from the Chinooks and Clatsops, who
buy the fish above themselves, and before it is brought
down and strung up to dry it is spoiled, the dried Smelt

from above is very much better by being dried on the Spot.
I now desire them to be traded at 1 fm of small Bleu
Canton Beads for 5 fm of Smelt. Yesterday we had traded

at 4 frns. Calpot came across having just arrived from
a trip to Greys Harbour; he reports that two Ships are at
Queen hitte Trading and intend to stop at this River on
their way to the Southward. NEOTKA - JACK - or JOSE

- A - C}{A is on board as interpreter to Queen Hitte

a large Ship and a Brigg full of men Guns
at
&cc. A large Canoe had arrived at Queen Hitte who had
left them there 13 days ago. We supposed them to be the
FORISTER and the PACKEE, the latter an American Vessel, and the only one of the Coast she sailed from the Sandwich Islands, in Company with the Pedler, bound for the
Northward on a coasting Trade, prior to that period the
FORISTER had sailed also but where bound nobody knew.
- Calpot had two Beautiful Sea Otters as a Robe - lxidians pouring in and trading kc Clemels Franchere was
offered 100 P. Annum which he declined accepting saying
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his mind was made up to go to Montreal. A long argument
was commenced on the subject of Mr. McDougall having
trade Sea Otters beyond the number agreed between him
and our Gentlemen, say there was the number agreed upon,
where as he graded 6, it was finally settled by Mr. Mc-

Dougall insisting upon a permission of that kind having
taken place between him and Mr. McTavish, and there
the matter rests. - We are now 20 People at table: 8 Women and 5 servants in the Kitchen, no small family
and but little to eat.
This afternoon Baggages were given out to the men
Per Canoe, and everything in readiness for an early embarkation. - Wind fresh from th North West and Chilly
- This evening we closed all our letters and Papers necessary to be sent across the Mountains by Mr. McDonald.
MONDAY -4- At day break we were up and all hands

moving and preparing for their departure. - Wind fresh
from the North West and Chilly - we took breakfast and
at half past 7,o'clock, the Gentlemen took their leave,

embarked and set off 4 barks and 6 Wooden Canoes manned
by 6 men each and 2 passengers, all much Cumbered and
deeply sunk, just as they were pushing off Comcomlly arrived, and shortly after on my making inquiry we learned
the Indians from QUEENHITH had brought a report the three
Vessels were near this place. One of them a large Ship,
the same as the Raccoon and has a great number of men,
and two rows of Cannon of biard, and they all said they
were coming here to see the Chinooks Two were trading Vessels, but the Armed Ship none of the Natives have
been onBoard. They say it is Captain Black, a thing
impossible, we conjecture she must be (if an Armed Ship)
formerly the Atlantic, taken last Summer by the ESSEX
FRIGATE and made a sloop of ware At 8 o'clock I sent
off Mr Be thune in Corn c omily s Canoe s and 8 men with
the Chief ' s son to inform our Gentlemen of the circum-

stance, we still saw the Brigade just doubling Tongue
Point. Corncomlly brought over a few Beaver Skins to
trade for Lions Skins kc., also a few Queenhithe dried
Salmon, which are most excellent and Fat, and the best
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Fish I have yet seen .on the Columbia. These Salmon are

small and not more than 18 inches long, very Red and
exceeding Fat. They are found to the Northward of this

and frequent the small Creeks and Bays on the Coast about

- He also brought us over a few
shell Fish, which are here called Clams, but I do not think
they are the real Clams, being smaller and covered with

the month of March.

regular ridges from the back to the Front, expanding as
they project forwards and closing with the utmost nicity
and regularity, they are very good eating. - Mr. Bethune
returned having spoken to Mr. McDonald at Tongue Point
where he had put ashore and was just pushing off. Messrs

McD. & McK. seemed confident there was no danger to
apprehend, that any American Vessel of War on the Coast
or on the Pacific Ocean. - Wind Strong North West Cloudy Cold and a few light showers of Rain, as the evening approached the Wind increased with small Rain and
a Blusterous night ensued. - On a minute attention to
the behaviour of Comcomlly, Calpot and some other principal men, diffidence towards us, cool and much on the

reserve, we have every reason to suppose all this pro-

ceeds from the language Mr. Hunt held out to the Natives
during his stay in Bakers Bay. It is fully evident that
nothing now will reconcile them towards us, but the Arrival of a Vessel belonging to us, when we may expect
to gain their confidence and respect; we have been so long
holding out to them the Idea of our expected Ship the ISAAC
TODD, that they are inclined to suppose we are imposters,
and have succeeded their first and best friends (as the
conceive) the Americans, merely with a view of excluding
them from the Country (to which the Natives say we have
no right) and rendering them pitiful c. - Pains were
taken to make them understand the true grounds on which
we stood here, not as a Temporary Establishment, but
Permanent, and with a view to supply them with their nece saitie s, as long as they were deserving of attention. We
understand that 30 or 40 large War Canoes of the CHIEHILLS are expected at Chinook Point in a few days to decide their dispute of which I have already made mention.
A number of the Chinooks are now collecting on Tongue
comPoint for the Sturgeon Fishery which will shortly
has
enough
mence. They are great thieves, Mr. Mathews
charge.
to do to watch the few Tools and Utensils under his
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THE FOLLOWING IS A STATEMENT OF PEOPLE

AT FORT GEORGE FOR THE SUMMER:1

2
3

4

Mathews

A. Henry
Angus Bethune
Duncan McDougall
William Henry

5
6

Joseph Cartier

7

Joseph St. Amant

8

Ett. Lupier

FREEMEN

9
10

Joseph Borvethich
Joseph Makeman

HUNTERS

11
12

AugustinRussi1

13
14

Ben Dushene

Duchawequette FRS

Blacksmiths

Louis Labonté
Charles Chaput

Carpenters

15

16

Joseph Ashton

Seaman

17

Joseph Pelton

Idiot

J. Bte Cervie
lWiiliam Perreault

W. W Mathews, Augustin Russil,
were former Astorjans
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Cooks

THE FOLLOWING IS A STATEMENT OF PECPLE
AT FORT GEORGE FOR THE SUMMER:(Continued)
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29

James
Isaac

Coah
Teow

Ths

Pakeeknaak

Patrick
Peter

Oui

Paul
Harry
Chester

Poak

Pahai

Parawrriee

John

Coxe

30
31
32

Bazile
Lewis
Lewis

33

J. Bte

34

Ant.
Lewis
Mich
Michel

Lupier
Leplante
Pocquin
Laknakie
Pembrillient

35

36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Wm.

SANDWICH
ISLANDERS

G
G
G
D

MeusseOn

M
M

Lafrarnboise

M

Sanson
Canning

Belleau
Cotenorie
Dienelle
Lewis
Gauvais
Joseph
Landeir
Frank
Leprade
Alex
Antony Maineau
Mascon
Alexis
Preveau
JBte Payette
Frank
Amebel Quesnel
Martialle
Frank

Blacksmith
Millwright

Antony
Michel

(FRANC 015 PAYETTE)

Mich LaIramboise, Francois Payette were tormer
Astorians.
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NOTE OF PROVISIONS ON HAND &CC. -

Casks of California Beef - Rotten and Lean
Casks of Sturgeon
22
Bad California Grease
1
Cask
Bad California Indian Corn
1
Cask
Raw Tallow
1
Cask
Beak or ArrowRoot
Cask
3/4
Cask
Flour
1/4
Coffee Net Weight - 160 Lbs
Cask
1-1/2
Tierces
&
1/4 say 3-1/2 Tons Puncheous
3
2-1/2 Cask of Vinegar
Bakea Tea (Damaged)
Lbs
15
18

N.B.

Our Gentlemen having takn up a kid,
we are now supplied with the milk from two
Goats, one in the morning, and the other in

the evening, which is very acceptable with
our unseasonable Coffee. One of these Goats

gives us one quart of Milk every morning
and has still sufficient for her kid, the other
gives three half Pints every evening and

is a great luxury to us.

Here we are left the Sport of Fortune, and at the
mercy of chance, on a Barbarous Coast. The Natives
were inclined to murder us for the sake of our Property
than us to render any assistance, exposed to the chance
of War, which in a moment might strip us of our all, and
leaves us exposed to the mercy of the Natives. For us
to attempt to retreat up the River would be a folly, the
Falls would be an insurmountable Barrier to us in our
weak condition. The North West Company we are led to
suppose must expect no levity from an American Armed
Vessel. Thus the Natives on one hand and the Americans on the other, our situation would be wretched indeed,
but still I place all my trust and confidence in that ever
Blessed Being who has heretofore protected us through
every difficulty and danger since my first coming to the
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Indian Country. In that Divine Providence I rest confident

and secure from all danger and make no doubt but he will
waft our Vessel to this Post in due time, and plan our con-

cerns here on a good and firm foundation, His will be
done.

TUESDAY -5- Cloudy and Cold weather - Wind
north west and accompanied by heavy squall of Wind, Rain

and Hail some of the most violent Gales we have experienced. JOE came to inform me the Dolly having parted
her Anchor, about 12 o'clock last night, during a strong
Gust of Wind. Called in some men from Tongue Point,
some to go off with the Hunters, others to wash, scrub
c. - Packing up Furs &c. - All hands that can work
are well employed in putting things in order in the Stores,
Fort &cc. - After such a confusion bustle and general
rummaging which has been going on for some day past at
this place, where in it would have appeared that each individual vied with each other who should carry away the
most of everything that could be of use in the case of the
non arrival of a Vessel, leaving the bulk of the property
to chance. About 10 o'clock we had some heavy squalls
again with Hail Rain and a few moments of thick snow,
which was soon over, and unsettled weather continued very

cold owing to the strong Wind from the North West. At
high water we hauled the Dolly near the shore in the Bay,
and there lay her down to examine at low water, when we
found she had a Plank rotten in her Bow, and required a
new one about 8 feet long some caulking &cc. This evening we had a fall of snow in large flakes which lasted for
about an hour and then ceased. - Weather Cloudy and
Cold. -

WEDNESDAY -8- A great chance was seen this
morning, it having snowed much during the night, the
ground was covered with a white sheet of about 1/4 of an
inch, the trees were all white, but no Frost although very
chilly and raw cold. The Snow had ceased and the Country
on the North Side the River displayed an appearance not

seen here since my arrival last Fall, all was white and

covered with snow and had the appearance of the depth of
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Winter. - Our Hunters prepared to set off and actually

had embarked, but instantly a most terrible fall of Snow

commenced falling in large flakes, and so thick as scarcely

to admit of seeing the end of the Wharf, they returned,
the snow ceased after having fallen for about the space
of an hour. - JOE and Duchesne repairing the Dolly.
- Wind light and from the southward - The weather having somewhat cleared up the Hunters set off with the Boat
and 4 men for Young River, on the Snow Storm ceasing I
found about 1/2 inch of wet soft snow on the ground and

Ere 12 o' clock not one speck was to be seen in any direction, not even on the North Side of the River, excepting on the top of the Mountains where the trees were still
tinged with snow. Mr. Mathews came down in company
with an Indian who brought in two whole Beavers and 4
skins to trade and some Waptoes, the latter however he
took away not finding we allowed a good price for them.
- Tongue Point men complain sadly of their food and declare they cannot subsist on dried Smelt. - Inquiry was
made of the Natives why their small fish this year were
not of so good quality as last. They confess that it is only
every two years these Fish are good for drying, last year
they were excellent, this year they are bad, but next year
they say they will be good. - We have now traded about
1200 furs not one half will ever be eaten by us and must
be thrown away. Some Chinooks came over with a few
Outards and Ducks. - The Storm again commenced, sleet,

heavy rain arri squally weather - Another man sick I.E
BOLJTE - They complain sadly of the Smelt, and do not
relish the Salt Sturgeon. I broke upon two Casks of California Beef to give them a portion to eat with their Fish,
but found it very bad and exceeding lean, dry and taste-

less, some spoiled, and as salt, as salt could be.

THURSDAY -7- Some little snow and Sleet fell during the night which was this morning congealed and covered with a crust of Ice. At 6 or clock A.M. a shower of
sleet Snow and Rain which soon ceased. Cloudy and Calm

and every appearance of a fine day. JOE repairing the
Dolly and find her bottom in a very bad state, in several

places the Planks are rotten, Duche sne sent again to work
at her, we have no Oak Plank Mr. Mathews returned to
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Tongue Point, busy preparing Cases to pack the property
- About 9 o' clock some showers of Rain Sleet and
Snow after which cleared up fine. - Six Sharp Canoes 2
men in each came from above and passed down the River
to Young Bay with great velocity. - I am much troubled
with the Tooth Ache, and have felt a slight degree of Pain
in the same tooth since the 6 of February last, and very
trouble some.
up.

FRIDAY -8.- Hoar Frost and Ice last night, the

Thermometer was only at 340 above cypher say 3 above

freezing point before sunrise at 5 oclock. Appearance
of a fine day. - An Indian came in early this morning
and brought 5 Trout, I broke upon a Keg of Sturgeon Oil
brought down from Oak Point by Mr. Franchere, and find

it by far preferable to the Fresh Greases we have made
use during the Winter, which has much the taste of Rosin
and Turpentine, while Sturgeon Oil is fresh and potable,
is very good to fry fish and made Pan Cakes with Taro.
- During the Ebb Tide this morning, I observed the mouth
of the River uncommonly smooth, scarcely a Breaker was
to be seen excepting on the outer side of the Bar, and but
very seldom a Sea broke against the Cape. - This morning being perfectly Calm, I observed 10 Canoes fishing
on the Sand Banks opposite to Tongue Point, but with what
success I know not, there are now a good many of the Native s collected there where I understand they will remain
during the Salmon Fishing this Summer. - About 7 o'clock
we had a light shower of Rain, which was soon over, and
we had fine weather - Men all employed making cases.
Repairing the Kitchen Chimney &cc. - The Islanders
clearing away a pile of Rotten small Fishe a thrown away
about a month ago and allowed to lay between the Buildings, where the Hogs have reduced to a state of rotteness,
which now emits a most horrid stench, an ugly job. With

the Flood Tide, came in the usual Sea Breeze, accompanied by heavy Breakers, dashing up against the Cape

and over the Sprit Bank. The old Clatsop Chief with some
few of his followers arrived, they brought a large Beaver
in Meat, 3 Trout and few Beaver Skins, also a few pounds
of Bees Wax.
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We now reduced our prices on the Canton Blue Beads

1/3 less, this they did not like, but we give to understand
that we were now short of goods and would be so until our
Vessel arrived, when we would trade as heretofore. We

did not wish them to bring in their Furs at present but
to collect them until our Goods came. Provisions were
all we wanted from them at pre sent, in this we had a double
view. First, that in case no Vessel arrived we had not
more Property on hand than would suffice until Spring or

Summer of 1815. Secondly, we had already more Furs
on hand than we could take care of. - Our men complain
sadly of their food and positively object to eating the dry
Smelt, and not without a cause as they really are very
bad and even rotten. Salt Sturgeon and California Beef
are all we have for them, both bad enough for labourers.
At 4 o'clock our Hunters arrived in a Boat with the Meat
of three Red Deer, they had seen another and wounded
her, but she escaped, these four were all the tracks they
saw. JOE has finished the Starboard side of the Dolly by
means of shifting her. Ballast and began to repair her
starboard. Natives all left us for Villages.
SATURDAY -9- Similar weather to yesterday morn-

ing - White Frost and Ice Wind E. - Thermometer 34

above zero. At 5 o'clock a Clatsop Canoe arrived from
the Rapids on a visit, they had met our Party at Belle
Vur Point on the 6th. I received a few lines from Mr.

McDonald informing me of the Natives having abandon the
Falls after the Battle with the NER PERCES wherein 18
men were killed and scalped, and that a vast number were
now collected at the Rapids, but who had no bad intentions
towards us. The report was that if we would speak well,
they would do so also. The Cowlitck Indians to the number
of 100 men had a Battle with Caessino at the lower entrance
of the Wiilaznettea few days ago. They fired at each other
for some time, but a great distance, no blood was spilled,

and the affair was settled between the parties, and the
Cowlitck have returned home.
The Mount St. Helen Indians were assembled on the
Banks of the Columbia on their way to the WiUamette River
1Z4

to hunt Deer this Summer, as they usually do. Our party
have been well supplied with Sturgeon on their way up and
have bought 5 or 6 horses from the Mount St. Helen Indians to eat. Mr. McDonald is confident we have no danger to apprehend from the Essex or her Consort, as they
were preparing to return to the Upper Country in November last. - Information from Mr. McKay from Mr.
Hunt. Opening our Packs and as sorting the small Furs.
- Repairing Boots, Dolly &cc. - Charming weather Our Clatsop Hunter came in with the Meat of a Biche,
for which we paid him as usual, 1 Blanket, 2l/2 Feet
and 2 skeins of beads for 8 Beaver. This expense we will
avoid when the Salmon come in, but for the present, we
were obliged to keep up his old Terms although very extravagant - We learn the Natives at the Falls of the Willamette now take fresh Salmon in abundance.

SUNDAY -10- Several large Canoes arrived from
the Wiflamette with dried Smelt, which we would not trade,
two Beaver in Meat, some Beaver Skins, dried and 5 fresh

Sturgeon, they informed us more particularly of the Result of the late Battle above. They say the Cowlitck and
their Allies found a party of 40 Canoe s on board of which
were 300 Warriors, Caessino on hearing of their approach
assembled his friends and Allies, and also went for the
Indians at the Falls on the Willarnette the CALLIPOREYOURS &c., during this time the enemy arrived and took
their station on the opposite side of the Channel directly
over against C. Village, Caessino was desirous of putting
off the Battle until his Allies from above joined him, but
to this the enemy objected, when soon after a long fire
took place, the enemy had no fire arms. Caessino party
had, and made use of them accordingly, and without intending to kill any. (The Spit Bank appeared entirely dry
and high out of the water by the naked Eye from the Fort)
all their shots were aimed either too high or too low, his
reason for this not wishing to kill for fear of rendering
the enemy desperafe who it seems are accustomed to rush
in and fight at close quarters, and of this he was aware,
and unless blood was spilled he apprehended no danger
from them Several parties took place but to no purpose
Caessino was always wavering his determination, and
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would not consent to make the enemy any pre sent nor give

them any honourable reparation for the injury they had
sustained, matters of course could not be settled, the
enemies by some means got one of his slaves in their pos-

session and in return gave him only two blankets, this

highly offended him, and he then gave them to understand,
he would give them no satisfaction. They retired immed-

iately and are now forming a plot to attack him at night
in a clandestine manner, and take ample revenge according to Savage customs, to burn his Village and destroy

as many as they can. The last method is restored to

when the offending party will give no proper satisfaction
in a Public Manner. Much intrigue is used on such occasion. The Kowlitch are now endeavouring to draw over
on their side Caessino Allies by means of presents in Goods
and Slaves &cc. - Caessino on his side will use all his

endeavours to assemble the Indians from the Falls the

CALLIPOREYOURS &cc. TATELICUM assisted him in

the late affair and made do so again. But it is a matter
of doubt, whether he can find means to supply his other
Allies for any length of time to wait the attack, which is
now to be done by surprise, no more warning of the enemies approach is to be given him. We fear much he will
be killed Ere the business terminates. He is brave and
avericious, and depends much on his own people and him-

self, but his enemies are more numerous, and may over
power him when taken by surprise. He is a useful man
to us, and I should be sorry to hear he was killed. The
Spring of the Year seems to be the season wherein 11 their

National disputes are adjusted, so as to allow them full
scope during the Salmon Fishery to provide for the ensuing Winter, without any mole station from their neighbours. A thirst for Blood does not appear to be their object. It is more a point of Honour, than anything else,
but when a just reparation is refused, they are entitled
to more desperate measures and surprise and stratagems

are then lawful. We hear of another quarrel having taking
place on. the Coast to the Northward of Greys Harbour.
It originated from an Indian having ravished a Chief daughter

in the Woods. The Girl' s brother hearing of the affair,
attacked the Indian with a knife, and killed him on the Spot,
but receive several severe wounds from a Club in the action,

one of which broke his arm. He is now dangerously ill,
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and should he die, satisfaction must be given his Father
and other relations by the relatives of the deceased rav-

isher. If refused, a fight must take place.

This
recent quarrel has been the cause of detaining the CHELTJLIS
from coming to settle their business here with the Chinooks,

as they must decide the other affair previous to their leaving their Houses. It is death for any one to ravish or debauch a Chief's Wile or daughter &c., so much for their
dirty morality. - I set up to Tongue Point, the Meat of a
Biche and a Cask of Sturgeon, with three Sandwich Islanders to work. Our objecting to trade the dried Smelt
from the Willame tte Indians this morning, put them in a
pet and it was near sunset before they came in with their

skins c., to trade. They are really a very hard people
to deal with and must be allowed their own way at all times,
that is to say, that when we cannot agree with them on the

price fixed, the only method is to allow them to get cool
upon it, and to show no anxiety to trade with them until
they propose it themselves. Our alteration on the price
of Beads is on other great objection to trading so briskly
as usual, still we have determined to have our way, and
would rather keep our goods on hand, than to put them on
low terms. Some women came in with a few basket of
Cranberries, which would be a great luxury had we either
sugar or Molasses. This afternoon we were informed by
a chief, that the American Party which left this in July
1812, are on their way across the continent for the U.S.
under the charge of Messrs Robert Stuart, Crooks and
McLeflan and 3 Canoe men, Valle, LeClair, and Jones,
the latter an American, were all murdered by the Indians
after they had crossed the Height of land and were on the
East Side of the Mountains, the manner in which he relate s this affair is, that one day a party counting six white
people fell in with a number of the Natives who did not
seem anyway inclined to molest them, until a misunderstanding took place between one of the party, by taking
off his hat, and frequently struck one of the Natives with
it in the face. This gave much offence and they retired
they would be revenged. In the evening a strict watch was
kept. Two men with their Muskets in their Arms to fire
at a moments warning, guarded the Camp while the other
two slept Late in the evening there came two Indians
to the Camp apparently strangers and who pretended they
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came from a neighbouring Tribe and then on their way
to the people the party had seen that day, they were allowed to remain near the fire, and all appeared perfectly
safe. Sleep however, soon over-powered the Watch, and
they slumbered with their arms in their hands. A dry
cough was occasionally made by the two strangers to ascertain whether they were really asleep, at length all
seemed sound asleep, when a low whistle was made by
the strangers, who proved to be spies, and instantly a
body of Indians seized upon the sleeping party, before
anyone had time to awaken, they having previously crawled

near the Camp, which they had perfectly surrounded and
on the signal being given, had but one step to move to seize

their Prey. One man was reserved in hopes of being a
Gunsmith, to put their Guns in order, him they kept for
a few days, but finding him ignorant of the Business, they
murdered him also. The Indian who related this news

said:- that Mr. R. Stewarts double barrel screw Gun,

very well known to them all is now in the possession of
one of the Chiefs in the interior, and that the particulars
of this story has been handed down from one Tribe to another until it carm here. - It is very probable that some
accident as happened to that Party, as they were to have
been in New York the latter end of December 1812. The
LARK sailed in March and then there was no news of them.

MONDAY -11- Several Clatsop Canoes came in to
trade. One brought in 3 Beavers in Meat. The Old Chief
came in to inform us of their having heard yesterday the
report of Two Guns at Sea, but no Vessel was to be seen,
we doubt much the report being true, as these people are
addicted to circulating reports of this nature with a view
of getting some trifling pre sents from us. We therefore,

place but very little faith in their stories.

Joe Ashton
says that this morning, he very distinctly heard the report
and echo of a Gun at Sea, but his veracity on this subject
has frequently been called in question since last fall Some
Indians brought in some Beaver Skins to trade, we declined
trading for the present, telling them we had no Goods, nor
could we trade until a Ship arrived. A number of Canoes
with Families on Board passing up and down the River,
some from Chinook Point and others from the Clatsop Vii128

lage. Several Canoes were seen fishing off Tongue Point
this morning. I sent our Two Hunters, GRAND NEPISENGUE
and MISSISANGUE, to examine the Country between this

and Tongue Point, so as to open a road by land through

the Woods, they returned late without having been successful, the Country they say will not admit of a Road uiiless
immense labour is bestowed upon the several Gullies,
Creeks, and mires, with the many rugged and rough ground,

which lays on the way. I therefore, gave up the idea of
opening a road, and we must have reference to the Beach
at low water, which is a tolerable good track. - Making
Packs of Beaver, assorting small Furs to pack separate,
returns of Co?s Outfit of 1812. - Repairing the Boats
and the Dolly. - Informe d the me n that if any of them
should be prevented from Working through their own fault
by the Veneral, I would deduct the tine so last from their
wages. I therefore, insisted upon not allowing a woman
to sleep in any of our houses. But really the fellows are
so little cautious or stupidly blind to their own welfare,
and want of attention to their health, that they appear to
make light of any advice on that subject, although they
have the glowing example of 10 of their comrades now
laying in the Hospital in a very bad state and under a course
of Mercury, some others have the infection more or less,
few or none are- exempt from it, and proper Medicines for
that foul disease are now very scarce here. Injection,
Powders we have none, nor anything proper for a substitute, a small quantity of Mercury remains. I fear much

some of them will, fall a sacrifice to their folly. We are

on top toe expectation, one the commencement of the flood
Tide, and the setting in of the Sea Breeze in the hopes of

seeing a Sail. But the Tide flows, a fine Breeze blows
in vain. Ebb Tide follows and our hope s all vanish for
the day.
TUESDAY -12- Several Canoes of the Natives who

had been here for several days past, this morning left

us and went over to the Chinook Point, others arrived on
purpose to trade, who brought Beaver Skins, and dressed
Biche Skins, but could not agree as to the price, they wish
to have as usual 1 fru of small Canton Beads for a skin,
where as we will now give only 2/3 of a fru, so that they
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carried off their skins &cc. One of them was rather impertinent on going away in his manner of talking. Another
Indian brought in the Meat of a Biche killed yesterday in
the interior near TONGUE POINT, having no skins we

paid him one Blanket, 2-1/2 feet. Examined Boats -

Wooden Canoes &c., a].]. in very bad order. Mr. Mathews
came down, he complains much of the men being exceeding
lazy and no workman. Duchesne made a Paper Trunk for
me out of Oak. - Blacksmith mending the large Axes.
- Canning finished Ball mould s, and began to stock a Gun

for Comcomlly - Men pressing Packs &c.

WEDNESDAY -13- Men all at work as yesterday.
Roussil making four fine square headed Axes for the mechanics to replace the same number taken away by our Gentle men, thus it appears they have ten Axes of superior workmanship among them, 6 were made previous to their departure and 4 they took away, say one per Canoe. Here is
want of system again. - A Chinook Canoe came over with
a few Skins and Hats to trade but they cannot make up their

minds to the alteration on the Price of the small Canton
Beads, which are the only Bead now in fashion among them,

the 1st and 2nd size they will not take. - The Weather

was uncommonly fine, the Wind from the Eastward and at
12 o'clock the Thermometer was up to 690 when suddenly
the Wind changed to the Westward and brought with it a
thick Fog from the Sea, which instantly obscured the Cap,
Bay and extended up the Channel as far as Chinook Point,

where it seemed to stop, although the Breeze freshened
up and the weather became cold, and the Thermometer
fell a little say to 66° while the weather at the Fort and
to the Eastward continued perfectly serene and clear.
I sent the two Hunters off this morning on foot in search
of Red Deer, they have seen some fresh tracks between
this and Tongue Point. Finding our sick here had taken
a sufficiency of Mercury, they were this morning put to
a course of Corrosive Sublimate, we have eight men hi
a very bad state, confined to their rooms, and several
others who have the same disease, but still going about.
Gave the Ball mould into the Hospital to amuse the sick
and prevent ennui.

Some chinooks came over and brought

us a few Silver Bream which they take near Cape Dis130

appointment, they measure 14 inche s in length and 6 inches

broad and are very good eating when fried in Fat, also a
few large Brown Snipe or Bec a Synes, they are larger
than our common wild Pidgeon, and very good eating but

rather dry. Two fresh Beaver were also brought and
traded. The Whole coming from Bakers Bay &cc. Our
Boats being repaired we put them in the shade. One of

our Hunters, Missisangue, returned at 4 o'clock and had
killed 3 Buck Red Deer. - The Wind now settled in the
South West, which brought us Cloudy and raw gloomy
weather apparently owing to the dense vapours coming
from the ocean, at first appearing in loose flying clouds
which accumulating by degrees, the whole atmosphere
soon became overcast.
THURSDAY -14- At 5 o'clock sent off 8 men for
the Meat, and desire 8 more to go to Tongue Point. Corncomily came over very early, he had just returned from

Greys Harbour on a visit to a wounded relation of his,
he brings the same report of three Vessels having been
in Port somewhere near Cap Flattery. Two of them were
Russians and after trading all the Furs they could collect
has sailed, the 3rd Vessel they say is still there. She
traded Sea Otters, and is just such a Ship as the Raccoon,
Guns, men &cc., and that they are waiting for moderate

weather to come in this River, we are at a loss to conjecture what she is. Friend or FOE. About 8 o'clock
the weather became thick hazy and small Rain, but Calm.
We learn that a Whale was cast upon the shore yesterday
near Point Adams. This will be a great treat to the Nat-

ives, who are exceedingly fond of Whale Blubber. We

find this morning that one of our Hens has 3 Chickens and

the remainder of her Eggs (9) are rotten, another Hen

soon after produced 4 Chickens and the remainder of her
Eggs also rotten. This defect in the brood of Chickens,
I can attribute to no other cause, than to the moist place

in which they were put to Hatch, indeed at this early season when the ground and everything else is so embibed
with Rain, and the moisture everywhere so great, that
everything must Rot and Decay. Hens should never be
put to Hatch sooner than the beginning of April. Corn-

comlly brought over three Baskets of Clams they are,
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very tough eating, the old man insists upon his first story
of the Ship, not laying in the Fercas Straits is just such
a Ship as Capt. Black' s and that she is only waiting fine
weather to come here, and that they are not desirous of
trading Furs. - The Wind coming from the We stward,

the weather soon cleared up and became fine. About 4
o'clock the men returned with the Meat, all excepting,
one man who got astray, the Country is so uncommonly
thickly wooded close and intersected, and at the same time
so very rough and rugged as to admit of passing through
with the greatest labour and difficulty what then must be
the fatigue of a man with about 160 lbs of Flesh upon his

back. Comcomlly went home, I gave him a shoulder of
Biche. Packed up the Canton Beads in Boes capable of
being removed with more ease.
FRIDAY -15- Gloomy and overcast. Wind strong

from the South We St. The Blacksmith working at Axes,

Men making Packs Oars &cc - Wind veered from the
Westward and North West which brought fine weather and
a fresh Breeze from Sea. - Some of our people frequently
imagine to hear the report of Cannons at Sea, but as the
weather is fine and Clear and the Wind favourable for
any Vessel coming in with the greatest eases I attribute
the noise they hear to Thunder. The Surf on the Bar has
for some time been moderate, during the Ebb Tide scarcely
a breaker is to be seen. It is only on the making of the Flood

Tide that the Breakers roll in and dash against the Cape,
but not with that violence that the water is agitated during
the Winter. It is now a perfect calm and smooth Water

in comparison to that Blusterous season, when the en-

trance of the (?) is always in a perfect foam, the loud noise

of the Breakers being heard at the Fort, as distinctly as
we can hear the waves on the boarder of a Lake when wind
bound in Lake Wimpic. Some of the Natives came in with
a few Ducks to trade, others passing up and down the River
on Visits. I saw several Huxning Birds this morning and

some other small Birds with which I am unacquainted,
also a Flock of Doves, but could not get a shot at them,
some of these kind of Doves have been seen on the Pambian

River between the Hair Hills and the lower Red River, I
never recollect of their having been seen there, but once
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at the Grand Passage. Mr. Mathews came down, I desired
him to have the ground prepared to receive the Potatoes
and Corn.
SATURDAY -16- People all engaged as usua nobody idle. Mr. McDougall unwell and confined to his bed
by a slight cold and foul stomach. Natives going and coming up and down the River. About 3 o'clock Mississangue
came in to tell iiE he had seen a Vessel in the offing standing to the Southward, we all rushed out, nothing was to
be seen. It was from Calpots Point he had seen her, we

went there accordingly, still no Vessel was to be seen,
we conjecture she must have passed Point Adams. - A
Canoe came from Cape Disappointment with the Meat of
a Red Deer, the Natives on board hearing we had seen a

sail instantly said they had seen a ship also, but this I

suspected was false, and with a view of obtaining the promised reward of a Pair of Pistols to whoever would bring
us the first news of a Vessel being in sight. We now discern a Boat with two Sails standing along the Sprit Bank
from Point Adams to Chinook Point, this again gave us
hopes of her being a Ships Boat sent in and the weather
was sufficiently calm and smooth to admit of it, however,
on reflection we suppose it to be Comeomily boat, the same
had deceived Nipisangue on her way across from Chinook
Point to the Clatsop Village. He was standing on the Beach
and she passing near the Sprit Bar across the offing, gave
her the appearance of a Vessel at Sea. He was ignorant
of the Natives, having a Boat rigged with two Sprit Sails,
thus all our hope s vanished in a moment. Another of our
Hens produced 1 Chicken, the remainder of her eggs rot-

ten, thus from three Hens, we have but 8 Chickens out
of 36 Eggs originally put under them.
Towards evening we had son

light showers of Rain,

weather pleasant 3nd perfectly calm and rather cloudy.

SUNDAY -17- The old Weather once more ushered
in the morning - Rain with Southrly Winds. Mr. Mathews
came down, his quarrel with Gervais ye sterday in which
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Mr. Mathews behaved well and obliged the impertinent
fellowto do his duty as previously desired and which he
preemptorily refused. I have occasion to observe that
the greater part of the man brought across the Country
by the late Pacific Fur Co. are a set of mutinous impertinent ill-behaved vagabonds, devoud of that state of subordination which our business requires, and so essential
to Trade and Routine of Affairs in the Indian Country without which our business never could be carried on to a suc-

cessful issue. On this point our North West men are in
general very well inclined, whatever other failing they
may be addicted to, it is but common justice to say they
have that confidence in their employers, so very necessary to their own welfare, and our comme rcial pursuits,
that whatever we judge proper for them to do they seldom

are refractory or impertinent and readily perform their
duty without hesitation. Where as the Voyageurs to the
Southward about Michelimakinac, the Mississippi &C.,
as so much in the habit of changing employers yearly as
the price of wages are given and the whim takes them,
add to this the spirit of competition in the South Trade
and the loose habits and Ideas of levity they acquire in
the ISLENAIS County all tend to make them insolent and
intriguing fellows, who have no confidence nor place any

faith in the proceedings measures or promises of their
employers, beyond the present moment. Servants of this

description cannot be trusted beyond the sight of imme dlate employer, they are merely Eye Servants and will do
nothing more than what they conceive they are bound to do

by their agreement and even that with a bad grace. About 3 o'clock the Rain ceased - Mr Mathews off with
the Boat and Cask of Sturgeon and some fresh Meat. One
of the Sandwich Islanders (PARRIEUVER) was sent here

from Tongue Point very ill with the veneral, this adds

one more to the sick list in the Hospital, there are 11 men
now, some of which are on the recovery, others are very
ill. - Towards evening the Rain commenced again, and
continued small Rain as usual.
MONDAY -18- Rainy weather - Men making Packs,

Pressing &cc., others repairing fence fronting the Fort
to receive the Potatoes. Carti.er and two men busy repairing the Canoes. Since the 10th. Inst. we have observed
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the Potatoes Sprouts to be pushing out the ground very
fast, but they no sooner appear above ground than the Hogs

destroy them. There are some few Potatoes which re-

mained in the ground since last Fall at the time they were
gathered in. Comcomlly and his two sons passed up the
River on their way to the Willamette to buy Horses at Cae s-

sino Village. They tell us that the large Ship that was
laying in port somewhere about Cape Flattery, and that
another small Ships a three master was now layingin the
same Harbour, and that she intended to come on the River very soon. Some Clatsop came in, from one of which
I bought an excellent new Copper Kettle for four Skins in
Beads say 1/3 lb third size Blue Canton Beads and two
leaves of Tobacco. Cost the North West Co. at this place
1/8 Hlfr. Cy. The want of Sugar or Molasses put us to

the experiment of making a decaction from the Commons
Root or Sweet Onion, which I find produces a kind of Syrup
preferable to Molasses to sweeten Coffee, a small quantity only gives a pleasant and agreeable taste to the Coffee
but when too great a quantity is used Wind and Gripings.
- This afternoon the rain ceased, Wind Westerly and chilly.
Duche sne laid up with a high fever.

WEDNESDAY -20- The incessant Rain continued
this morning accompanied by dark gloomy weather and
heavy squalls of Wind from the Southward. - Eight Canoes of Clatsops passed here on their way up the River,
some urgent business must have called them from their
Home s at such an unpleasant moment, when there is every
appearance of a long continuation of this Rainy Weather,
the Wind being settled in the Southward. Men at work removing and repacking the Furs others making Oars. Blacksmith at the jf Axes. The Fleas are now becoming very
troublesome, we have not been much annoyed with them
since last December, but now by removing the Furs and

the weather becoming warmer has put them in motion.
Mr. McDonald thought proper to revenge the insult offered to his Lady yesterday, and gave a slap and a kick
to Ignace Boy which I conceive was very improper, for
Tent
what business had she to go into Ignace' s

to interfere or which to deprive the Children of their Plaything. A most dreary day, - heavy rain accompanied
by strong Wind and violent squalls from the Southward
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A high Tide now making, we took advantage of it to haul
out the Dolly where she has been laying dry after having

been repaired since the 5th inst. she is now fit to sail,

but we have no use for her at pre sent. A Canoe of Women
arrived from above on their way to the Chinook Village,

it was too late for them to cross over.

THURSDAY -21- Cloudy and Squally weather. The
Canette of Women took the Traverse very early this morning, but the Wind increasing, we doubt much whether they

get safe across the Chinook Point. - About 9 o'clock,

we had sonE heavy shower s of Rain, after which the weather

gradually cleared up as the Wind veered round from the
Westward, and about Sunset we had pleasant weather, a
clear atmosphere although a hazy horizon, inclining to

smoky weather or rather hazy, from the Ocean. This

afternoon about 4 o'clock as some of our workmen were
in the woods cutting Poles they heard the report of three
cannon which they imagined to be in the River, and came
to the Fort with a view of seeing her but to no purpose,
shortly after a Canotte of Pre stiterte s from the Clatsop
Village arrived, and said they had also heard the report

of three cannon, to this we gave no credit and ordered
them away, they proceeded up to Tongue Point.
About 6 o'clock we observed a Canoe with 4 men
coming from Chinook Point paddling very hard, on passing near the Dolly they informed JOE of their having seen

a Ship at Sea. Old JOE gave several cheers waving his
hat so as to communicate the intelligence to us who were
standing at the Gate. On the Canoe coming ashore the
Natives informed us of their having seen a large Black

three Masted Ship yesterday opposite to Cape Disappointment, so near land as to discern the men on board very
distinctly, they came off instantly to inform us i-n hopes

of getting the promised reward of a Pair of Pistols, on
their passing Chinook Point this afternoon they say they
heard the report of three Cannon at Sea, which must have
been fired from the Ship. This report put us in a state
of anxiety for the safety of our property here, as our craft
was not yet in a condition to receive the Furs &cc., although
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not a moment of time has been lost in making the necessary preparations for a removal since our Gentlemen set
off. Our Furs are not yet finished packing, nor has the
weather permitted of the repairing of our Canoes, three

Boats are in readiness, with them we will do all in our
power according to circumstances. Another man (Mascon)
was this morning sent from Tongue Point, there to be cured

of the Veneral disease. Ett Lussier is also sick, thus we
have now 14 on the sick list laid up exclusive of several
others, who are more or less attacked with the same disease. This evening we had fine Calm Weather. We made
what arrangements our men could admit of for the safety
of securing the Country to us in case She proving to be
an enemy, as for saving the Furs, it was out of the question in our present weak and defenceless state.
FRIDAY -22- Thick Foggy morning and light air
of Wind from the North East. At 6 o' clock I sent off a
Boat for all our people to come down from Tongue Point,
we packed our papers &cc. Packed our Blankets, Beads

Strouds &cc. Men arranging Guns - Muskets &cc. At

8 o'clock Mr. McDougall set off with the Chinooks who
had brought us the news Yesterday, he goes over to Chinook Point to endeavour to see the Vessel and acquire informations, who She is if possible, previous to her coming near the Fort, so that we have it in our power to send
off a supply of the most essential articles, should She prove
an enemy, by- which means we may have it in our power to

remain here until the Summer of 1815, and wait the arrival of a Vessel from England, which I presume will sail
from London this ensuing Fall. Mr. McDougall, W. Henry
and Mathews are to set off with three Boats loaded, on
the first appearance of danger to proceed up the River
to the WiUamette, and there to wait at the Houses for the
event of things. Mr. Bethune, Myself and C artier are
to wait the fate which was attended us at the Fort, and
with us remains all the sick and other useless hands, as
the 12 men going off on board the Boats will take every
man capable of using an Arm, Oar, Hunting &c. About
10 o'clock the Fog disappeared and the weather cleared
up fine and calm. The Breakers I observed on the Bar
now are uncommonly high, much more so than I have ob137

served them for this long time past, dashing up against
the Gape with great fury and a heavy Chain of White Foaming Breakers coming and extending up the Channel as far
as Chinook Point on which they break with great violence.
At 11 o'clock I took a walk round the Bay to Calpots Point.

The Flood Tide was making, the weather was perfectly
clear and calm, and several Canoes were crossing over
from the Chinook Point to the Calpots Village s. I very
distinctly heard the report of a Gun in a direction towards
the Cape, the Sea Breeze now coming in brought with it
a thick haze. I returned homeward when near the Fort
I heard as I imagined a heavy Crash extending along the
high land from the end Point George towards the interior.
The Dogs that were with me were much startled by the
Echo. I came home and some men who were working at
the fence told me of their having heard the report of three
cannon they distinctly towards the offing, by this I
conjecture it must be a large Vessel and probably unable
to come in the River, either for want of a Pilot or the Surf
being too high on the Bar, which latter circumstancesl
make no doubt is the case as a most tremendous range
of Breakers appear now upon the Bar and but only a light
air of Wind, at one time I observed a sea to dash against
the ape, and throw up the White Foam and spray about
2/3 _the height of the Cape. At one o'clock Mr. Mathews
arrived with his people and their Baggage. The Wind now
began to blow fresh from the North West. A Clatsop Canoe

arrived and confirmed the report of Guns being heard.

At 4 o'clock P.M. the wind blew fresh and the Tide began
to Ebb fast, when suddenly we perceived a Sail standing
in for the River which appeared to be a Ship. In the space
of 25 minutes She shot in the Cape, when instantly the
haze and being under the land obscured her from our sight,
but having passed the outer promontory of the Cape and
coming abreast of Bakers Bay, I perceived her soon to

be stationary and apparently to Anchor. At 5 o' clock I
sent down all hands to launch the two B oats which was done

and out at Anchor. At half past 5 o' clock the SHIP fired
three Guns, the report and smoke of which we very dis

tinctly heard and saw. We mime diately returned the same
number of Guns from our four Pounders At 7
Mr. McDonald on board the same Canoe on. which he left
this. He reports the SHIP first appeared from the North138

ward, and stood in across the Bar by the Northern Channel, the same by which the TONQUIN and BEAVER came
in by and not by the same track the RACCOON came in.
I now soon perceived SHE had a Boat out sounding, which
the SHIP passed and stood in for the Cape, and apparently
managed in a very awkward manner, and like people unacquainted with the proper Channel, she appeared to ad-.

vance but very slow, and did not anchor near enough the
shore in Bakers Bay but lay too far out and too near the
shoals, which extends to Chinook Point. SHE appeared

to be a large Vessel, aid at the foretop Mast heard she
had a White Flag flying, and apparently a Cross on it,
nothing at her main top mast head but at her Mizen top
was flying a Pendant and a kind of Red Flat at her Peak.
SHE appeared Black with a narrow Yellow stripe along
her sides, and a figure on her Bow, this was all the part iculars regarding the SHIP which Mr. McDonald could ob-

tain. He had sent off LAMSOI a Chinook to go on Board,
with proper instructions how to act in getting the name
of the SHIP, Captain &cc., and to return here instantly
to inform us how things stood, and what we had to expect
from her, the general opinion however is that SHE is the
long expected ISAAC TODD, both from her awkward man-

ner of coming in the River, the signal Flat at her Foretop, her dull sailing, her pointed sides, Figures & CC.,
and finally from her firing the three Guns (which by the
bye Mr. McD. did not hear on Chinook Point) her firing
so frequently at Sea &cc., so many circumstances corresponding with our most sanguine hopes we almost flatter ourselves it was really HER, still I was anxious to
know more about her, and Mr. McDonald agrees to return across the Chinook Villages in the same manner he
came, and to acquire more particularly who SHE was
however, at all events he was not to return until certain
information was returned, he left this on his second trip
at 9 o'clock still a light Breeze from the North West, but
fine mild weather, everything was now in readiness for
aix immediate removal of the three Boats, Loadings, Arranged men &cc. Seven Clatsop Canoes passed down the
River from above to their village this evening. I sent

four Sandwich Islanders on board the Dolly to mount guard
with JOE during the night. We kept watch until 1 o'clock
when nothing appearing and finding myself rather indis139

posed, we went to bed. At 2 o'clock we were roused by
the arrival of four Chinooks in a Canoe who brought a note
from Mr. McDonald, informing me of the non appearance
of LAMSOI who he had sent on board the SHIP, this looks

rather suspicious and we fear he has been detained from
returning on shore. This renders our state of exitment
very great and nearly shakes our belief in her not being
the ISAAC-TODD. Some light Wind during the whole of
the night with fine Clear Weather. Mathews - Croite
and W. Henry put four Boxes of Bar Lead in each under
ground.

SATURDAY -23- Some Clouds, light Wind from
the Southward and hazy atmosphere rather more so than

yesterday, appearance of a fine day,
This morning
brought us nothing new, We now being provided with a

SPY GLASS, Mr. McDonald having left his here, we observed the SHIP to lay in Bakers Bay, but I presume too
far out in the Channel as SHE appeared to roll very much
swinging down with the Ebb Tide her stern towards the
Cape, and the Sea rolling in from the offing takes her on
her broad side and appears to make her roll very much,
with the help of our GLAS we observed a number of Canoes leaving Chinook Point to go on Board, I cannot imagine
what prevents Mr. McD. from having acquired intelligence
from on Board long ere this. LAMESSE was either drawn
last night going down (a thing not very probable) or was
prevented from returning either by the high SURF or the
design of those on Board to deprive us of knowing who they

are, In short, our situation is very unpleasant, to re-

main in such a state of uncertainty and anxiety, in sight
of a Vessel and, not know whether she is a Friend or Foe,
the one would prove a pleasing circumstance in our destitute condition, while the other might be attended with the
mo st fatal consequences to this e stablishrm nt and the whole

of us, the total loss of all our Furs, much of the Property
and probably our hopes forever blased on this Coast. By
reducing our means so far as to leave us at the rxrcy of
the Native s, who might be inchue d to act in a ho stile manner towards us, seeing our numbers are but few, and still
in possession of some Goods, they might be tempted to
murder us all, and in the end root us out from the Coast
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all this is very possible. But we must hope for the best
and trusting Providence for protection from all enemies
both White and Black. - Let men at work, some clearring rubbish from out the Garden, where it has accumulated since the last Fall; others putting Store in order Houses - Cleaning Fort - Scrubbing Rooms - Replacing the Haulyard on the Flag Staff which had been stolen

away the night previous to the departure of our Gents Garden fence finished &cc. About 7 o'clock we again observed several large Canoes of Chinook full of People
embark and proceed towards the SHIP, stifl no news from
Mr. MeD. About 9 o'clock, I narrowly observed her with
a SPY GLASS, the weather was calm and SHE continued

to Roll exceedingly, however I thought I could discern
something white at her fore top Mast head, but was not
positive, there not being wind sufficient to spread a Flag
was there one then hoisted. The Flood Tide now began
to make where she lay, and She was soon seen to swing
with her broad side towards us, which presented the Hull
of a large SHIP with Black Sides, - about half past 9
o'clock the weather becarr thick and overcast to the Westward and soon after a heavy squall of Wind, accompanied
by a shower of Rain from the Westward took place. - Our
Flag staff having been taken down and hauiyards placed

we hoisted our signal Flag, a little before 10 o'clock,
and in about hail an hour after, I was again more fully

convinced of my seeing a White Flat at the Foretop Mast,
which at intervals spread sufficiently to display itself;
soon after this we saw the smoke and heard the reports
of two Guns on board. A Canotte of Women came over
from Chinook Point, who weathered out the Gale most
surprisingly, and came safe on shore, but thoroughly
drenched with water their Canoe having shipped a great
quantity, they tell us Mr. MeD. has gone on board the
SHIP and the two Guns were heard were attributed to his

Pilot
arrival there. At half past 12 o'clock our trusty
backwards
Mr.
McDonald
c, who had accompanied and delivered me a note

and forwards once more arrived
from Mr. McD. informing me of LEMSSES returninthis
morning about 8 o'clock, who had a note written the
well known hand writing of Mr. J.C. McTaviSh, saying
MCD.
only "ISAAC - TODD - SHIP - LONDON -told
hir
that
LEMSSES
has gone on board, he mentions
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that a Boat had been sent out yesterday to sound on the
Bar, and that she had not joined the SHIP this morning
when he caine away, we of course concluded her lost, here

again is another instance of the imprudence and folly of
sending out Boats to sound at the entrance of this River,
a thing that never should be done. We instantly took down
our signal Flag and hoisted our Union Jack fired5 Guns
from the four Pounders.
The Wind which had died away alter the Squall, now

freshened up from the Westward as the strength of the
Flood Tide increased and we soon saw the SHIP spread
her Jop sails and underway standing up the River on the
North Side - We had some light showers of Rain - Our
Baggages were now all collected and stowed away in proper

order, Stores &cc., cleared out Rotten Pacific Fur Co.
Sturgeon - Pickles emitting a horrid stench &c., thrown
away. Soon after the SHIP was underway, we observed
a Sail standing in the River close under the Cape which
we flattered ourselves was that mentioned by Mr. McD.
and which we supposed to be lost. The Ship came up very
slow under little sail with her signal flying at foretop (a

very small one by the bye) and a large Red Flat at her

Peak, a couple of Boats at her stern, and several Chinook
Canoes in tow. At half past 2 o'clock She came to an Anchor directly abreast of the Fort, in the Peddler' s Birth,
and about b1f an hour after the Boat joined Her, just about
this time all our arrangements in the Fort were Finished,
and we were in perfect readiness to receive Her and her
Cargo. At 11 o'clock the Ship fired 11 Guns, the report
of the Guns took some time to reach us and not having a
second hand on my watch, I could not exactly ascertain

the time.

At half past 5 o'clock, a Chinook Canoe arrived manned by 8 Natives and Mr, J.C. McTavish on Board, sent

by Mr. D. McTavish to request of me to go on Board,
that Gentleman being rather tired and fatigued, having

been on shore yesterday in a Boat with six men and previous to his return on Board the SHIP Sailed and entered
the River, leaving the Boat behind, be of course slept
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out and only came in this morning. It was HER we saw
cruising in along the Cape under sail, for the particulars
of the intelligence brought by Mr. J. C. McT., see page
I now understand the 11 Guns were fired to salute the Fort,
so I immediately ordered an equal number to be fired here.

At half past 6 o'clock, a Boat came over with 6 men for
the purpose of landing 2 Young Bulls and 2 Young Cows
brought from San Francisco, sent back LAMESSE to the

SHIP. Mr. Is. private letters, some Spirits and other
things having been sent on shore from the SHIP. - I
treated all the men to a dram of RUM each, and in the

evening we took a Bowl of Port Wine and water and went

to bed at half past 12 o'clock.

Poor Mr. J.C. McT. could not partake of our best
and most dainty fare which was TARO PANCAKES made

with Seal Liver Oil, the Greatest luxury we have in our
present state and which we Columbians considered as a
FEAST.
SUNDAY -24-. At 5 o'clock I was up, it Rain hard
and the Wind from the Southward, however, I ordered all

hands to be roused and prepare to embark which we did
at 6 o' clock. One Boat went out hunting, and two across
the River to the SHIP. A light Breeze of Wind and 6 Oars
soon took them over, we got on Board about 8

Mr. D. McTavish was just getting out of Bed, he however,
met me on deck and we proceeded down the Cabin where,
I was introduced to JANE BURNS, then smoking, chatting
c., succeeded for about an hour when I demanded Breakfast. A Glass of NOYAUX CORDIAL was produced and
about an hour afterwards a small slice of Cold Salted Beef
and Pork and a cup of Salt Water Sea, all very Bad, with
brown Biscuits thus being over our Smoking and Chatting
succeeded for some time, when I was introduced to Messrs
Alexander McTavxsh and Alexander McKenzie. Two of

our apprentice Clerks

I had several time s expressed

my wish of being introduced to the Captain, but was always

put off, at last we went upon deck and where I was first
introduced to the Doctor and afterwards to Captain Smith,
About this time, Mr. Alexander Fraser came on board
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who had been absent from the SHIP since Mr. D. McTavish
went on shore to the Northward of Cape Disappointment.
Some of the CHIRHILTHS brought him on Board having
conducted him from where he separated with Mr. McTavish.
We looked and gaped about upon Deck for a few moments,
the Doctor being the only person who came near us, a few
words were exchanged, when a solemn ensued and nothing
but the noise of Cocks and Hens answered me. I went down

into the Cabin, here again I demanded something to eat
previous to my returning on shore, a bit of Cheese, Brown

Biscuits and Port Wine was brought, the Doctor, Mr.

McTavish, McD. Jane and myself partook of. A vile discourse took place in the hearing of Jane, on the subject
of the Veneral, and two Chinook Ladles, at half past 1
o'clock I left the ISAAC - TODD on her JOLLY BOAT,
which was the one that sounded on the Bar coming in. Mr.

McT. McD. the Doctor and Miss Jane accompanied me
on shore. The Dolly was along side and taking her loading on board, as also the two Boats. It is proposed to
take out part of her Cargo previous to her coming over

to the Fort, where it is intended she shall lay until the

1St of August, about which time she must sail for Canton.
It having been determined to send up an Express with letters to Fort William accompanied by Mr. McDougall and
some of the Young Gentlemen, with three Canoe s and 21
men, perfectly light to Spokines House from whence means
will be provided to foward the Express across the Mount-

ains by the F.D.P. Portage or the Athabasca Portage
as most advisable.
At 2 o'clock we landed at Fort George having had
a good Wind, and 5 Boys to row us across, not a Gun was
fired on either side, nor any other form of Ceremony used
further than on a Sunday. One of the Boats came over
with the Baggage, and the People who are to remain on
the Columbia, Mechanics, Canadians 8cc. At three o'clock,
the JOLLY BOAT returned, on board with Mr. McT Beth-

une, the Doctor, Cartier and Jane. We paid the Indians
for their several trips on account ofthe ISAAC - TODD
amounting to about 10 lbs Blue Canton Beads and two Pair
of Pistols for several trips made by the Natives, going and
coming between the Cape, Chinook Point and the Ship,
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guiding and conducting Mr. D. McTavish from the Sea
Coast to the Ship. Mr.D. McTavish and Captain Smith

are upon bad terms with each other. The one has his Mess
in the other Cabin, and the others with his Officers in the
Gumroom, the first mate being in disgrace with the Captain is the cause of this, as the Captain objected to Mess

at the same table with the Mate. - Very bad Water on
Board, I could scarcely drink the Tea that was made with
it, and still the people find no fault having been reduced
very much, and to a short allowance of water about the
time they crossed the line. Pint per day to each person
in that hot climate they complain sadly of the Great hard-

ship of this and say they suffered much. Accounts had

been received at Monterry across the Continent by Mexico

&cc,, of a great Battle which took place in Spain on the

22nd of June last wherein the French were totally defeated.
The King of Prussia had fought a Battle with the French
and the Austrians were at War also with the enemy of all
the World that MONSTER BONAPARTE. The particulars
of this news we could ascertain.
MONDAY -25- The DOLLY having sailed late yesterday afternoon for the ISAAC - TODD and with but little
Wind, she did not reach the Harbour but cast Anchor within

about a mile from ashore. This morning She was a little

nearer, but no Wind blowing, we began to unload by means
of the Boat. TAURRAUX or TALLOW (same as our Pem-

mican Bags in F,D. Prairies but larger) these weighing
about 200 lbs and the covering is of Cows Skin procured
at San Francisco consisted of Part of the Cargo of the

first Boat. Hides - Trunks - Boxes - Cases - Guns

- Bacon and Weights &cc. A few Cocks and Hens were
also landed, The Gunner has charge of the DOLLY but
my not having been introduced to any of the Officers on
Board renders my situation rather awkward being so unacquainted with their stations, no attention was paid to
him on course. Shortly afterwards the Ship long Boat
came over loaded, and with her another officer, a mate
or something else, I know not what, still I paid him no
attention, I am vexed with Mr. McT, for his want of common Politeness in not having introduced these people to
me. At 12 o' clock one of our B oats came over with a load,
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and the DOLLY returned across having a light Breeze
from the Westward. At 2 o'clock the long Boat returned
to the SHIP also. We are now all very busily employed
unloading the Boats &cc. - Repairing the Wharf c. Spreading out Goals to dry - Making Windows in the Bas-

tion for the Tailors to Work &c. At 3 o'clock Mr. Beth une came over in the JOLLY BOAT with the Captain' snephew

and Mr. Fraser for Sandwich Islanders to assist in bringing over the SHIP at high Water. Some Indians brought
in 16 Outards and a Beaver in Meat. We yesterday got
the meat of a Biche on board the Ship, while I was there
sent back the Boat. The late DOLLY now the JANE re-

turned with a Cargo which was instantly landed on the Wharf
and She sailed back to the SHIP. - Fine pleasant Weather.
- The long BOAT caxr across again with a load of HopenS

to make Canoe Sails, the Doctor came also and brought
some Medicines for the sick men - He examined LePlante

8cc., and returned on board - Mr. Fraser also, very

hungry. At 8 o'clock Mr. McDougall returned with the
3rd Mate having sounded the Channel, but incorrect. I

gave him a copy of the soundings taken here by the Master

of the Raccoon Mr. Stevens. They returned on Board.
It was late before we got all the goods up to the Stores,
it being a very labourious job for the men carrying such
heavy parcels on hand Barrows, sticks & CC., some of
them complain much of sore shoulders. One of our Ducks
began to produce young ones today. The Outards the Nat-

ives brought in today are very fat, much more so than I
have seen here before. Sent 8 on board the SHIP by the
Doctor.

TUESDAY -26- Calm weather. - Set 7 men at
work putting the Canoes in order two of the best, others
repairing the Wharf 8. About 12 o'clock the Sea Breeze
sprang up and the Jane came over with a load, the long
Boat soon followed and then the JOLLY BOAT in the latter

came Mr. D. McT. the Doctor and Jane, they remained
here a couple of hours, we settled some xxtters regarding the departure of the Express &cc. - presents to be
given the men &c. - previous to their departure fcc. -

when the party from the Ship returned on board. I opened

a Cask of Battled Porter, and for the first time we had
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a Glass, also a Cask of Biscuits, not very good rather

mouldy. - Most Charming Weather. - Our Hunters
returned but seen no Animals. Comcomlly and many others
Chinooks and Clatsops came in, some to trade and others
on a visit c. The JANE returned over the River to the

SHIP. The Indians brought in some Mussels, they are
very small but very good when fried. Mr. McDougall
this afternoon completed the first payment of his wife to
Coxncomily, he gave him 5 new Guns and 5 Blankets 2-1/2

feet width, this makes 15 Guns and 15 Blankets with a
great deal of other property in proportion forms the total
payment of this precious Lady. This Comcornll.y is a mercenary brute destitude of all decency.
WEDNESDAY -27- Calm Weather. - Men preparing Canoes, Paddles, Poles &cc - Tailors making Bags
for Provisions &cc - putting Stores in good order and

arranging Wharf

Placed supporters under the beams

in the Cellar of the Store, to prevent it falling in from

the great weight which will be in it. About 2 o'clock the
Jane arrived with a Cargo and unloaded on the Wharf.
She had a large Spanish Sow on board that had been hurt
on removing her from the SHIP to the Shallop, by the slings

giving way, the poor Brute was let fail from the SHIP to
the Shallop's Deck, and was very heavy with Pig, so that
just as the JANE was unloading, she produced her litter
on Deck, - Two only appeared to be in a fair way of living. Immense number of Geese, Brents, Outards, Ducks
&cc., have been passing here since the 25th Inst. from
the Southward to the Northward on a line with the Coast,
they passed very high in the air. The new Fern is now
about one foot out of the ground, in a manner pushing away

the old of last Winter which is still in many places perfectly green. At 2 o'clock the JOLLY BOAT came over
with Mr. Bethune, the Doctor, A. McT. and Fraser and
some time after the long Boat and the PINUCIR that had

been sounding the Channel opposite to the White Stump under
the direction of Captain Smith who came on shore, he finds

only 7 fathoms of water and the Channel very narrow, and
by no means corre sponds with the Soundings taken by Mr.
Stevens, Master of the RACCOON, indeed this does not
surprise me in the least, as I always was of the opinion
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that Stevens was more intent on his Grog than his duty
as a vigilant Officer. Indeed with the exception of Captain Black, the Officers of the RACCOON are not those
vigilant careful, active and fine enterprising fellows, so
much talked of and admired by all the World, as the main
prop of Great Britain. The Navy where all his Maj e sty $
Naval Officers of the same stamp as those we saw here,
England would not long have it in her power to boast of
her Wooden Walls. Captain Smith &Co. returned on board
the SHIP. It was again late before the Goods were all
brought up to the Fort. After which I gave a regale to the
men, we were about 40 men in all who could eat and drink,
including those landed from the ISAAC - TODD. I
assembled them all in the Hall and gave each a dram and
then with a suitable Maden speech, by Mr. Bethune on my

part:- Viz:-

100 lbs
50
80

tt

40 "
5 Gals.

8"

1/2 Box

Flour
Grease
Beef
Tallow

Molasses
Rum

Biscuits

THURSDAY -28- Fine Clear Weather. Men feasting
themselves and making me rry. The JANE weighed Anchor

to go across the SHIP, but the Wind failed, and SH
dropped Anchor again near shore. Comcomlly and suit

came over, a troublesome old fellow, had a misunderstanding with him at dinner regarding his not accepting a piece
of Goose, which he said was fit not for even a Chinook' S
Dog and went off in a pet, he afterwards came back when
I gave him a whole Goose untouched and a speech on the
occasion. He eat his Goose, drank his Wine and Porter

and seemed to care but little about us.

The Ame ricans have spoiled this Indian by allowing him too many liberties on board their Ships The long
Boat came over with a load when Duchen and LePrme qUar148

relied with some of the Sailors, that had used them ill

while on Board the ISAAC - TODD they pushed up with
the Boat, our men followed in a Canoe overtook and attacked them, the mate who was on shore ran to the assist-

ance of the Sailors; still matters were not settled, until

I went down on the Wharf and ordered my men on shore,
they did so and the Boat pushed off but I observed the Mate

to wait for a note to Mr. McT he did so by standing off

and on with the Boat until my note was ready, when I sent
it out to him by NEIPINISQUE in a Canoe as they would
not return on shore. - Our men all drinking and feasting
all day. -

I wrote letters to Montreal, Fort William F.D.P.
& Co. and finished. - The Wind springing up as usual

from the Sea, - the Shallop sailed over the SHIP, under
a fine stiff Breeze. In the evening while we were at supper,
Russil the Blacksmith came into the Hall and was impertinent to Mr. McDougall and indeed insulted us all. He frequently Hurraad for the Americans &cc. I got vexed and
ordered him out of doors, when out he talked much nonsense, and most strickly deserved a sound beating, but
I passed over this, with a view of talking him to task about
his conduct when sober, he is much addicted to be insolent to his employers, when in his cups fault of his not
being checked in due time. - This evening we had most
delightful weather. Fine and Clear Moonlight c.

FRIDAY -29- A Charming morning. - The JANE
came over under a stiff Breeze from the North East. I
sent Mesen and 5 other invalids up to Tongue Point to clear
away and prepare the ground for the Potatoes and Corn.
The Doctor came over with Medicine for the sick, he came

in 45 minutes on board the JOLLY BOAT with only a Pugg
Sail, Breakfasted here and returned on board with Messrs
McDougall and Mathews. Got the tailor at work to make
a pair of Trousers for Myself and Mr. Bethtuie. A quantity of Cedar brought on shore by the ISAAC - TODD for
making Canoes brought from Canada - Canada Beed rotten, lean and spoiled. Broke on a Cask of Pork very good
Lent Corncomlly a Canoe to return to his Village. I gave
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him a head leaf of Tobacco. Men enjoying themselves
others arranging for their voyage above &cc0 The JANE
returned back to the SHIP after having unloaded here 8cc.

- The Warmest day this season - About 1 o'clock the

wind fell and a perfect calm ensued, and the weather warm,

soon after the Sea Breeze sprung up fresh, when the long
Boat caim over with a load of Goods, and the JOLLY BOAT
with Mr. D. T. MeT., McD0 and the first Mate Mr. Tims

now suspended from Duty, Pay, 8cc. Mr. MeT, brought
over his dispatches to examine A/c &cc., and to speak
regarding the Mate and put him at his option to go across
the Country to England or to remain here, and to take his
chance either of a birth on board the expected Brigg coming out as Captain while Captain Stewart would succeed
to the ISAAC - TODD and Smith looses his birth &cc.
He gave no decisive answer for the pre sent. About 8 o'clock
Mr. D. McT. and I returned on board. The Clatsop brought
us in some Outards, Grey Geese and Ducks of various

kinds, An Indian brought in some Meat of a Biche.

SATURDAY -30- At 7 o'clock the Chellop and one
Boat arrived with a load, Indians arrived from Oak Point,
both unloaded and went back to the Ship. At 3 o'clock Mr.
D. McT. and Jane came over, - Rain had commenced the Doctor, Messrs0 A. McT, and F. arrived also en
Baggage. The Challop returned with another Cargo Chiefly
Powder0 - Rainy afternoon. - -

At 8 o clock P M Mr.

McT. D. and Jane returned on board0 One of our Goats
had a Kid which died0 Writing &cc., to Fort William.
SUNDAY -MAY -1st - 1814 - Rainy morning and

light Wind from the Southward - Early all hands were

up, and preparing for the departure of the Express for
Fort William, at 8 o'clock all was in readiness and at
hali past Mr. D. Mc T. arrive d with Jane0 - Rain now
ceased - We breakfasted at half past 10 - the weather
being moderate - the two Canoes set off, Mesrrs.
MeD
M.A. McF. and F. with 12 men in one Canoe and 8 in the
other, with Provisions for 12 days, Beef, Pork, Flour,
Corn, Peas, Rum &c. Two shots were tired from our
four Pounders. About 12 o'clock the
Rain commenced
again and continued all day.
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MONDAY -2- Rainy weather continued with wind
South West. The Shallop went acro.s the River, but could
not lay along side of the Ship to load, at two o'clock the
long Boat arrived with the Doctor on Board who gave it as
his opinion that LePlante could not work &c. This morning I sent off Mason with four Sandwich Islanders and Per-

reault to plant Potatoes on Tongue Point. At 4 o'clock,
Mr. M. T. the Doctor and Jane returned on board the SHIP.

Strong Breeze and fine sail across &cc. An Indian arrived with Beaver &c., to trade. Cartier and men arranging the Stores &cc. Tailors cutting out Coats for Mr.
Bethune and Myself. Duchesne and Lepanbois putting a
room in order for Mr. McT. and Jane. This afternoon

a Cobeau. carried off one of our young Pigs of the Spanish

Sow, they not having arrived at maturity yet, were very
small one now only remains. We learn from the Natives
that some of the Clatsop have killed a Chinook in a quarrel,

and the preparations are making on the part of the latter
to demand satisfaction which if not given in a remuneration of proper a Battle must be the consequence, as the
CHIEHILT}JS are now on their way here to settle their dis-

pute also.

TUESDAY -3- Rainy - Cloudy and light Wind Some of the Indians having been allowed to go into the
Kitchen, one of them stole an Axe and instantly carried
down and hid it in his Canoe, but having been seen by one
of our men the Axe was removed, and the Chief made his

escape with a good fright, as I therefore, threatened to
put him Irons. Our men refused to eat any more dried
Smelt or Salt Sturgeon, the former is in the same state
it was when first Traded, not very paletable, but could
keep people alive, and that is all. The Sturgeon not hay-.
ing been sufficiently salted is now very bad and emits a
great stench. I therefore, ordered them (much against
my own inclination) to have each man one quart of Corn
Per day, they also had each a dram. Cartier and others
employed removing dried smelt from the Garret, to the
new house Garret c. Other putting press in the Store
House Garret for the Powder, Others for Coals &c. At
one o'clock the long Boat came over with Mr. J.C. McT.
and his Baggage to remain on shore. At 2 o'clock the

JANE came over with a load, the Sailors on board Her were
intoxicated, we suspect they broke upon a Cask of Porter.

The Doctor came over in a Boat. The Shallop unloaded
and returned back to the SHIP, the Boats also. Comcomily' s sons came over, they are troublesome fellows asking for everything they saw, and plaguing to get work done
for them by the Blacksmiths, Tailors &cc. - Rain ceased
and the Wind sprang up fre sh from the We stward. Indians

all off, the Crew on Board the ISAAC - TODD began to
feel the effects of their communications with the Chinook
Ladies, several of them are laid up with the Veneral -

it laborious work for our men, in carrying and rolling
up such large Casks and Parcels from the Wharf to the
Stores, having so few men here at present. - A gang
of Clatsop Women came in with Cranberries to Trade,
and at the same time their precious favours to dispose
of, but I presume got no customers.
WEDNESDAY -4- Russil and LeParte at work, mak-

ing Axes. Others arranging Stores - Garden &sc. Give
to each man this morning as a present, one Pint of Corn
and 2!!! of Salt Beef, how this proportion will satisfy them,

time will tell. I understood today that Mr. McDougall's
Woman was yesterday forced to go on board the Canoe
with her brothers to go across the Village, they actually
used force to drag her on Boat, - took place while I was
at dinner, of course Iknew nothing of it, otherwise if agree-

able to herself, she should have remained here in spite
of them - Mr. J.C. McT. took up his lodging in the Counting House.

At 12 o'clock the Shallop came over with a Cargo
and soon after the long Boat also, with Mr. McT. Tims
and Geog. the first and the third mate, both suspended
from duty, this was owing to the quarrel of Saturday evening wherein he observed the Captain damned the British
Navy c. This young man it seems has been many years
with Smith, was taken prisoner with him and confined at
LIMA from there they got their passage to BCTON, where

Geo changed lus name, got naturalized and became an
American Citizen, entered the same service, and is now
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a staunch American and says that 6 Americans could take
the ISAAC - TODD. Unloaded the Shallop and long Boat
with much trouble through the scarcity of men although
the Sailors assisted us, landed 6 long 6 Pounders for this
place, very fine Guns and heavy Metal. The Sailors were
treated by Mr. McTavish with fine Biscuits, Cheese and
Rum. Much disturbance took place this morning on board
the SHIP, between Mr. McTavish and the Captain, I fear
it may be attended with serious consequences to the concern in the end, that is if what I learn from different quar-

ters is correct, Mr. McTavish own person is not sale

on board the SHIP, the Captain has in his power to raise
the Crew himself in the twinkling of an Eye and the fellows would be happy of the opportunity of giving vent to
their Malice, and ifl will towards Mr. McTavish, as they
detest him beyond all manner of decency.
The JANE and long BOAT returned to the SHIP and
towards evening the former arrived with a second Cargo,
but too late to unload. The JOLLY BOAT came over for
Mr. McTavish&cc., withthe Captain'snewphew in. charge
of Her, at 7 o'clock they left us to proceed on board. The second and last Spanish Pig died. THURSDAY -5- HEAVY RAIN - all hands at work,
La Plante not able to work again, being fatigued with the

labour of yesterday. Our men found their food of yesterday short, I therefore, this morning gave them, one Pint
of Peas and 3 lbs Beef and one dram to each man. At 10
o'clock the LONG BOAT came over with the Doctor as
usual to attend upon the sick and a Cargo on board of Her.
Opened a Case of Medicine s to get out Mercurial Pill,
Ointment and a Syringe, found a Bottle Opodildoc 3 lbs
all lost. Cliinooks and Clatsops came in on a vi8lt, told
them we would not trade for 10 days when the SHIP would
be unloaded &cc. - Weather cleared up Line and Wind
strong Westerly, the Bar appears in a rage with foaming
Breakers. Mascon came in for Provisions, I gave him
Peas and Jacked Beef for three days and sent him back.
The Shallop and Boat both went back after having unloaded.
Clatsops brought in. some Bees Wax and four Whale Junks
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with some Beaver Skins - Calpots went off in a pet, although I paid every attention to him, he will not trade the
same as other Indians, and wants double price for his
things. Sowed a large quantity of Cabbage Seed-Sugar
Loaf - Early York and Red Cabbage.
FRIDAY -6- A charming morning delightful Calm
and Clear Weather. The Shallop had arrived here during
the night but the Tide being out prevents her coming near
the Wharf. All hands employed arranging and putting the
Stores in order &cc. Removed Ignaces family outside of
the Fort to make place for storing under the Shed, placed
her in the House with Nipasengues. The Shallop unloaded
and the LONG BOAT arrived with a Cargo and Mr. McTavish and Jane on board. She unloaded also and went
back.
Arranged the Cellar and put in the Rum, Pork, Beef
&c. Conference with Mr. McTavish regarding Jane, his
three stipulations on the subject:- FIRST - Her Person
- SECOND - Table - and THIRD - to cause no misunderstanding with the Young Gentlemen &cc. This was
the total sum of all &cc., the proposal was first on. his
part, not only today but on the 4th. Also preliminaries
settle by the TRIO in. course of the afternoon. It is now
more an act of necessity than anything else, the fact is
the partie s cannot help them selve s, my part is more an
act of protection to secure her from ill usage, affection
is out of the que stion, indeed it cannot be expected, our
acquaintance is too short and she has her affections placed
elsewhere. I shall therefore, make it my duty to render
her situation as comfortable as possible, not as a lover,

but through humanity. I am perfectly well acquainted with

the grounds on which she stands, and know the Pros and
Cons of the whole, her situation c
The Indians told us that the CHIEHELTHS had ar-

rwed at Chinook Point, they came to settle their long
talked of quarrel with these People, we are told matters

will be made up between, them, and that there will be no
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fighting. They say they heard the report of 3 Guns at Sea,
and this afternoon about 6 o'clock Williams Woman stand-

ing on the Platform heard the report of a Gun very distinctly, the ECHO extending along from West to East along

the range of Hills to the South of the Fort, same as the
Guns on board the ISAAC - TODD, which I had heard
myself. - Fine Calm Weather - We fired three shots
from our four Pounders as a signal in case it might be
be Captain Stewart which we hope it is, as we suppose
no American Vessel would fire off the River, knowing the
Fort to be under British Colours. It was 9 o'clock when
the LONG BOAT arrived with a Cargo of Casks, the Water
being low and too late to unload, She was put out at Anchor

for the night, and one of our Own Boats, was sent Over
with Mr. McTavish and Jane, they left this at half past
9 o'clock. - Most delightful Weather. - One of our Hens
died excessive lean, but from what cause I know not. This
is several Fowls we have lost here this Winter in the same
manner, they become excessive lean reduced to nothing
but bones and feathers. I presume it must proceed from
eating something which they cannot digest or otherwise
injures them, as they do not want for plenty to eat. Some
of the Indian Women brought in 10 Fine large Yellow Ras-

pberries perfectly ripe for which I paid 3 grains of the
2nd size Beads. Sent LAPAMBAIN over to Chinook Point,
to employ Comcomlly to send down some persons to make
a fire on the Cape as a signal, to the Vessel, should there
be any on the River.

SATURDAY -7.- At Sunrise the ISAAC - TODD
fired 3 Guns as a signal to any of our Vessel at Sea, unloaded the BOAT and sent Her back to the SHIP. - Appearance of a fine day. - Our men complain of shortai.lowances, 1 Pint of Peas and 3 lbs of Salt California Beef.
At 11 o'clock the Shallop came over with a Cargo and the
Doctor and Jane on Board, soon after Mr. McTavish arLAPAMBAIN
rived in the LONG BOAT with a Cargo.
Village,
and
returned also, having been to Comcomlly
Cape
and
to
make
prevailed upon them to go down to the
on a fire &c c LUF says he thinks he saw a Ve s sel off
Point Adams, the Climooks say the same thing Mascot'
& Co. came in from Tongue Point, having fi.nishe d plant 155

ing 9 Bushels of Potatoes, the se men are confident of having seen a small Vessel in the offing yesterday afternoon,

saw the smoke and heard the report of her Guns. The

GRAND NEPISENGUE also says he heard the report of a
Gun today, so many reports from various quarters almost
makes me believe there is a Vessel off the River, the Doctor brought over the Signal to be observed from the ISAAC

- TODD Viz:- A Blue pierced, white main Top masthead, and one Gun, all hands to repair immediately on
board, two lights by night, one Gun or false fire, the same
as above to be ready to defend against an enemy. If the
stranger is a friend the SHIP will Hoist the private Signal. The Shallop and BOAT unloaded, and lay off, the

latter returned on board. Old JOE hurt himself in unloading a Cask of Lead of 3 CWT. fell upon his breast,
I got him bled by the Doctor. Indians in trading, allowed
them 40 grains 2nd size Beads for one large Beaver Skin,
but told them in future that 20 only would be the Price.
The Doctor and Jane returned to the SHIP in the DOLLY
BOAT that came over for them about Sunset.
SUNDAY -8- Fine weather - Men buying Rum and

drinking. At 2 o'clock the LONG BOAT came with Miss
Jane and her baggage. Lamse, the Chinook messenger,
came also to inform us of his having seen a SHIP near
the Cape yesterday, and by the Description She answers
to the RACCOON which we suppose She is, they say the

BOAT made an attempt to land, but the Surf was too high,
She lay at Anchor near the Cape all night. - One of our

Goats had two kids, and a Cat Kittens. Our men purchased Rum and Molasses and had a drinking match all
day and night. About Sunset the JOLLY BOAT
over,
and Mr. McTavjsh went on board alone. Janecame
of course
remained on shore, having taken up her lodging in the
Fort in my room. - Overcast Chilly and Cold Weather,
Wind North West. -

MONDAY -9- Smoke Overcast weather, light Wind
Iron-i the North We st. - About 10 o'clock the Shallop got

under way, but proceeded very slow across the River,
I unpacked some pieces Trunks &cc., and took out some
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Calicos 8cc., on our account. Men all employed but rather
slow from the debauch of last night. I put Mascon and
some Sandwich Islanders to dig the Garden and clear it,
to be in readiness to sow a few Seeds &sc. The Long BOAT
came over with a Cargo and the Doctor which after dinner returned on board. The Shallop arrived and although
late She unloaded and hauled off, by Her I received a letter, and a Note from Mr. McT. regarding Jane 8cc., which
I answered this evening. Some of our People say they heard
Guns at Sea. Some Clatsop came in who had some Beaver
Robes to Trade and a quantity of Waptoes. To day by the
help of the Spy Glass we could observe vast numbers of
Indians to arrive from the Northward in Canoes, and debark on the extremity of Chinook Point, these were supposed to be the CHIENHILT
so long expected there by
the Chinooks to settle their iifferences and whether it will
terminate in War or Peace time will determinate.

TUESDAY -10- Before day break the Shallop was
under way with a light Breeze from the Southward. I am
not having sent my letters on board last night, was obliged

to dispatch a Boat with them after Her. - Appearance
of Bad Weather. - Men now at work as usual, being all
recovered from their debauch. At 12 o'clock the LONG

BOAT arrived with a load and Mr. McTavish and the Doctor, of course they dined here and the LONG BOAT went
back, with orders to send the DOLLY BOAT for the passengers. - We had a most delightful fine Calm and mild

aftenoon, not a breath of wind was stirring. - In the

course of a walk Mr. McTavish and myself came to some
explanations on our future arrangements &CC. We differ on some personal points. The course is evident to
me, although it may be unknown to others, however this
shall not effect the general interest of the concern, as
far as may concern a certain person, but in very other
respect, I am fully determined to support what I conceive
my right, even at the displeasure of every person on the
Columbia.

This Evening, Mr. Bethune, Mr. H. and old Cartier
took each of them a Woman of the Chinook Tribe, with
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the approbation of Mr. McTavish who even deprived himself of a clean bed in the new House for the convenience
of the young Gent, and took up his nightt s lodgings in the
Indian Hall, and on the Table, where he says he was much

annoyed by people chatting after they went to bed, and
then some snoring, dogs barking, cats mewing &cc., A
rousing fire, hard Bed, no Pillow &cc; this was the comfort of Fort George, it was however, his own fault, every
man is subject to some failing, common to human nature.
The Old Governor has his own faults equally common to
all men. At about 10 o'clock P.M. the BOAT arrived,
but he was in Bed and declined going on Board, the Doctor only went across to the Ship.
WEDNESDAY -11- The Governor rose early this
morning in a terrible ill humour. Rus sill the blacksmith
was the first who received his morning greetings for not
being at work in due time, others all got an equal share,
in proportion to their movements of the moment, his unpleasant night' s lodgings was first broached in the Counting House to Messrs. J.C. and B. and afterwards to me,
who unfortunately rose this morning at a later hour than
usual and of course increased his displeasure. - The
weather was calm and fine until 1 o' clock when suddenly
a strong gale sprung up from the South We st, which very
soon rafted the Shallop over to the SHIP. The DOLLY
BOAT came from the SHIP for Mr. McTavish. Several
Indians came in to trade Beaver c., they find a great
change of treatment at this place by Mr. McT. although
no Chiefs or other men of consequence were present still
uncommon attention was paid, both great and small. About this time it began to Rain. - The Shallop returned
but the Flood Tide and Wind, prevented her coming to the
Fort. She came to an Anchor opposite White Stumps. AT
4 o'clock Mr. McT. went on board. Mascon began to sow
the garden this day, Onions, Carrots and Radishes, were
put in the Ground. Indians all went away as the Boat was
off, Ladies c. - Rainy afternoon - Men leave work
at 6 o'clock
THURSDAY -1Z- Overcast and Calms - The Shallop came to the Wharf and, unloaded a Cargo of Gun Powder,
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all hands busily employed at work, they are roused by
a Beat of the Drum at 6 o'clock A.M. Some CHIENHILTHS &c., came in this morning to trade a couple of
Sea Otters and some Beavers, among the latter was one
of uncommon fine Fur, long soft and destitute of any long
coarse Hair, it bears a very near resemblance to the Skin
of a Sea Otter as to Fur 8cc. - About 12 o'clock, a strong
Breeze sprung up from the Southward, when the Shallop
stave across the River. Shortly after the LONG BOAT

arrived with a load of Sundries and Mr. McT. and his
Baggage. The Doctor on a visit to the sick also, Mr.
McTavish took up his lodgings with Mr. McDougall's
room, although not yet finished, got his Kit hung up 8cc.
He gave us some plague in our menage 8cc. The Doctor
went back to the SHIP. Mascon and Sandwich Islanders
sowing Gardens Seeds 8cc. Comcomlly and family with
a CHJENHTj,T}5 Chiefs came over. The latter is one of
the most stout and portly man I have yet observed here.
The Chief and their families are allowed to sleep in the
House, on account of the Rain but the common men 8cc.
are sent out the Fort. The CHIENHILTHS it seems are

all returned to their houses, after having amiably set-

tled their quarrel with the Chinooks who gave them a pre sent of some slave 8 and goods, after having exchange a

few long shots. At 11 o'clock I went to bed, Mr. Mc Tavish was inclined to set up. Mr. J.C. discharged his
Lady she being far gone, with the Veneral, so much that
he is already attacked by two pimples 8cc., which required the examination of the Doctor who gives it as his
Opinion that he was very bad. Mr. B. keeps his although
very doubtful.
FRIDAY -13- Terrible weather during the last night

- Thunder and Lightning - Rain, Hail and Squalls of

Wind. - One uncommon peal took place, a good deal of
Hail was laying on the ground this morning, and the Rain
Continued. - Comcomlly traded about 60 Beaver Skins.

Gave him a present and another to the CHIENHILTHS Chief

with a speech of Mr. McTavish on the occasion. He is
to trade same as other Indians, but will receive a present
at the conclusion of every Trade according to the number
Of skins he may bring. About 12 o'clock the Rain ceased

and the Indians went off. The Shallop arrived with a load
of Coals. The SHIP Baker having put our small Oven in
repair, baked a batch of Bread, the first tine such a thing

of this kind here since my arrival. - All hands at work,
Gardening, Unloading, Arranging Stores and accounts,
Mr. McTavish' s room, Baking &cc.
SATURDAY -14- Fine day, the Shallop unloaded
and requires some repairs by the Trades men &c. The
LONG BOAT came over with the Doctor who having visited
his patients returned on board again. Indians came in to
trade Calpots &cc., they are now actually starving and
ask us for dried Smelt, of which I gave them a few fath-

oins - Cleared the Fort &cc., The SHIPS STEWARD who
came here yesterday was busy in our garden to day sowing some Seeds. - The Baker made a batch of Bread,
which was very bad having no Yeast nor Leaven. Found
another of our Hens dead, and reduced only to Feathers
and Bones, also of 8 Chickens there now remains only
3 of them and they are very sick, there must be some-

thing here which they eat that causes the loss of our Fowls.

The Shallop did not return over the River to day. The
Women brought in to trade about one quart of large yellow
Raspberries most excellent Fruit. Swallows are now very
numerous.

SUNDAY -15- Fine Weather, Indians coming and

going trading - Men drinking &c. - Saw the SHIPS LONG

BOAT go down to sound the Lower Channel to cross over

here, she passed close along the Spit Bank and within
Point Adams, from whence She returned on board under
a strong fresh Breeze from the Westward. Some CHLENHILTHS came down the River and brought 3 fresh Sturgeon, but would not sell under half a pound of Beads each,
of course we bought nones Bought a quart of Raspberries
- About 4 o'clock it began to Rain and Wind strong South
West. The COOPER came to remain on shore.
MONDAY -16- Squally weather and frequent heavy
We began to examine and assort the
Goods, in the Garret, we opened all the Bales, Casks & cc.,

showers of Rain
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something are in very bad order, and no correct a/c of
the several Packages &c., a compound mixture of Cargo

and the SHIPS Stores. The Shallop went over to the SHIP.
The LONG BOAT came over with the Doctor and went back
again. Men all at work as usual The Steward came over
in the JOLLY BOAT to work at the Garden. The Baker
improves in making Bread but nothing to compare to the
Bread made on board the ISAAC - TODD, a sample of
which I saw to day a small Roll of most excellent. Indians very eager to buy dry Smelt from us for Beads, they
say they are starving. An Indian brought us about 40 pounds
of Fresh Meat. - Another Hen died to day.

TUESDAY -17- Rainy Squally Weather - Opening
and examining Goods, Assorting &c. The Shallop came
over with, a load of COALS. The LONG BOAT also who

sounded the Channel once more opposite the White Stumps,
and found 2 fathoms of Water at half Tide. Indians coming in to Trade dried Smelt, they seem to be actually starving with hunger. - Bought one Sturgeon - The LONG
BOAT went back with the Doctor who has visited his patients &cc. We now daily Trade a few Raspberries from
the Women - Put my curtains up - Mr. D. McTavish
took Mrs. Clapp in tow this evening.

WEDNESDAY -18- Cloudy Morning - Indians ar-

riving from above with the Ebb Tide. Taking an account
of whole pieces c. - Indians from all quarters, Chinooks, Clatsops &cc., trading dry Salman for Beads, and
War Garments c. A great crowd of Indians here to day
as usual, Men, Women and Children traded a quantity of
Waptoes. Comcomlly came over to trade Smelt, he was
on a visit above, and having finished his trade, he proceeded on with his sons &cc.

Quarrel between Mr. McT. and H. Orders from

Fort William &cc,, per H. he fain would dispute his right
with his Uncle, but there is too much brow beating.
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CHONIGH the Clatsop Chief showed me his writing
from Captains Lewis and Clark dated Fort Ciatsop 19 March

1806. A list of men accompanying the American Party Viz:- M. Lewis & W. Clark Captains = Geo Drewyer,

T. Shabona, Jnterpreters of Indian Language John Ordeway,

N. Pryon, Patric Gass, Sergeants, Bradien, John Shields,

Joseph Fields, Rewben Fields, Silas Gos-drich, A. WiUard,
John Goiter, Hugh Hall, William Warrener.
=NAMES OF THE AMERICAN PARTY CONTINUED=

Pattz
Thos.P. Howard

John

George

Peter
John
Jo5
Geo

Gibson

Wiser
Collins

J.B.

Whichouse
Shannon
Thompson

Riclid
Robt

Fraseir

Hugh

Peter
Francis
John Bte

Wrdseor

McNeil
Crusob

LeBrech

Set off in May 1804 by
Missouri and Columbia
Rivers to the Pacific
Ocean where they arrived
on the 14th of November
-1805- and from whence
they departed 2nd of
March -1806- on their
return to the United
States.

Lepage

York, a black of Capt. Clark
An Inl4n Woman and Child
belonging to T.S.

The Indians stole the Iron door of our Oven - The
Baker now makes tolerable good Bread - Unloaded the
Shallop of the remainder of the Coals - Saw the LONG BOAT
sounding below this opposite Chinook Point - The weather
became moderate and Calm. -
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THURSDAY -19- Fine Warm Day - I began to take

an A/C and arrange the Garret in order with Mr. J.C.
McTavisli. Some Indians came in but brought only a few
Berries, they stole one of our Decanters, 2 Glass Ink
stands &cc,, we are anxious to get hold of one of them
to put him in Irons, to deter the others from Theft. Mr.
McTavish dressing his Tate Plets in fine Broad Cloth,
cost 23/STG: per yard. Embossed Black &cc. - Bellemere received a present also - PERVEAU and MASCON
took each a wife by leave. The LONG BOAT sounding below Chinook Point.

FRIDAy -20- Some Indians arrived. I gave a clothing to ASHUALTJX of OAK POINT. Comcomlly and his

two sons and old Daichaine, all highly pleased and a suitable Speech from Mr. McTavish. The Doctor came over
in the JOLLY BOAT. I finished taking Inventory of the
new imported Goods and arranging Garret &cc. Men all
at work excepting the Sick and 5 Sandwich Islanders
also laid up, got the remainder of the Coals taken out the

Shallop. She now has finished unloading the SHIP, and
we are anxious to see her over here, but the Captain is
rather backward in coming. He found 2-1/2 fathoms of

water yesterday by the lower Channel at almost low water,
and the ISAAC - TODD draws 2 Fathoms only.

SATURDAY -21- Rainy Morning - CHONICH and
others Clatsop came in and brought back some of our stolen things, we clothed the Chief and gave him a writing in
lieu of the American one which I throw in the fire before

him. Finished examining the Goods, arranging the Garret, and now all is in readiness and in order assorted cc.,
and a Bedstead put up and in order. The Long Boat came
over under, with a letter from Captain Smith, saying he
coujd not come over with the SHIP, there being only 13
to 18 feet of Water at half Tide for 2-1/2 miles and the
SHIP drew 13 feet aft and 12- 1/2 feet forehead - Misunderstanding on board the SHIP with Mr. McKay regarding the Bread given out to the Crew, an appeal to the Captarn c. - The Weather cleared up 8cc. -
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FORT GEORGE - 1st MAY -1814 = TWO LIGHT CANOES
FOREXPRESS

Ant. Gingras D
Jos.
Jos.

St. Amant G
Bowethick

Ett. Lussier
Aix. LePrade
Ant. Guenet

Frs. Martiall
Frs. Payette
B our dignon

Louis LeBarte

Frs. Derchequette
Ant. Belleau
Laurent D
Chapert G
AM. Quesnel
C.

Frs. Landrie
M.

L.

Catenaire
Drenefle

Lapierre
Gervais

Sundries taken Per Gentlemen for their voyage up
to the Spokness House, it being the intention of passing
the Portage all at one trip and entirely as the Canoes were
light:

4 Tin Plates - 4 Knives and Forks - 4-1/2 Pint Pots
* 1 Small frying Pan - 2 Tents - 15 fm Cod Line - 2
Oil Cloths - 4 Bales Cord - 1 Gill Tin Measure - 4
Spoons - ZCod Lines - 2 Sails - 1 Tin Kettle - 6
Candles - 12 fr Sail Twine - 3/4 Keg Gum
Kettles - 1 Tin Covered Kettle -
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Per Man per Day for 12 Days for 24 Persons
60601501501211-

Quarts
Lbs

3-

Gall
Cam
Lbs
Lbs
Quarts
Lbs
Blankets

3-

Lbs

50502415-

4-1/2
38

4

U

It
It

5
6

It

5-1/2

Corn

1/2 Pt
1/2 Pt

Pork

172 Lb

Peas
Beef

1/2 Lb

Rum

2Gill

Bags
Grease
Flour
Rice
Sugar

-2-1/2 ft
Tea
Butter

Biscuits
C. Beads No. 1
C. Beads No. 2
C. Beads No. 3

Doz

Axes
Awls
Iron Blades

Canton

Plates

Small

Trunk

15

Lbs

10

tt

Tobacco
Powder

3
1

10
1

300
6
2
2

30
6

6

It

Bails
Matls
Boxes Containing

NewGuns -each $500.00
$1000.00
Flints

Cart.Boxes-I.T.
Btle.

Port Wine

Porter

I 65

= THE BRIGADE FOR THE INTERIOR = &c c =
NO =1=

Canotte
George
Lewis
Jos

Frs.
J.

Umprefurilee
Teulatthain

D
G

LeVaUe
Cotté

Messrs JOHN MCDONALD

and
D. MCKENZIE

Tranchemontagne

CarcIinlle

NO =2=

Lewis

Desmois

Ant
Jos
Jos
Geo

Fle urine
Desxnarais

Frs

Trepanier

D

G

Messrs A. STEWART
and
THOMAS MCKAY

Landrieu
Sand. - Islands

NO =3=

J.A.
M.

M.

Aug.
William

McKay
Manique
Lefonte

Morrin
Boisvert

D
G

Mr. J.G. MCTAVISH
and Family and Mrs. M.
and Family

Kariume

NO =4=

Charles

Pierre
Pierre
Bell
C
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LeGosse
Bruiguine
Lecourse

Breasseane
Naah

Lussier

Mr. JOHN CLARK
and

Family

NO =5=

Jacques

Pierre

Pat.

F.

Bob

Shatbaine

Deslard
O'Connor
Thauburn
Packawakra
Dufresne

D
G

Messrs JOHN STEWART
and
G. FRAC HERD

NO =6=

Jos
Ignue
M.

Thomas

St. Martin
Saliahone

Picard

D
G

Mr. WALLACE
&

Lefe lye

CARS ON

Canaswarel
La Bonté

NO =7=

B.
Jos.
J. Bte
Ettu

Gardeipied
Geliloux
Befleau

Joshua

S. Islander

D
G

Ouayoise

Mr. D. STEWART
and
JCHNA DAY

Harteau.
NO =8=

Frs

Leteur

Jos

Longtin
Cire
Gauthier

E.

Fra

Jos
Ben

La Purré

D
G

Mr. B. PELLETTE
and

BELLAIER and family

Rousselle
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NO =9=

Tim

D. Ecou

Geo

Ci.ne

P.

Mageau
Cayalle

A.
Ben

Messrs A. ROSS
and
McGILLIS

S. Islander
Delainey

NO =10=

L.
In.
A.
A.
L.

DUburiel
Majeau
Lefanteuse
Bettanet
Pepin

MC KEITH
arid

Wheel Carriage

&c. 8cc.

St. Michel

Rapheal FinJ.any, gone up also in Canoe No. 1=
(1814)

=PRESENTS GIVEN TO THE DIFFERENT CHIEFS 8cc. =
C OMC OMLLY
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

4
1/2
1

4
4
10
10
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Chief Scarlet Cloth
Gingham Shirt

Pr Bath Coat g. Troussers

Dimity - Vest
B. Hat & Feather
Pr- Woollen Hose

Pr- W. Slippers
Silk Negligee
Canton Plates
Vernnllxon

Bar of Ion 6 lbs.
Bot.Rum
Bot. Molasses
Lbs - Flour
Lbs - Bread - 5 Lbs.

HIS ELDEST SON
1
1
1
1

Jacket

Pr. B.C. Troussers

Gingham Shirt
Cup Tassle & Feather

1

P.C. Glass

1/4

Vermfflion
HIS YOUNG SON THE
SAME ARTICLES
DAIC HOUION

2

Soldiers Coat
Laced I Cap & Feather
Canton Plates

1
1

Gingham Shirt

1
1

Pr B C Troussers

1/4

Vermilion

1

Iron Knife

1
1
1
1

2

Folder
Bar Iron 6 Lbs
Bot. Rum
Bot. Molasses
Leaves of Bread
CHONICH

1
1

2
1

Soldiers Coat

Landl.Cap&C.
Canton Plates

Pr B.C. Troussers

1

Gingham Shirt

1/4

Vermilion

1

Iron Knife

1

Folder
Bar Iron 4 Lbs
Bottle of Rum
"
Molasses
Loaves of Bread

ASHNALAX

Laced Cap
Cloth Jacquet

1
1

Pr B.C. Troussers

1

2
1

1/2
20
1

Heads Leaf Tobacco
Iron Blade
Pint Powder
Balls
Gingham Shirt

Pre sents given to CALPOH
1

Cloth Jacket

1 Scalper
1 Folder

Cap & Feather

2 Loaves Bread

Pr B.C. Troussers
1/4 Vermilion
1
1

1

1

Bar of Iron - 3 Lbs.
Blanket - 2-1/2 feet

1 P.C. Glass
1 Btle Rum

1 Btle Molasses

Cannings time to begin the 1st of April but was sick, and
did not begin until the 8th - He lost 7 days Time lost - l3th-14-15-16-17_18_19...2O_21_22_23_24 =
Midday he began to work - April 25th. - Lost 12 days.

- L. La Barte - Sick 6th April - Lost one day.
Ett Lussier - Began to work April -22nd La Plante began to work May -3rd - he had done nothing
since the latter end of March.
Mascon began to work May -16-18 14 from which day his

time commences

HERE THE TRANSCRIPT ABRUPTLY ENDS.
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METEORALOGICAL TABLE &C. at FORT GEORGE ENTRANCE OF COLUMBIA RIVER

1814

April

1 OCLOCE P.M.

SUNRISE

a

a

t

aa

a

,a

a

a

.0

aa

aa

8 34 Cloudy Calm 51 Clear
9 34 Cloudy Ey. 52 Fine&c

F
S

S 10 36 Clear

SUN SETTING

,-i

a

W
NW

a

0

a'SNa

a
a

51
43

58

W 20 52 Rain SW
T 2151 Cloudy SW
F 22 44 Foggy C
5 23 44 Hazy 5

55
60
60
57
54
60

5 24 44 Rain L
H 25 49 0.Cast C
1 26 44 0.Cast S.E. 62
W 27 49 0.Cast C
62
T 28 52 Cloudy C
67
F 29 52 Clear E
72
S 30 51 O.Cast
62
S 1 52 Rainy 1.04. 60
H 2 50 L.Rain L
56
1 3 50 Cloudy S
56
04

04

4

I5

48 Overca W
48 HeavyR L

58
57

F 6 52 FClear Calm 65
S 7 54 Clear N.E. 68
S 8 55 Cloudy Calm 66
M 9 50 Overca Nw
61
T 10 48 Overca L
56
W 11 54 Cloudy C
62
1 12 52 Cloudy C
61
F 13 41 Rainy W
56
5 14 48 Fine C
58
S 15 50 Cloudy E
64
M 16 48 Cloudy 5.04. 58
1 17 42 Rainy Lw 56
W 18 48 Cloudy I.E. 58
T 19 50 Cloudy Calm 66
F 20 52 Clear Calm 64
5 21 54 Rainy W
58
5 22 50 Cloudy
58
04

W

NW

Frost ,Cloudy & Cold

Frost,perfectly serene &
Cold

Calm A Charming day no frost
Clear
Hazy &Fog NW Fine Gay no wind no frost
FineClear Calm Fine Day Light Wind
L.w. At 12 oclock Squally
O.Cast
Calm Hazy and mist-fog ClearedUp
Cloudy
N.W. Fresh Breeze No frost
Clear
Calm Rain towards Even
Show.R.
Rain & Squally
S
0.Cast
W
Unsettled
Cloudy
Rain & Light Wind
Ly
Rain
Rainy & Squally
54 N. & Sq. L
N.&Sq. L
Cleared up &c.
W
52 C.Atmo.
R.&Sq. Lw
Hazy Hornison
50 C.&Haze
NW.
C.&Hazy Nw
Fine but hazy
Wy
51
Cloudy
Showers Wy
W
Unsettled
46 Clear
Clear W
Rain and then fine
W
50 Clear
Cloudy W
Moderate Wind
Wy
54 Clear
C.&Fine W
do
do
Calm
56 Cloudy
Cloudy W
Overcast & Chilly
W
54 Clear
Clear W
Fine & Pleasant
04
59 Clear
F&Clear C
L.W. Fine day
Overca. L.W. 53 Rain
Rain at 1 O'ck.
L
Rainy L,y 52 Rainy
Boisterous & Rainy
L
50 Rainy
Rainy L
do
do
West
52 Cloudy
Rainy L
Rainy & Cloudy
W
51 Overca.
Overca. W
Light Rain
04
52 Clear
Clear W
Calm Cleared up Fine
56 Clear
Clear C
Calm Fine & Clear
Clear 51.04. 57 Clear
Fine
W
54
Overca.
Cloudy W
Calm Chilly
52 Overca.
Cloudy W
Calm Overcast
Calm 50 Cl&Fine
Fine
L.W. Fine Weather
Calm 52 Rainy
Rain
Stormy &c
W
48 Rainy
Cloudy W
Calm Strong Wind
L.W.
48
Clear
Shower
Calm Rainy
49 Clear
Clear C
L.W. Fine day
54 Rainy
Overca 04
Rainy
04
49 Showers
Squally W
Squally
W
Rainy L.W. 46 Showers
Calm Freqs Showers
48 Cloudy
Clear 04
Calm
Overcast
64 Clear
Clear
Calm Fine day
Cloudy Calm 51 Cloudy
West Clear & Calm
52 Clear
Rainy 04
Strong Wind
W
52 Cloudy
a3iurri- W
cane

Clear NW 50
M 11 40 Cloudy Calm 56 Clear NW 50
54
T 12 46 Cloudy Calm 60 Clear W
W 13 48 Clear Ey 64 Clear Wy 56
T 14 48 Foggy Calm 59 Cloudy Wy 54
48
F 15 46 O.Cast L W 56 CloudsF W
Calm 54
S 16 40 ClearF 10
61 Clean
56
S 17 52 Rain LE 58 N & Sq 5
M 18 52 Rain Calm 60 Cloudy L.W. 54
53
T 19 50 O.Cast S
57 Rainy
L
Ny

Clear
Clear

General Remark &c.

RECAPITULATION OF LANDINGS &C

BILL OF LANDINGS OF 10 CANOES
LEAVING FORT GEORGE ON THE

4th of APRIL 1814 for the Interior

1814

11 Bales of Goods

F.

0

Z

do

2

Beads

F.

o

P. Leaf
9 Bales Kettles
11 Bags Balls
do

SO

"

New Guns

4

"

Iron Works
Chinook Rats
K. Beads

CO

-
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"Mr. Monroe, the Secretary of States of the United States,
on the 18th of July 1815, announced to Mr. Baker the Chargé
d'Affaires of Great Britain at Washington, that the President
intended immediately to re-occupy the post at the mouth of
the Columbia."

"Mr. Bagot, the plenipotentiary at Washington "The Territory itself was early taken possession of in His Majesty' s
name, and had been since considered as forming part of His
Maje sty' s dominion."

(attachedto Monroe's speech of April 15, 1822).
"MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR MR.PREVOST."

"The following were the views communicated to me by

the President on the evening before his departure, in relation to Mr. Prevost; in conformity with which he requested
me to make known to Mr. Adams his wish that he would be
so good as to prepare instructions forthwith, or as soon as
may be.

"Mr. P. to embark as soon as practicable, in the Ontario, Captain Biddle, now in New York (the sloop lately destined to take commissioners to South America).

"To touch at Rio Janeiro (sic) and deliver such dispatches to Mr. Surnpter as he shall be charged with.
To
proceed round Cape Horn and afterward touch at the principal port in Chili (name not recollected), and also at Lima in

Peru. * *
*

He will thence proceed to River Columbia, with a view
to assert there the claim of sovereignty in the name and on
behalf of the United States, by some symbolical, or other
appropriate, mode of setting up a claim to national authority and domination but no force is to be employed by Captain
Biddle 1, in the attempt to accomplish this object any unexpected obstructions should occur. The ship will then return to the United States, stopping at Lirna to leave Mr. Prevast, where, and in the adjoining province, he will remain
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"MEMORANDUM OF INSTRUCTIONS FOR MR.PREVCST"

- Continued

and act under the instructions already made out for him and
now in his possession.

"It is the desire of the President that Mr. Astor, of
New York, be informed of the measure contemplated in relation to Columbia River. *****

"A copy of the Instructions, or as much of them as
will be necessary, to be furnished the navy department, in
order that the proper naval orders may be given to Captain
Biddle for the voyage.
"September 25, 1817.

= THE RESTORATION

R.R.

=

"In obedience to the Commands of His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, signified in a dispatch from the
Right Honorable the Earl of Bathurst, addressed to the Partners or agents to the North West Company, bearing date of
the 27th January 1818, and in obedience to a subsequent order, dated 26th of July, from W. H. Sheriff Esq., Captain
of His Majesty's Ship Andromanche. We, the undersigned
do in conformity to the first article of the Treaty of Ghent,
restore to the Government of the United States, through its
agent J.B. Prevost, Esq., the settlement of Fort George,
(Columbia River) this 6th day of October, 1818.

F. Hickey, Captain of His Maje sty' s
Ship Blossom

"I do hereby acknowledge to have this day received,
on behalf of the Government of the United States, the p08session of the settlement designated above, in conformity

to the first article of the Treaty of Ghent.

Given under my hand, in triplicate, at Fort George
(Columbia River) dated 6th day of October 1818.

J. B. Prevost, Agent for the United States

THE TREATY OF GHENT

John Quincy Adams became an historic figure
as the author of the TREATY OF GHENT.

Article I of the Treaty of Ghent:

"All territory, places, and possessions,
whatsoever, taken by either party from
the other during the war, or which may
be taken alter the signing of this treaty,
excepting only the islands hereinafter
mentioned, (in the Bay of Fundy), shall
be restored without delay1t.
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November 11, 1818.

To: The Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.

From: J.B. Prevost,

Monterey, New California.

Sir:
In conformity with mine of the 27 July, which I
had the honor to address in your Department from Lima,
Iproceeded to His Britannic Majesty's sloop ofwarBlossom to the mouth of the Columbia, and entered the river
on the 1st of October foUowing. A few days thereafter,
to wit, on the 6th, as you will perceive by referring to a
copy of the act of surrender, (marked A), I received in
the name, and on the part of the United States, the possession of the establishment at Fort George, made under
the first article of the Treaty of Ghent, byCaptain Hickey, of the Royal Navy, in compliance with the orders of
the Prince Regent for that purpose, signified to him
through the medium of Earl Bathuret. The British flag
was, thereupon lowered, and that the United Stateshoisted
in its stead; where it now waves, in token both of possession
and of sovereignty.

The establishment, of which the annexed sketch (rnrked B) will give you a correct idea, has been considerably
extended and improved by the agents of the Northwest Cornpa-ny of Canada, who will continue to occupy and protect it,
under our flag, until it shall please the Pre sident to give
orders for their removal. I will, however, suggest that,
when such disposition shall take place, time ought to be
granted, in a ratio with the distance, to enable them to obtain the means of transporting the private property deposited there, consisting of dry goods, furs, and implements of
war, to a large amount.
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Shortly after the ceremony of surrender, I received a
note on this subject from Mr. Keith, the gentleman whose
signature accompanies that of Captain J. Hickey, which,
together with a copy of my answer (also marked B), is submitted for your inspection. A sense of justice would have
dictated the assurances I have given him in reply; but I
have a further motive, which was that of subsiding the apprehensions excited by the abrupt visit of the Ontario. It
appeared to me prudent, in this view, to take no notice of
the suggestion relative to the discussion of boundary, and,
in answering to avoid any intimation of immediate or of
future removal; as either might have induced him to form
a settlement elsewhere on the river, and thus have given
rise to collisions between the two Governments, which may
be now wholly avoided.

The bay is spacious; contains several anchoring
places in a sufficient depth of water; and is, by no means,
so difficult of ingress as has been represented. Those enjoying the exclusive commerce have probably cherished an
impression unfavorable to its continuance, growing out of
the incomplete survey of Lieutenant Broughton, made under
the orders of Vancouver in 1792. It is true that there is a
bar extending across the mouth of the river, at either extreznity of which are, at times, appalling breakers; but it is
equally true that it offers, at the lowest Tides, a depth of
twenty-one feet of water through a passage, exempt from
them, of nearly a league in width. The Blossom, carrying
more guns than the Ontario, encountered a change of wind
while in the channel; was compelled to let go her anchor;
and, when again weighed, to tack and beat, in order to reach
the harbor; yet found a greater depth, and met with no difficulty either then or on leaving the bay. The survey (marked
C) may be relied upon for its accuracy. The bearings, distance a, and soundings, were taken by Captain Hickey, who
was kind enough to lend himself to the examination, and to
furnish me with this result. It is the more interesting, as it
shows that, with the aid of buoys, the access of vessels of
almost any tonnage may be rendered secure. In addition to
this, it is susceptible of entire defence, because a ship, after
passing the bar, in order to avoid the breaking of the sea on
one of the banks, is obliged to bear up directly for the knoll
forming the cape, at all tunes to approach withm a short dis178

tance of its base; and most frequently there to anchor. Thus
a smalJ battery erected on this point, in conjunction with
the surges on the opposite side, would so endanger the approach as to deter an enemy, however hardy, from the attempt.
This outlet, the only one between the thirty-eight and
fifty-third degrees of latitude, embraces the entire range
of country from the ocean to the mountains; and its interior unites the advantages of a water communication throughout, by means of the many streams tributary to the Columbia, two of which disembogue opposite to each other within
twenty-five leagues of the port, are navigable, and nearly
of equal magnitude with this beautiful river. The ocean
teems with otter, (mustela lutica), the bear, the bu.fflo,
and the whole variety of deer.

I have been observed, by exploring this coast, that
the climate, to the southward of fifty-three degrees,assumes
a miidne s rJnown jjj the same latitude on the eastern side
of the continent. Without disgressing to speculate upon the
cause, I will merely state, that such is particularly the
fact in forty-six degrees sixteen minutes, the site of Fort
George. The mercury, during the Winter, seldom descends
below the freezing point; when it does so, it is rarely stationary for any number of days; and the severity of the
season is more determined by the quantity of water than by
its congelation. The rains usually commence with November, and continued to fall partially until the latter end of
March, or beginng of April. A benign Spring succeeds;
and when the Summer heats obtain, they are so tempered
by showers as seldom to suspend vegetation. I found it
luxuriant on my arrival, and during a fortnight' s stay, experienced no change of weather to retard its course. The
soil is good; all the cereal gramina and tuberous plants
may be cultivated with advantage; and the waters abound
in salmon, sturgeon, and others varieties of fish.
The natives, in appearance as well as in character,
differ essenfilly from those with us They are less in
stature, more delicately formed, and singular in the shape

of the head, which, in infancy, is compre ssed between two
small plates of wood or metal, so as in its growth to obtain the semblance of a wedge. They are inquistive, cheerfu]., sagacious, possess fewer of the vices attributed to the
savage, and are less addicted to cruelties in war, Scalping
is unknown to them; and a prisoner suffers the infliction of
no other punishment than that of becoming slave to the captor; but as they neither sow nor reap, an observer cannot
easily discern in what the servitude consists. The wants
of the one are supplied by his own address in the use of the
bow and spear; while those of the other require the same

efforts, and equal skill, for their gratification.

The language on this side of the falls bears a strong
analogy with that of Nootka; so much so, that, with the
aid of a Spanish vocabulary of the latter, accompanying
the voyage of Valdez, I could, notwithstanding the imperfection in this mode of conveying and obtaining sounds, express my wants and be perfectly understood. I met with
several of the natives who had heretofore volunteered on
board of some one of our vessels in their fur excursions;
two of whom had acquired a sufficient knowledge of our
language to speak it with some ease, and were extremely
solicitous to embark with us.
I regret that I could not collect sufficient data upon
which to ground an estimate of the furs gathered on the
Columbia; it was impossible, for reasons that are obvious.
Humboldt has undertaken to number those of the otter taken
on the coast and shipped to China, of which he assigns five

-sixths to the Americans. He may be correct as to the

quantity, but I doubt whether the proportion be quite so
great; as it frequently happens that the English adventurer
confides his stock to our countrymen, in order to participate in the benefit of a. market, from a direct intercourse
with which he is excluded by the jaws of his country.

Perhaps I have gone too much into detail; but it appeared to me that, exhibiting the importance of the position only, I should not have fulfilled the object of the President; that it was equally incumbent on me to pre sent a
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view of the country, of its inhabitants, of its resources, of
its approach, and of its means of defence. I shall now conclude with the relation of an occurrence which may and
ought to influence the course to be adopted and pursued as
to this station.
The speculations of Humboldt, and his glowing des-.
cription of the soil and climate of this province, have probably given new direction to the ambition of Russia, and
determined its Emperor to the acquisition of Empire in
America. Until 1816 the settlements of this Power didnot
reach to the southward of 580, and were of no consideration, although dignified by them with the title of Russian
America.

In the commencement of that year two distinct establishments were made, of a different and of a more imposing character. The first at Atooi, one of the Sandwich Islands; the other in the vicinity, within a few leagues of San
Francisco, the most northerly possession of Spain, in 570
56'. The Sketch I subjoin (marked D) was procured from
a member of the Government at this place, from whom I
also learned that its augmentation has since become so considerable as to excite serious alarm. Two Russian Ships
left this on their way thither a few days anterior to our arrival - one having on board mechanics of every description,
together with implements of husbandry. We passed sufficiently near the spot assigned to it to distinguish the coast
with some precision, and ascertained that it was an open
road -. a circumstance that renders the position liable to
many objections, if intended to permanent; in other respects, the choice is judicious for an infant colony. It enjoys a climate still milder than that of Columbia; is environed by a beautiful country; and its proximity to an old
settlement enables the Russians to partake of the numerous herds of black cattle and horses that have been there
multiplying for the last fifty years The port of St. Francis
is one of the most convenient, extensive, and sale in the
world, wholly without defence, and in the neighbourhood of
a feeble, diffused, and disaffected population Under all

these circumstances, may we not infer views to the early
possession of this harbor, and ultimately to the sovereignty
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of entire California? Surely the growth of a race on these
shores, scarcely emerged from the savage state, guided
by a chief who seeks not to emancipate, but to inthral, is
an event to be deprecated - an event,the mere apprehension
of which ought to excite the jealousies of the United States,
so far at least as to induce the cautionary measure of preserving a station which may serve as a barrier to northern
aggrandizement.
I have not been able to gather other information respecting the settlement at Atooi than that of an assurance of
its existence - a fact corroborated by the visit of the two
ships to these islands in their route hither. The Russians
are not yet such enterprising navigators as to augment sea
risks by extending a voyage several thousand miles without
an object. Such was the case in the instance, unless connected with the settlement, as they had sailed from Lima
abundantly supplied, a few weeks prior to my first visit to
that city, in April last.
These islands yield the sandal wood,so much esteemed
in China, and have been resorted to by our vessels, for years
past, not only in search of this valuable article, but of the
necessary stock of fresh provisions to supply the crew during their cruise of the Northwest coast. How far this intercourse may be affected, hereafter, by this encroachment, is
also a subject for the consideration of the President.
I have taken the liberty to enclose a note (Marked E)of
the authorities, Spanish as well as English, that have fallen
under my view, illustrating the discovery of the Columbia
by Mr. Gray, in 1791. Its subsequent occupation in 1811, by
which the sovereignty of the United States was completed,to
the exclusion of any European claimant is a fact of which the
surrender of the sole establishment on the river is conclusive evidence.
I have the honor to be,

.,

J. B. PREVOST.
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THE BIRTH OF THE MONROE DOCTRINE (1822)

Should any difference finally
appear to exist between Russia and the
United States, there can be no doubt of
its being amicably settled. When Russia
and the United States fall out, it will not
be about anything so unimportant, we
hope, as the nominal title to a degree or
two of almost undiscovered land."

But Alexander discovered that his government had
taken a position which was untenable so far as it attempted
to close the Pacific Ocean to traders of other nations, and
both Great Britain and the United States contested the territorial claim to 510. It was not, therefore, a surprise for
Adams when he received from Henry Middleton late in 1822
a confidential dispatch relating to the affair and announcing
that Baron de Tuyl was coming as minister to the United
States, especially charged with a mission on this subject.
Nothing was done immediately, however; a certain respect
for the unquestioned power of Russia entered into the motives which discouraged hasty action, and, since Great Britain was also interested, it would be well to enlist her cooperation. Rush was invited to sound the British government as to its attitude on joint negotiation, when the question was again actively taken up, while at the same time
Middleton, in St. Petersburg, was instructed to proceed
with the preliminary steps looking toward a settlement with
Russia in accordance with the suggestion of that government.

Joint action, however, was not accepted by Great Britain, for in Rush' s instructions was incorporated a portion

of that pronouncement, later known as the MONROE DOCTRINE, which seems to have been first made in a formal
way by J. Q. Adams in disc us sing the Northwest situation
with Baron Tuyl. After giving the Baron a hint as to the
nature of the instructions which were being forwarded to
Middleton, Adams says "I told him espec1lly that we
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should contest any right to ANY territorial establishment
on this continent, and that we should assume distinctly the
principle that the American continents are no longer subject for ANY new European establishments." Baron Tuyl,
although considering that there would be difficulties in the
way of the negotiation, did not fore see that they would be
in surmountable.

- ADAMS, in his Memoirs, (VI, 159)
says alter commenting on the cabinet discussion of the instructions to Middleton in
"I can find proof enough to put
down the Russian argument; but how shall
we answer the Russian cannon."

June 1823:
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JOHN QUINCY ADAMS

"The Savior of the Oregon Country"

John Quincy Adams did the drafting, mustered the argumerits, and to a large degree inserted the force of declamation in the Monroe Doctrine. The Monroe Doctrine was
contained in President Monroe's 'Message to Congress'
of December 2, 1823.

No President has given more of himseLf, served his country
so well, so long and in so many capacities as JOHN QUINCY
ADAMS.

- B. C. PAYETTE.
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LIST OF THE FIRST AMERICAN SETTLERS
OF THE OREGON COUNTRY
THE ASTORIANS OF THE PACIFIC FUR COMPANY

"Published by permission of the Governor and
Committee of the Hudson' s Bay Company"

Extracted from H.B.C. Archives F.4/6l, fos. 6-7d.
"List of people in the Columbia for Winter 1813-/14"

Pacific Fur Company Employees
No.
On

Name

List
1

2
3
9

10
11

12

28
29
32
33
34
35
37
43

44
45
46

47
49
50
51
188

Ashton, Joseph
Belleau, Antoine

Bruguier, Pierre

Capacity
(shown as in MS

Station

list)
Sailor & workman
Baker & Milieu
Gouve mail
Milieu
Milieu
Milieu
Cooper
Gouve mail
M. &Sawyer

Ft. George
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.

Boucher, Charles
Belleau, J. Bte.
Brousseau, Bazile
Bell, George
Cone, George
Cotte, Joseph
Ap. Clerk
Cox, Ross
Proprietor
Clarke, John
Millwright
Canning, William
Gunsmith
Carson, Alexander
Ducharquette, Francois B]icsmith &M.
M.
Delauney, Joseph
Milieu
Dubreuil, J. Bte.
Milieu
Delorme, 3. Bte.
Denille, Louis
M.
M.
Dufresne, Andre

Spok. Ho.
Willam.
Willam.

Day, John

Willam.
Snakes
Snakes

Delauney, Pierre
Dorion, Pierre

Hunter
Hunter

Interpreter

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.

Spok. Ho.

Ft. Heads
Ft. Geo.
Willam.
Willam.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Kootenee s

Ft. Geo.
Willaxn.

No.
on

List
58
59
60

Name

Felix, Prisque

Lassier, Charles

Le Compte, Alexis
Laiiberte, Louis
86 La Vaile, Louis
87 LaBonte, Louis
88 Lafantiessie
84
85

89
90
91

Station

list)

Flanagan, Moses
Franchere, Gabriel
61 Farnham, Russel
63 Gardepied, J. Bte.
64 Gervais, Joseph
65 Gus rin, Morise
69 Hodgins, Fre. Wrn.
70 Halsey, J. Cook
73 Jeremie, Paul Den.
74 Jacquette, Charles
82 Landrie, Joseph
83

Capacity
(shown as in MS

LaBonte, J. Bte.
La Pierre, Joseph

G.
Bookbinder

Clerk
Clerk

D. & Hunter
M. & Hunter
M.
Bikemith & M.

T. River
Wiliam.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Heads
Spok. Ho.

Clerk

Ft. Geo.

(blank in MS.)
M.

Spok. Ho.

M.
G.
M.
M.

Gouvernail

Carpenter
M.

Milieu
M.
M.
Hunter

Racoon

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.

Kootenee a

Ft. Heads
Ft. Heads
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Willam.

Ft. Geo.

Laframboise, Michel
99 Lussier, Etienne
101 Little, John
102 LaChapeler, And.
103 Le Clere, Giles
104 Landrie, Francois
113 Milhigan, Richard
114 Mascon, Alexis

M.
M.
M.

Tailor

Snakes
Snakes
Snakes
Willam.

M.

Wiflam.

115 Montigny, Ovid
116 McLennan, Donald
117 McGillis, Donald
118 Mathews, W.W.
119 Mackay, Thomas
127 McKenzie, Donald
128 McDougall, Dun.

G. &Interp.
Clerk
Clerk
Clerk &Archt.
Cik. &Interp.
Proprietor
Proprietor

Ft. Gea.

M. &Sawyer

Wiliam.

129 Martial, Francoia
132 Ouvre, J. Bte.
135 Perrault, Willia

Boat Builder

Willam.
Willaxn.
Rac oon

T. River
T. River

Wi1Jrn.

Willarn.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Ceo.

M.

Ft. Ceo.

(Boy)

WiUarn.
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No.
on

Capacity
(shown as in MS

Name

Station

list)

List

137 Pillon, J. Bte.
138 Payette, Francois
139 Plante, Antoine
140 Pion, Louis
144 Pelton, Joseph *
145 Pepin, Antoine
146 Pillette, Benj.
149 Roy, Olivier
150 Roussel, Augustin
151 Robert, Francois
152 Ross, Alexander
153 Rousselle, Benj.
154 Reid, John
156 St. Michel, Louis
157 San sons Michel

Kootonee 5

M.
M.
M.

Carpenter
Fool

172 Wilson, William
173 Wallace, William
177 Hobough, John
178 Reznor, Jacob
179 Robinson, Edward
174 Cardinalle, Guill.
175 Harteau, Jac.

* Pelton, Joseph

-

Spok. Ho.

Blacksmith

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Heads
Ft. Geo.

M.

Spok. Ho.

Clerk
Shoemaker
Clerk

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.

M.

Clerk
M.

Snakes.

M.

Willam.

Blacksmith
Clerk

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Wilam.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.

M.

Snakes
Spok. Ho.
Willam.
Snakes
Snakes
Snakes

158 Seton, Alfred
162 St. Amant, Joseph
G.
165 Stewart, David
Proprietor
167 Trepagnier, Francois G.

169 Turcotte, J. Bte.

Ft. Geo.
T. River

Cooper

Clerk
Freeman Hunter
Freeman Hurite r
Freeman Hunter
(blank in MS.)
(blank in MS.)

Ft. Geo.
Wilam.

In 1812 Pelton had been held
prisoner by the Indians for
about 60 days before going
crazy. Francois Payette
later rescued Joseph Pelton.

The above list marks the end of the first
Azne rican Settlement west of the Rockies.
August 1961
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B.C. Fayette.

List of men of:
THE OREGON COUNTRY UNDER THE UNION JACK

(1813-1818) with men of:
NEW CALEDONIA (Under the Union Jack since 1806).

This is the Fall of 1813; THE OREGON COUNTRY IS
NOW BRITISH.

Practical definitions
THE OREGON COUNTRY: What is now Idaho,
Washington and Oregon.
NEW CALEDONIA: CANADA, West of the Rockies.
(British since 1806).

"Published by permission of the Governor and
Committee of the Hudson's Bay Company".

Extracted from H.B.C. Archives F.4/6l, fo.6-7d.
"List of People in the Columbia for Winter 18 13/14. t
North West Company Employees
No.
on

Name

List
4 Bernier, Ju.I.ian
5
6
7
8
13

14
17
19

Bellant, Alexis
Boisvert, Augustin
BeUanger, Andre

Bercier, Pierre

Bowithick, Joseph
Bethune, Angus

Boucher, 3. Bte.

Boulla.rd, Michel
21 Cayalle, Antoine

Capacity
(shown as in MS.

Station

list)
T(hoxnpson)River
Devant
Wiliam(ette)
Milieu
F(ort) Geo(rge)
Milieu
F(lat)
Heads
Devant
Spok(ane) Ho (use)
Milieu HK
Giorsekeeper?)

D. &Hunter
Clerk
Interpreter

Wham.
Ft. Geo.

N(ew) Caled(oni

Suxnrnerman

T, River

D. &Milieu

Willaxn.
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No.
on

C apa city

Name

List

list)

Cotte, Charles
Cotte, Joseph
24 Cotenoire, Michel
25 Choput, Charles
26 Cire, Joseph
27 Chevrette, Charles
30 Connor, Patrick
31 Cartier, Joseph
36 Cawanarde, Pierre
38 Desmarais, Louis
39 Desmarais, Joseph
40 Duchesne, Benj.
41 D'Eon, Timothe
42 Dupuid, Francois
48 De slard, Pierre
52 Eno dit Canada., Frs.
53 Finiay, Jac. Rap.
54 Finlay, Rap., Junr.
55 Finlay, Thorburn
22
23

56
57
62
67
68
71
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
92
93

94
95

96
97
98
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(shown as in MS.

Finiay, Bonhomxne

Fleurie, Antoine
Gaifloux, Joseph
Gauthier, Francois
Henry, William
Henry, Alexander
Keith, James
Landreville, Charles
Lefevre, Laurent
Le Course, Pierre
Laforte, Michel
LaGosse, Charles
Latrielie, Antoine
La Plante, Louis
Latour, Francois
Landrie, Francois
La Prade, Alexis
Lussier, Bazile
Langtin, Etienne
La Vailee, Louis

M.
D. & Milieu
M.

Carpenter &M.
M.
M.

Tailor &M.
Guide

D. & Milieu
D.

Milieu

Carpenter &M.
D.
Milieu
Gouvernail
M.

Station

T. River
Ft. Geo.
Wilam.
Ft. Geo.
Wi]a.m.

T. River.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
(blank in MS.)

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Head
Ft. Geo.
T. River

Cik. &Interp.
Interp. & Hunt.
M. & Hunter
M. & Interpreter

Spok. Ho.

M.
G.
M.

Ft. Geo.

Clerk
Proprietor
Clerk
G.
M.
M.
M.
D.
G ouve mail
G.
M.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.

Spok. Ho.
Willam.

Ft. Geo.
WiUam.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Heads
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
T. River
Ft. Geo.
Willam.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Wiliam.

Ft. Geo.

No.
on

Name

Capacity
(shown as in MS.

List

Station

list)

100 Loyer, Charles
105 Mackay, Jno. Amb.
106 Macleod, Jack

M.

M.

Ockinan
(Okanagan)

107 McTavish, J. Geo.

Proprietor
Clerk
Clerk

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Heads
T. River

G.
M.

Kootonis

G.
G.
M.
M.

Ft. Geo.
Wilam.
Ft. Geo.

108 McMiUan, Jarne s
109 McDonald, Finan

110 Methode, Francois
111 Mousseau, Louis
112 Montour, Nicholas
120 Monicque, Nicholas
121 Majeau, Louis
122 Majeäu, Pierre
123 Moineau, Ant.
124 Mochcomau, Joseph
125 McGiUivray, Joseph

D. &ca.

Clerk

Hunter

Clerk

Propriete r
126 McDonald, John
130 Ocanasawaret, Thomas M.
131 Owayaissa, Etienne
M.

133 Proveau, J. Bte.
134 Perrault, Louis
136 Pacquin, Louis
141 Picard, Andre
142 Piccard, Maurice
143 Pembrilliant, Ant.

147 Que snel, Arnable
155 Shatackoani, Jacques

M.
M.

G.
M.
M.
M.
M.
D.
D.
D.
G.

159 St. Martin, Joseph
160 Saganakei, J. Bte.
161 Salioheni, Ignace
Proprietor
163 Stewart, Alexr.
Proprietor
164 Stewart, John
166 Trenchemontagne, Frs. M.
168 Tewhattahewnie, Geo. D. &G.
D.
170 Umfreville, Canotte
M.
171 Vallade, Rehene
D.
176 Ostiserico, Jacques

Ft. Heads
Ft. Geo.

Ft. Geo.
Kootonee S

Willam.
Willam.
Okenan.

Ft. Geo.
WiUarn.
Willarn.
Willarn.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
N. Caled.
Willam.

Ft. Geo.
Wiliam.

Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Ft. Geo.
Wiflam.

Ft. Geo.

Ft Geo

Ft. Geo.
Willam.

Ft. Geo.

Spok. Ho.
Kootonees
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Freemen engaged by the North West Company in 1813
No.
on

Name

List

Capacity
(shown as in MS.

List

15 Bourdon, Michel
Interpreter
16 Bellaire, Registe
Freeman &H.
18 Bostonnais dit Page, A. Hunter
20 Baker, Micajah
Blacksmith

66 Gregoire, Francois
72 Hoole, Louis Capois
148 Rivet, Francois

Interpreter

(blank in MS.)

Interpreter

Station

Ft. Heads
Willam.

Ft. Heads
WiUam.
Okenan.

Ft. Heads
Ft. Heads

LOSS OF THE U.S. FRIGATE ESSEX Extract from her LOG-BOOK

United States Frigate Essex Captain D. Porter - Commander - March - 28 - 1814 Light winds and cloudy; at day-light got everything
ready to weigh, expecting the enemy' s ships were to leeward, according to the report of lieut. Maury, who was
last evening entrusted with an expedition to effect this:
and we were much surprised at about half past 6, to see
both Ships close to the weather point of the bay.
They stood within the point, tacked and stood out
again. At noon the wind freshened at S S W. and increased
to a strong gale. Struck royal yards and masts at 45 minutes past two, parted the larboard cable, which caused us

to drag the starboard anchor. Capt. Porter hailed the
Essex Junior, to send her boat to take Mr. Poinstait on
shore.

Immediately alter he left us Capt. Porter gave orders
to cut the cable, which was done, and sail made out the
ship. The enemy' s Ships were at this time standing in
for the port. On luffing round the point of Angels, a heavy
squali shruak us, which carried away our main top mast
by the lower cap. Two men, Samuel Miller and Thomas
Brown, fell overboard and were drowned, as we suppose.
The Ship was wore and hauled to the wind on the flatboard
tack, and orders given to clear the wreck. The main sail
and main top sail were cut away from the yards, 80 as not
to work against us in working into the bay. Captain Porter
finding it impossible to gain our former anchorage, concluding to bear up for a small bay, situated on the we stern side
of the Harbour.
At 45 minutes past 3, come to the best bower in 9-1/2
fathoms water, and in half pistol shot of the shore. The
Western fort (or Casteilo Viego) bore E by N., distance 3
miles. The Eastern fort (or Castello Id Barren) bore S W
by distance about 1-1/2 miles. This fort was not in fight
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as we were anchored under a high bluss that screened us
from it. There was a long 24 Pounder detached from it on
a rising ground to the N.E. distance 1/2 mile, and consequently so much nearer to the place where we anchored.

In this situation, we considered ourselves perfectly
secured. Captain Porter gave orders to clear the Ship for
action, although he did not (I believe) entertain an idea that
the enemy would attack him. At 55 minutes past 3 the
PHOEBE commenced firing on our larboard quarter; and
at 4 the CHERUB commenced firing on our larboard bow.
In about half an hour they wore round and stood out to re-

pair damages. They appeared to be very much cut in their
rigging, their top-sail sheets flying away. In this interval
we got the third spring on the cable the two first being shot
away as soon as put on. They soon returned and took a
position out of reach of our short guns and open a most
galling fire upon us. The wind shifting about time, Captain
Porter determined to lay the PHOEBE. The cable was accordingly cut, but the only haiUiards standing were those
of the flying jib. This fail was partly hoisted but was not
sufficient to wear the Ship off.

We were now in a most dreadful situation, as the enemy
hulled us every shot, and our brave fellows were falling in
every direction; but we were all so animated by the brave
cool and intrepid conduct of our heroic commander, that
every man appeared determined to sacrifice his life in
defence of our SHIP and for frustrate and sailors rights,
for which they were continually huzzaing sore and aft. An
unlucky accident, however, took place which frustrated all
our hopes, viz: the explosion of some loose cartridges in
the main hatchway, which cause a general consternation
among the crew, the greatest part of whom jumped overboard.

Captain Porter seeing now no hopes left, give orders
to fire the SHIP but humanely considering that many of his
braves companions were lying wounded below, he counter manded this order and gave the painful oneto lower our
ENSEIGN, which was executed precisely half past 6, the
enemy did not cease firing for some minutes afterwards.
During this interval some of our men were wounded and
four shot dead, - Thus felt the ESSEX in the hands of the
English after a resistance worthy the cause which animated

us.
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Since the action, I have been informed by the 1st lieut.
of marines on board the PHOEBE (Mr. Burrows) that they
passed those two unfortunate men on our life-buoy which
had been thrown over to them, and left them to perish in
the waves, without endeavoring to afford them the least

assistance.

A return of the killed, wounded and missing on board
of the U.S. Frigate ESSEX of 32 guns, 225 men, David
Porter Esq., Commender in on action fought on the 28th
March 1814 in Valaparila Bay, with the Britain Frigate
PHOEBE of 36 guns and 320 men, James Hilyar Esquire,
Commender and the sloop of War CHERUB mounting 28
guns, 180 men commended by T.T. Tucker, Esq Killed

Severely Wounded ..
Slightly Wounded ...
Missing
TOTAL

58
38
25
31
152

During the action the ESSEX JUNIOR lay in the port of
Valparaiso under the guns of a Spanish FON, unable to
(1 line missing)
take any parts in the contest.
home in the ESSEX JUNIOR, as a cartel with his crew. OT
the Hook they were detained 2.4/2 hours by the British
SATURNE in company with the Frigate NARCISSUS. Captain Porter left the ESSEX JUNIOR yesterday afternoon in
one of his (?) yawl with 6 men, about 30 miles outside
of the Hook and procured a waggon, took on board his yaw].

and jolly tars and reached Brooklyn about 5 o'clock this
afternoon.
We understand the ESSEX had landed all her specie.
amounting of two millions at Valparaiso previous to her
being captured.

The Brig COLT formerly of this Port which was sold
to the Patriots and fitted out by them at Chili had on board
25 Americanis. Shortly after putting to sea the Spaniards
rnutime d and carried the B rig into Lima where she was
taken by the Royalist. Mr. Dusenbury of this city, one of
the crew has come home in the ESSEX Junior
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